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FOR

THE

FAMILY.

ing, that the Freedmen’s.

well as white men, of iimproving the oppor| tunities afforded by large gatherings, of

Negroes,

acquiring a little money for their necessities.

them and

“A little to one side of the cemetery, a frameLM. BURLINGAME, Publisher.
work had been erected, and upon it, boards
To whom all letters on business, remittances of and boughs of trees had been placed, for a
All
communications
, morsy, &e¢., should be sent.
Aeijfneq for publication should be addressed to the
protection to the speakers, and singers, and
E
“
many of the audience, Here assembled, an
Terms: A 200 per year; or If pad strictly IN AD| address of welcome was delivered by CapVANCE, $2.50
REMITTANCES must be made in money or- tain MacNulty of Culpepper, which was
ders, bank checks, or drafts, if possible. When
full of cheer to us, and kindness to those
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
present who had been in the rebellion, of
registered letter.
All Postmasters are obliged to

to do so,

ISSUED BY THE
ESTABLISHMENT,

PRINTING

BAPTIST

FREEWILL

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N, H.

“whom- there. ‘were - quite

register letters whenever requested to do so.
The

regular

charges

checks, and Post

for

money

orders,gbank

Office money, orders

may

be de

ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possgible ‘and thus save expenses.
Papers

are

forwarded

until-an

explicit

order

is

received by the Publisher for their discontinvance,
and until payment of all arrearages is made as required by law.
E

subscriber

18

particularly

nestedto note

the date on the label for the pe AF
n of his subscription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without. further reminder from this office.
NEWSPAPER
ER
1;

Any

person

DEC ISIONS.

who takes

a,newspaper

regularly.

from the post-oMico— whether Qirected to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
responsible for the payment.
If a person orders his japer

discontinued,

he

ast
ay all Arfuatuged, or the publisher may continue to send it until
paymentis made, and collect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
oftise or nots
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
ost-office, or,
newspapers and periodicals from the
reumgin
and leav
them uncalled ory is prima’
Yacie evidence of intentional fraud.
. 8 When Agents receive premiums, no percentage
"on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
&& We send no books out to be sold on commission, aor otherwise, with the privilege of returning
them.
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A

little flower so lowly grew,
So lonely was it left,
That heaven looked like an gye of blue,
Down in its rocky cleft.

What could the little flower do,
In such a darksome place,

But try to reach that &e of blue,
And climb to kiss heaven's face?

‘sponse was then

made

a

number.

Re-

by Gen. Leggett,

Commissioner of Patents, who spoke of the

Bureau

was

21, 1871.

i Number

5.

men,

that

their

old

and

when

they

them,
refuse

.

‘From narrowest lot on earth to grow
The straighter upw to heaven.

- =—Gerald Massey.

Special Correspondence.
—

CULPEPPER, Va. , MAY 30.
The international

M. C.
* Mount
selves
forded,

convention

the old battle-fields along

our

of the

Y.

A. having ended, and the trip to
Vernon being over, we availed - ourof the opportunity so favorably: afin the trip to Culpepper, of visiting

forces‘so

the route,

where

long confronted the rebel

hosts. We made ready at an early hour,
and took the Seveuth street car for the ferry-boat, which plies between Washington
and Alexandria. Once upon the ferry-boat
we soon reached Alexandria. ‘Here was
pointed out to us the Marshall house, where
Ellsworth 86 bravely, yet rashly,exposed his
life in taking down the secession flag that
hadso long insulted the loyal people of
“Washington and vicinity. * A- train of five
cars was there

waiting,

which

were

soon

filled with the company from “Washington,
and afterwards crowded by those that joined us at the way stations.

We

left Alexandria

at eight

o'clock.

Aboard the train were soldiers..ygho had
participated in the sanguinary deeds that
have made Bull Run, Manassas, Warrenton

and

Rapphhannock

historic ground,

and

théy pointed out to us the places of. interest
along the route. For miles along the way,

we saw the marks of desolation made by
the

‘armies,

that marched

marched over this
years of ’62 and '63.

and

counter-

country during the
The old earth-works

still remain in many places, and the old
army roads are not yet wholly obliterated,
but
a young growth of wood is now. replacing the old forests, that were cut down

by our soldiers for fuel and encamping material. The country was very beautiful for

the most part of the trip,exciting our wonder
~ and astonishment, that a country that prom-.
isedto reward so liberally the tiller ‘of the

soil, should be so Bparsély settled and poor-

ly culfivated. As we halted at the station,
to receive those who wished to join in the
patriotic excursion, and lay their tokens of

affection on the grayes of our sleeping

he-

roes, many of them unknown by name,

but

ever to he remembered for their loyal and
unselfish deeds, we were struck with the
pleasant countenances and waim cheers of
the. Negroes, and equally with the sour

looks and sulky appearance of the white
. men. We reached Culpepper at a little
‘before 12 o'clock, and found several thousand Negroes waiting to welcome us, who

Sent up rousing cheers upon our arrival.
We

here

formed

in

a

procession,

and

marched to the cemetery, which is beautifully located, a little east of the village on a
gentle

slope, and. seems

to

be

carefully

protected and cared for. On all the graves
were waving in the soft zephyrs little flags,

while in the center of the ground was a

; -flag-staff, and from it floated a

lege flag,

spiled and torn, as if it had been borne by
brave hands, through the fight of contending
hosts; On the outskirts of the cemetery,

the

colored

people

had

erected boots

to ‘write ? In logic, they teach that contra~
Ties 'laid together more evidently appear ;

hiring

slowly masticating”it, thinking about butter
and being careful to call up no. image of
excessive laughter ; for this is the time to
tranquillize the mind. and prepare for selfsatisfied slumber.

secution at home by its liberal genius and

coriduce much to the general confirmation

opposition fo the national prejudices; it
earned contempt abroad by its connection
with the country where it was born, but

of an implicit truthl.— Milton.

to work:

without pay, charge them with being lazy.
I was told of one, who worked a year,
another, a year and a half, without

and
any

compensation.
Surely we can net blame
them if they are indolent under such treatment. Our accommodations at the hotel
indicated great lack of enterprise, and the

bedding a great scarcity of cloth, for the
sheets were covered with patches, and

still

perforated with holes. Our breakfast was
in keeping, in quality and appearance, with
the supper.
We took the freight train,
which had a passenger car attached, going

advantages that were enjoyed by all men
equally under our government, and the
love that we all bore to it, .and the readi- north, at seven, rather than wait for the
ness of loyal men to sacrifice life to pre- passenger train at two o'clock, P. M., and.
serve its institutions,
when they saw. them were glad to put distance between us and
assailed, Healso spoke of the strong at- Culpepper.
tachment which sprang up between the
The condition of the South is certainly
soldiers who had fought and suffered to- deplorable and pitiable in the extreme.
oer, Prayer was then offered .by the The same hatred and bitterness toward the
haplain, B. Swallow, followed by singing North still exist, inflamed by the memory
by the choir. We then listened to the of a pe
condition more desirable and
Orator of the day, Hon. A, M. Clapp, Su-. agreeablé to them than the present, and by
perintendent of government printing, who the presence of the Negroes, whose labor
reviewed at some length’ the causes that and persons are no longer under their ‘conprecipitated the war, and called upon those trol. All agree that the women are much
I"
who
had been in error, to lay aside their worse than the men 1n their expressions of
asperities and bitterness, and help restore hostility, for it.is more petty, and less conin all its completeness the fabric which cealed. They are very poor, yet these unthey had striven so hard to destroy,and then mistakable marks of bitterness and hatred
closed, with some good, advice to ‘the col- keep the thrift and energy of the North
They look upored men, who received his remarks with from settling among ‘them.
oh the desolation that they have wrought,
warm cheers.
The next speaker was Gen. F. A. Walker yet have no feelings of penitence or regret.
of the Census Bureau, who spoke of the I conversed witha man who was a slavebattle-field comprised ‘within the triangle|}tholder before the ‘war, and a rebel officer
formed by Washington at the apex, and ‘during it, and very intelligent withal, who
Culpepper and Fredericksburg at the an- rode from Warrenton to Alexandria in
gles of the base, and the part that our the cars with us. In speaking of the war

Buf, if nature will

little brown

have

something,

bread, raised

without

of course, it must be understood

try a

yeast,

that all

you eat must be carefully weighed.
This
not only guards against excess, but it induces a careful and methodical habit of
mind. When you go ouy fo dinner, you
will carry .your scales with you and weigh
your.own food av ‘the table. It is important

to

notice

that beans,

uncontaminat-

ed by pork, may be eatén on Sundays and
the 4th of July. —C. D. Warner, in Indegenie

The

Way of It.

A woman writes to the

Chicage Tribune

of the way in which it comes that ladies can
now-a-days buy under-garments ready made
‘so much more cheaply than they can make
them themselves, and relates this incident:
A few weeks since,the city papers related

how a young lady

had

been

arrested for

pawning a sewing machine for which she had
not yet paid. “She bought it of one of the
many firms who advertise machines, promising to furnish work to enable buyers to pay
for them. = The offer seemed good on the

which sought to strangle

it in

its birth.

Emerging from J udea, it made its outward
march through the most polished regions of
the world,—Asia Minor, Egypt, Greece,
Rome,—and in all it attracted notice and
provoked hostility. Successive massacres,
and attempts at extermination, persecution
for ages by the whole force of the Roman
Empire, it

bore

without

seemed to draw fresh

resistance, and

vigor from

the ax;

Events of the Ad
Week.
COLORED CADET SMITH.
Secretary Belknap ‘has issued an order on

the case of the colored cadet, Smith, The +
"Court Martial in January found Smith guilty of conduct unbecoming a cadét and gentleman, and sentenced him todge dismissed.
from the service of the United States.

The

proceedings of the general Court Martial

have been forwarded to the Secretary of

but assaults in the way of argument, from
whatever quarter, it was never ashamed or

War for the action of ‘the President of

unable to repel, and whether attacked or
not it was resolutely ‘aggressive. In four
cénturies it had pervaded the civilized

and sentence are approved, but in view of
all the circumstances surrounding this case
and believing that the*end of public justice

world ; it had mounted

will be better subserved, and. the policy of

the

throne

of

the

United States.

the

The proceedings, findings

Ceesaxs ; it had spread beyond the limits: of
their sway, and had made inroads upén
barbariap nations whom théir eagles had
never visited ; it had gathered all genius
and learning into itself, and“made the literature of the world its own; it survived th®

the Government, of which the presence of
this cadet in the Military Academy is a signal illustration, be better maintained by a

inundation of the barbarian tribes, and con-

the service of the United States a reduction’

quered the world once’'more

by converting

its conquerors to the: faith; it survived

an

continuation of the sentence than by its enforcement, the President is pleased to mitigate it by substituting

for

dismissal from

in his academic standing one year. Cadet
Smith will join the succeeding fourth class
at the commencement of the next academic
year. The sentence as commute will be
duly executed.

age of barbarism ; it survived an age of free
inquiry and skepticism, and has long stood
ual fraudulency ofthe arrangement. Iknow its ground in the field of argument, and
the lady well. Day by day she would, pass | commanded the intelligent assent of the |
.
A TERRIBLE CALAMITY.
me in the halls of our lodging place; looking | greatest minds that ever were; it has been
“We just alluded last week to a report that
more like a frightened ghost than anything the parent of civilization, the nurse of the Peruvian coolie ship Dolores Ugarte:
earthly. I visited her in her room.’ It learning, and if light, and humanity, and had been burned at sea. The facts are no
was an inner room, lighted only from the freedom be.the boast of modern Europe, it less terrible than were the first rumors.
halls, such as we often see in our large pub- is to Christianity that sheowes them. Ex- The fire appears to have originated among
lic buildings. The only furniture she pos- hibiting in the life of Jesus a picture varied the coolies, and the crew having left the
sessed was. her
sewing machine and and minute, of the perfect human united ship to its fate, the major portion of them,’
‘trunk. Her bed consisted of a mattress plac- with the Divine, in which the mind of man 500 in all, were burned alive. These poor +
A few hag-not been able to find a deficiency or de- wretches were entrapped (as all coolies are)
brave soldiers, now sleeping on this beauti- and ‘its results,’ he said: “1 take no back ed upon either a box op-chairs.
steps ; if he same was to do over again I chairs belonging to the Lending had been tect a blemish—a picture copied from no on board the ship at Macao, the great depot
ful, sunny slope, took in them.
"John A.
model, and rivaled K§ no eopy—it has ac- in China for this abominable business.
Langston, a colored .man of. Washington," should do the same.” The path of duty is lent her, and completed the furniture of
commodated itself ‘to every period and Whether they set fire to the shi
plain
to
us.
It
is
to
educate
and
protect
this
room,
where
she
toiled
early
=
and
late
was then called upon, who spoke very eloevery
clime
; it has retained through every desperation, or whether thé a
the Negroes, who, with the few union men at-her machine. She told me one day that,
.
quently to his own people.
change a salient spring of life, which enain
the
South,
whose
condition
‘is
isolated
work
as
hard
as
she
could,
she
could
only
was caused by an accident, will probably
After which, the Band played, ‘and the
bles it to throw off corruption, and repair
company assembled around the flag staff, and lonely indeed, make the®nly loyal ele- make seventy-five cents per day. I know decay, and renew its youth, amid outward never be known. But the holocaust at sea
where prayer was offered by Rev. J. G. ment that we can depend upon in the fu- for some time her sole food was bread and hostility and inward divisions.—Quarterly in which 500 human beings perished ought
Her work
to call the attention of all civilized nations:
Butler, Chaplain of the House of Represen- ture, at least for a generation, if not-long- milk, and that not too often.
was
tucking
skirts,
and
she
usually
man- ‘Review, London.
er.
D.
once more to this traffic; apd
it may be that
tatives, followed by a memorial hymn,
aged to finish three a day, working late.
this
new
horror
will
be
te
means
of comwritten for the occasion, when the compa. Father Taylor.
She showed meone.
It was. tucked half ol
pelling
Peru,
San
Salvador,
and
Portugal,
ny proceeded to the decoration of the
REN
¢
Gospel of Correct Living.
way up the skirt, in half-inch tucksignd it
Mrs. Jameson, in<a book published: hearly whose flags usually cover ‘these living cargraves. Announcement had been made,
seemed to me as if every tuck “should have twenty years ago, gives some very interest- goes, to withdraw their quasi sanction of that the train would not leave until ten
Iam Sometimes lost in delight as I read been marked indelibly, ¢“ One step nearer
the Coolie Trade.
ing reminiscences of Father Taylor :
minutes past five, which promised us two the confident and generous directions of
destruction.”
For
so
it
was
to
her.
When
A PERSIAN FAMINE.
One day we met him inthe street. He
hoursto look over the town; and so going some man who has solved the problem of
For years we have had no such account
up the street, we met Captain MacNulty, correct living and given his gospel to the she found health and strength failing, and told us in a melancholy voice that he had
with one of our party, who invited us to join world. How much better for any imagined her face grew thinner each day, and the been burying a child and alluded almost. of dreadful famine as that reported from
them in taking a lunch, which he had pro- millennium will that be when-we conform look in her eyes grew more wild and des- with ‘emotion to the great number of in- Persia last week. In a district known as
vided in his store. Scarcely had we partak-, all our vile bodies to his body; what a "perate ; when her hope of anything better fants he had bugied lately. Then aftera the Térehan, the destitution has been so
en of the repast, when we were informed sweet uniformity when we all ét and drink failed, she resorted to what many a poor, pause, striking his stick on the ground and great that the inhabitants were obliged to
that thd train had left, which was full an and sleep and dress and exercise exactly as proud woman has done before—she pawn- looking upwards; he added, ‘There must resort to cannibalism,
one neighborhood havhour before the time appointed. Surprised, he has found it best for him. The process ed her machine, trusting in Providence for be something yrong somewhere ! there's ing killed and eaten fifteen ‘children. It is
and scarcely believing thé report, we pro- of natural selection has been carried quite the help to enable her to, redeem it. She a storm brewing when all the doves are fly-- almost incredible that any community, not
ceeded down the street glready crowded by far enough. Let us be of one mind and one did not mean to defraud - her creditors, but ing aloft I"%
entirely isolated from’ the" Test of she
negroes,to the depot, every where meeting diet; bran of one bran, flesh of one flesh. they ascertained the facts at length, and she
On one occasion when I attended his world, could’ be. reduced to’ such horrible
imprisoned, and suffered chapel the sermon was preceded by a long
the sullen gaze of the white meii,who satin -We shall all go to bed at one hour, and was arrested,
straits. It ds possible that accounts have
the shop doors, and on the: stoops of the that right early—except the editors of morn- everything a proud, sensitive nature could prayer in behalfof an afflicted family, one been exaggerated, but it-is certain’ that the
houses. We soon learned that there were ing journals, who will have a dispensation} suffer under the circumstances. - A friend of whose members had died or been lost in suffering is terrible. It is to be presumed
about a dozen of us, who,much against our to die early, We shall all rise, like a, bed assisted her at this point, and she was liber- a whaling expedition to the South Seas. that the wants of these famishing Persians
ated on bajl.
The next we heard she had In the midst of much that was exquisitely
will, must spend the night in Culpepper. of crocuses in the spring, .at a very
will be supplied by the humane people of
early
e
Hofing to turn the time to good account, -hour, and all together. Sickness will not disappeared, and what part of the earth pathetic and poetical, refined ears were star- eastern Europe.
gching heart we do not tled by such a sentence as this : -+ Grant, O
as there were four ministers in the company, kcuse us, for there will be no%xcuse for {holds her poor
, A PROSPECT OF EMANCIPATION .
of her white face
we made inquiry, and found that there were sickness. At the same moment we shall all know, but the. memory
Lord! that this rod of chastisement be sané- J Even in inactive and indolent Brazil, we
will
ever
haunt
me,
as
I
wish it could ever
four churches in the. place, Episcopalian, be engaged in taking un air bath, a sponge
tified every. twig of it, to the edification may hope, the days of Human Slavery are
Methodist, Baptist and Presbyterian. We bath, a dry rub; and then, dressing accord- follow and haunt those Shylocks of our city of their souls!” Then immediately after- numbered,
The outside pressure which has
consulted together, and concluded that: we ing to a tabular set of figures, furnished by A who wear out ‘human ereatures, in this wards he prayed that the divine Comforter been made upon the Emperor
and his Minunlioly lust for goin 1.
would find the ‘ministers, none of whom
- mightbe near the bereaved -father ‘‘ when isters has finaly. resulted in the int
the central authority, showing the proper
>
had appeared upon the ground during the weight of each garment ac®ording to the
his aged heast_went forth from his bosom tion into the General Assembly of g bill for
Lycetin Lecturers.
day, and propose to them to hold some temperature indicated by the thermometer,
to flutter round the far southern grave of his the emancipation of the slaves belo ying to
St
Ge
meetingsin the evéning. Captain M. fur: we shall all take a brisk walk of eleven
boy.” Praying for others of the same family the Government. As might be expected,
nished
a letter of introduction to the minutes. We shall all saw wood for half ~The Golden Age volunteers this informa- who were on the wide ocean, he exclaimed, vigorous opposition was made-at once to
Baptist minister, and, escorted by a Negro, an hour, if we have no lifting machine, and tion respecting the lecturers who are to ap- stretching forth his arms, ¢“ Oh, save them ! such a radical measure; but an institution
we soon reached his house, but he and his then sit down-to breakfast; to consist of pear on the platform next winter :
Oh, guard them! thou angel of the deep!”
so palpably and fundamentally wrong can *
family had left that morning for Richmond. half a pint of filtered water (free from all
On. another occasion, speaking of the in- not long stand before the spreading civiliThe next lecture season promises to” be
We then proceeded to the house of the Pres- animal substances) and two quafters of a unusually brilliant. There is more inquiry sufficiency of the moral principles without ‘zation of the age. And Brazil must sooner
byterian minister, who was at. home, and dried apple, or any other fruit in season, for lecturers, and arrangements - are com-: religious feelings, he exclaimed, ‘ Go heat or later give up her two millions of slaves.
soon made his appearance. He Was a to be eaten with the utmost cheerfulness, pleted earliér than usual. Among the new your oven with - snow-balls! What! shall T Fortunately for Brazil, no foolish prejudice
spape man, with smalle black" eyes, and
and even with a little moderate hilarity. lecturers we ™ notice the names of Rich: send you to heaven with such an icicle in -of color stands iin the way of this coming
°
apparently about fifty years of age. We A dried apple without hilarity is to be avoid- ard . Grant White, who will ' doubtless your pocket? I might aswell put a mill- event.
immediately introduced ourselves, and the ed. After breakfast we are to go to our put English words to their best uses; C. stone round ‘your neck to teach you to THE WASHINGTON. REATY IN PARLIAMENT.
purpose of our coming, but he appeared to various occupations with a clear ‘mind and C.. Shackford, whose analysis and por- Swim I"
Quite a sensation was created in the Enhave but little sympathy in the object of our an elastic frame. By 12 o'clock we shall be traiture of woman in Shakespeare, and acHe was preaching spelt violence and glish House of Lords last week by a motion
visit, saying,—‘‘All
our. people go. ta] +quite-ready for dinner. ‘This meal is “to be count of Texinyson's poetry, are remarkably cruelty : * Don’t talk to me,” said he, “of
introduced by Earl Russell, for an address
church somewhere, and I do not think that varied every day in the week—different fine; and Dr. A:T. Ebel, who creates & fu- the savages! a ruffian in the midst, f’ Christo
the Queen against the ratification of the
‘there is any call for an extra meeting.”
To kinds of bran bread, different kinds of crack- ror tore glaciers, mammals, spongés, and tendom is the savage of savages. Helis a
treaty, because the sixth article lays down
our proposal to hold a meeting on the street | ed wheat,different kinds bf dried apples,and things of the sort; Wendell Phillips exhibits man. freezing in” the sun's heat, groping
a new rule of international law which the
he remarked, ¢ Our people are not accus- other sorts of fruit that do not contain a ‘a retiring disposition, so fat as the platform inthe sun's light, a straggler iin praise,
Earl
thinks may lead to misunderstandings.
do
I
and
tomed to any- thing of the kind,
>:
certain kind of acid which is hostile to the is concerned ; T. W, Higginson will repre- an alien in heaven I”
Earls
Granville and Derby hoped he would
not think that it would amount to much.”
standard stomach of the great reformer gent ¢ Thinking Animals ;A Moses Coit Tyler| In his chapel all the principal shuts in - withdraw the motion, saying that although
We then returnéd, not very much disap- whom we follow, to-be eaten with a great will describe a day and night in Congress, front of the pulpit and down the center
some parts of it were to be regretted, the
pointed at the result of our visit, to the ho- deal of merriment (no matter who has died in such a way that no one who hears him aisle were filled by sailors. ' We ladies and
international gajn was incalculable. Earl
tel, where we registered our names for the or who has gone into bankruptcy), to be will ever care to go there; James Parton gentlemen and strangers, whom curiosity
and Ripon defended the commispight.
We were soon called to tea, which eaten in large quantities.® In fact, we are will tell who are the Vulgar and what sort had brought to hear him, were ranged on de Grey
from Earl Russell's charges, and Lord:
gion
was anything but inviting in its quality and to eat all we want at this king meal ‘with, of business
men
the Pilgrim Fathers each side; he would on no. account. allow |
Cairns, the Duke of Argyil and” Earl KimThe table-cloth had once been one restriction.
appearance.
We are to leave offi hun- were; and, Rev. Adirondack Murray's ssule us to take the best places. On one occasion, beily also opposed Earl Russell's motion,
white, but it now indicated a great soarcity | gry ahd hilarious. The dinner is ot to cost ject is «religiously ‘doncealed,” and we 4s he was denouncing hypocrisy, luxury,
which was finally withdrawn,
of soap and water. The eatables consisted over eight cents, except you: dine with a have_no special ambition to discover what and vanity, and other vices of more civiliz"FRANCE,
of corn-cake, of a very inferior kind, and friend, and he pays the bill, in, which case sort of cat is hid under his heap of meal.
ed life, he said, emphatically, *“ I lon't mean
Paris
is
giadually
assuming her wonted
hot wheat-bread, of the darkest hue and you may take sugar on your fruit. . After Mrs. Livermore, who has gained great repyou before me here,” looking at the sailors; aspect, and repairing as fast as possible the
‘most indigestible quality, with some very dinner you muy take a siesta of twenty min- utation as an orator, will see that justice is «I believe you are wicked enough, but honmuddy and unpalatalie coffee
¢
as a bever- utes in your chair; but do not lie down, done to - Xantippi, the famous ermagant, est fellows in some sort; for you profess destruction caused by the communists,
| Executions still go on, twenty-one men
age..
and sleep with your mouth shut in fly-time, | and tell what to do with our daughters; less, not more, than you practice; but I|. ‘being shot at once in the Bois de Boulogne:
After téa, we seated ourselves upon the for animal food is absolutely prohibited. 1 Robert Collyer will bring back a new lect- mean to touch starboard and larboard “one day last week. The communists mre’
eranda,and Capt. M.’s wife came to invite These directions may, seem unimportant; ure from Old England; Frederick Doug- there!” stretching out both hands with the so exasperated at the result of their venture
lass will show up San Dominge in its true fore finger extended, and looking at us on
us to spend the evening at their house. We “but nothing is trivial to an immortal man,
| that many of those who escape execution’
gladly accepted the invitation, and. passed as you will feel. when you go to your busi colors, and Josh. Billings will read from his either side till we fairly quailed.
are fast emigrating to America. On the
the evening very pleasantly. It also af- ness with a springing step, a sparkling eye, ‘“ works.” And these are only the picket
| other hand, citizens and strangers are: pour=
forded us a fine opportunity to learn uch glowin cheeks, firé, in every limb, exultant guards and skirmishers of the great army of |
Controversy.
ing into the capital at the rate of twentyabout the freadmen, from the lips of those blood in every mu: alo, and the conscious- lecturers already in the field; and still hey
four thousand daily.. The Gaulots: states
There is no learned mgn.but will confess
1
who could gp k intelligently about them. ‘ness that you have no butcher's bill, grocer’s come. 1}
the fusion of the Orleanists and LegitF
that
he hath been much’ profited by reading conWhat we 8 Ww ‘ourselves, and learned from bill, or milkman’s, that you owe ng man a
is not. yet complete. Meantime,
matists
nt
judgme
his
d,
others, convinced us that they only need dollar, and can keep all the commandments | - Every act of sin is more injurious to him troversies, his senses awakene
is tryingto promote the
Napoleon
Prince
|
As. you who commits it than it can possibly be to sharpened, and the truth which he holds interests of the former, who conduct themfavorable o portunities’ to render them in. just as easy as you can wink.
profitbe
telligent,
y, and respectable citizens, walk along the street, you occasionally | any other who suffers by it; it will return. mare firmly established. If then it
at selves fairly, and seem disposed to accept. eir condition at the present time is far jump into the air four or five feet, or leap into the conscience and patom a strange able for him to read, why: sshould it not
the situation.
fd
ry
adversa
his
for
free
and
e
tolerabl
be
least
;
from enviable, and we could not help feel-| ‘over the boundary fence and back,and laugh work there,
rip
bd
~
«
.
7

ha

“< But strength may still be given,

The Trivmph of Christianity.

refused

masters, after

promising to pay

aloud. At supper itis best for you to eat
nothing, excepting your own cheerfulness.

It arose in an enlightened and skeptical it follows then, that all controversy being
age, but among a despised and narrow-. permitted, falsehood will appear more false,
minded people. Tt earned hatred and per- and truth the more true; which must needs

and it was confirmed ‘by Union

ao

And: there’s no life so lone and low

dis-

continued altogther too soon fof their
good. ‘We were informed by some of the

wed

mn

where they had tables well supplied "with
eatables, for sale to those who were in need;
and they showed that they were capable, as
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face,but the sequel showed too sadly the act-

. p

oo

‘om
¢

.
-

—r—

dA

ead

we

‘

i

a,

B,

H.

Left" home at three, P,

1871."

20th,

JAN.

BY E.

M.; with one native preacher, Bro. Simeon
“Mise, 4 bullocks carrying tents and-furniture, and 2 boxes of books, trdets &c., two
drivers, #nd four Bahumgy-wallahs ; these

exerted to prev ent the spread

of the truth,

At a recent Teacher's Convention held here

quire of the unconverted teachers whether
der, a very easy method of ‘carrying heavy they would eat, and associate on terms of
burdens when the pwing and. sfgp are once : familiarity sth those who had embraced it.
learned ; but to the uninitiated it would be With one exception all
: said they would not.
simpl impracticable.
.
:
That one openly avowed his willingness to
ReseJo, Jalhari, a large village about 10 be made a subject of prayer; he also purmiles from. Midnapore, at shout 7, PM,
chised a Bible and took it to his home.
Pitched the small tent by candle light and Let me ask the prayers of Christians at
made ourselves as comfortable ‘as we could home for the conversion of Madhu, for that
for the night.
he
is his name ; also for these women who so
SATURDAY, 21st. “While the camp was bitterly, persistently and wickedly oppose
‘busy getting breakfast, I preached to a few tthe truth. ’
persons who came to look on.
The oldTuEespAy, 24th. * Visited two other vilfashioned arguments were heard and an- lages this morning with Madhu Dass, while'
swered,
How universal is the desire to Simeon and $an Sanitan went in another
At the first village we had an atplace one’s own sins at the door of another { direction.
-One man said that he did nothing either tentive hearing from a mixed company of
Some tracts were
good or bad, that Naraiyan (God), who Bengalis and Southals.
sold here at the low figure of 3-4 of a cent
was in him, ‘did everything.

each.

When this*‘refuge of lies” was demolished

wasthen

reminded

that

he

could

not

* blame his passions for his evil deeds,

nor

us; and wished us to

and,

drew

off quite a little crowd to a little

what

was

quite

tance from the noise,

and

unusual,

secured

to talk with us, and

After

market

we

brother

went

on

withus.
very

Brother

in

an

way to

the
sadly

When asked why these things froubut when he

reflects upon their sad state he is troubled.
So was Paul when he said “I could wish
that myself were accursed from Christ for

my brethren, niy kinsmen according to the
That

is a very suspicious

type

of

Christianity, (perhaps I had better sfy piety), which feels little or no concern for
the salvation of “kinsmen according to the

flesh,”
Id

>

SABBATH, 22nd.
Prayer-meeting this
morning with conversation on the erucifixion.,

In

the

afternoon,

Sctipture

lesson.

This exercise was followed by a sort of religious eon versation, during which Hindu
caste, and various other obstacles to the
spread of Christianity were fully discussed,
Some of the teachers of the Southali schools

in the ‘vicinity were present, and much that
was said

was directed to them

(the Sou-

thals have a system of caste). Some of the
_ home thrusts of our dear brothers Simeon
* and" -Madhu ‘Dass avere very telling; it
seems scarcely

possible that

“such

plain,

earnest, and“telling appeals can be entirely
lost.
It is very common,
persons upon whom

in this country,
the

for

present claims

of

Christianity are urged, to, excuse themselves
by saying that they could not live if they

hould break caste and leave all and become
Christians. This excuse was made to
- day.
u mildly and yet most effectively silenced and rebuked such unbelief by
saying't "
a:

you’ should discover

“

He:

remain

if he .were

no such intention he must leave, for I was.
determined he should not prevent my preaching to others. His sons were of age and
could stay or go as they pleased. "He went

bled him I was pleased at his prompt reply,
+I am troubled on their account.” He can

flesh.”

abusive.

disposed to hear, or to discuss, but if he had

. brace every opportunity to abuse and annoy

bear their abuse of himself,

fact, almost

be pleased to have him

_troubled in mind on account of a heathen
wife and mother. He tells me that they ems

“him,

in

came very angry at the oid man and tried
to. drive him off. . I told himthat we should

third

Found him

angry,

what possible ggood could come from conversation with such persons? He said we
only desired to make them all Christians,
this last word being drapled through his
nose in the most contemptuous manner.
The young fellows were not to be drawn
off by any such means, for they. were evidently bent on a dispute. One of them be-

interesting .family of

three Southal brothers.

We had talked but a few minutes

they said, and dispute all their shasters, and

we

god isl with brother Panchu,

accom-

tried his best to get his boys away from us,
telling them that noone would beat us in
argument, that we should deny everything

Bhimpore, which place we reached at about

} Had a
senior

to

when the dld man joined us, and he became

5 PM
Here is ocated a branch of the’
Found only two mem- Midnapore church.
bers at home, and two ominal Christians.
a

invited us

and they, doubtless, anticipating an easy
victory in discussion were very ready to go

Madhu

our

that

invitation was gladly accepted on our part,

and fourth hearing, after the market had
commenced.
Our good
Dass joined us here.

saying

pany them to another. part of the village
where we could obtain more hearers. This

dis-

a

proceed,

they did not require or desire our instruetion
;” but the young men seemed disposed

God who gave them for a good and wise
purpose, but himself who had abused them.
1, The company were then exhorted to repent
‘and bring their corrupt hearts to Jesus;
that. their fornier sins might be forgiven
and their hearts cleansed, and they receive
stréngth to. live pure and useful lives,
After breakfast we broke camp and went
on about 3 miles to Satpati, where we found
a market just assembling.
The market is
anade up chiefly of Southals, the merchants
being almost the only Bengalis on the
ground; consequently a Bengali preacher
does not usually secure a good hearing, unless he be on the ground early, so as to secure the attention of the traders before business commences.
This we were foftunate
to do,

a

family of Brahmins, an old man and two
sons. ' The father was very bitter towards

- he charged all his “wrong-doings to his #six
passions ;” and said these had been given
to him by *‘his Creator; why should he be
blamed for simply using what his Creator
had given him?”
¥
He was asked if he had a son. He said
he had. He was then represented as giving his son six good rupees and sending
him to Midnapore to trade therewith,. and
to return in a couple‘of months and render.
* an account to his father. But -the son, instead of trading with his money wastes it in
wantonness and riotous living.
He was
asked who, or what, was to. Plane for'that
riotous living,—the rupees, the father who
gave them, or the son who wasted them?
Ofcourse he could give but one answer.
He

At the adjoining village we found

‘must

0

that the day had
ROT ns

sus the giver of this wealth,
Ithen joined the preachers,

and found

thd engaged in conversation with several

Hindu

and, wew hope,

success.

i Tok ts profit bly. mk

[

Shall We o Help Them.

sin,

is one of the great obstacles to

He thinks he can not belp sinning

ble, listening

evident, that the ‘Bible was never, written

reached the village about 4 o'clock, P. M,,
for such souls, They have no Bible. The . and were soon seated on the mat under the
word of revelation abounds with promises
tree, for they had no school-house. The
of unspeakable blessings, real comforts are’ boys passed a brilliant examination in Benpledged, divine help and acceptance are of- gali A B C, and especially they did themfered, but they are offered on the’ express selves and teacher much credit in digging
condition that a man confess himself a sin- out the letters so perfectly on the hard earth
ner and sue for the mercy of God.
The with nothing but sharp stones. We decidwhole spirit of that word breathes only such ed they were quite advanced enough to
an utterance.’
eld
receive their first. books. The joy the little
. Men claim the promises freely but

forget

the conditions on whick the promises may
be sppropriated,, Whoever does,’ not feel
himselfa sinner, and goes to God asea sin:

its water clear

as

crystal, as

pure

On its hidden

tallied about, could not be known.

pose he asked him to accompany him home
after the afternoon school, ® And then, in the
uiet of the room, the teacher put the startBg

cellent Sunday schools speakers.
clear, logic al, “orthodox,

highly

The next, day he came to his teacher.

“I came to Jesus,
I said, ‘Just as I am,
O Lamb of God, I come’ and then 1 know

he saved me, because he put this text into
my heart, ‘Him that cometh untome I will
in no wise cast out.’

:

Biple-class.
no

“It tells me 4 am counted dead
"By God in his own word,
It tells me T am born again
In Christ my risen Lord.

The merest fool, whos plentteok. the

They. either them-

gelves have never known

mitting

toil and

the earnest, unre-

self-denial
, that lies in

every stép of the Heavenward

path, orjthey

position may be entirely
qualifications that will fit

plied.

of

A superintendent needs, first and most
of all, pm
ability. If =
ssesses
this

with

discretion

and

a

sprink-

the great account that one

‘keeps of us all,
‘leave all.

who never errs

To him and with him we

If those who

member the work

and

pray for

us

and re~

wish to know

what we are doing, tell ‘them,—¢ working
with' our might . while ¢he-day lasts, and
often ‘far into. the might.”
This’ we are
glad to do,

to burn.

while our. little:

But Bro.

lights hold out

Smith's present illness

gregarious instinet and selfish caution, is, and past experience remind us that we are.
99nd. Visited a rustic rion and that religion is designed simply to avert on the ground of his conformity,more like~ in a hostile climate, and intense weariness
ig this- orgs. and secured the evil consequences of sin. Hinduism ly to be called a man of sense by the mass and weakness often introduce disease and
Some seem- does not propose to save him from sin itself, of society, tha a man of geniug and sense ‘death ere we are aware of their approach.
po
aT
ed to hear understandingly, while. others but rather from its results ; thus, according too, with original tastes, modds of thought But the light, the glorious light, is piercing
tothe Hindus belief, a person may in as and motives of action,’
the darkness ongevery side.
Shall ‘we’ ‘as a,
while living |in what he calls a “sinful age,”

pvemisciainwiive said.

*

no mention" Te it in speaking of peculiar

:

>

hand;

you are

no

was not ripe for it. I8id not
give hima
regular lesson. about the. ingpiration of the

Scriptures.

1 had ‘much

rather he would

learn for himself, and ask what a Christ was «
this, as we shall see in a few moments he
did.
After a few monthsphe came to me
one morning, and 1 said: ‘‘Here"is God's

Spirit working. - ‘Look -out, soul, how. you
interfere!” He asked me" about something
I had said in

the

Bible-class

in

the

after-

noon: I replied ‘What difference does
that make to you? . You are not a believer.
You can not believe.”
“No,” said he,
“and I never closed my eyes last night at
ali.”

“Well, I am sorry on some accounts

that

you have lost your night's sleep, but really
1 do not remember any remedy, unless you
find what was said is true. If there is any
other remedy, I do not know it.” And I
took out a little Testament and tarned down
the leaves at.two or three texts, such as,
“Able to save to the uttermost all that
come, 1 &e.
“It is ot the will of your Father that

one of these little ones should perish,” &e.

Said I; “If this Bible is true, there is an
able and willing Saviour to save you now.

I will pray for you. Go home anfl ask God
if this be true” Said he: “I will.” The
next morpingz he came into thé parlor and

threw his &rms around me and said,

*‘It is

true!” The sword of truth had pierced that
heart.— Ralph Wells.
’
[]

S, +8. CoNvENTIONS.
‘Conventions and
institutes are scarcely ever out of season,
and the following suggestions, made in the
N. Y. Observer, are timely and suitable,
We commend them to all who participate
in such gatherings :
1. Tt is well to begin the exercises pre.
cisely at the hour appointed.
2. The annual report should be condensed, brief, and a printed abstract be circulated with the programme of the meeting

5. The time of eachsspeaker ought to be
allotted beforehand, and un understanding
had with him that be. will not take more
than twice
or three times the space in the
meeting allottedto him. Justice to those
who are to follow him,

and

due

regard

to

the hearers, should constrain a speaker to
moderate limits.
4, There are several anecdotes that have
been used every year for the last twen
five or thereabouts,

that might reasonab

be allowed to be undisturbed this Srna
They will be fresher next time.
Thus
“there's apother. man;’

he ha

een taken

off the ship so often that he may ‘be considered safe now, Scripture illustrations
arp always fresh and refreshing.
It you come to hear, it is not the nicest
thing to go out while a dull man is on his
legs.

If he has

little sense,

you

have

no

manners if you turn your back on him,
Stay in or stay ouf.
Z. These are religious anhiversaries.
They ought to.be devotional, practical and
‘spiritual. They should be attended by far

greater numbers than we have seen of

late

years, Lét them be again as of old—crowded, earnest, reviying.
ad

RA.

Be Ix EArNgST.
An old lesson, never
unseasonable, and pointedly put by a writer
in the 8. 8. Tvmes :
Children can not be deceived. They ca:

read you through
and through. Therefore,
to be successful with them, the first essential in you as a Sabbath school teacher, is

to be in earnest—to

those children are in

feel that the souls ‘of

your keeping; to feel

that if you are unfaithful

to your

heaven-

imposed charge, you will be had adcounta-~
ble in the last great day. With a heart
thus burdened, your manner and your words
will be in earnest. This will give your
class faith in you, which will be one great EE

* OBJECTIONS TO THE GOSPEL, All objeo-

tions, when considered and answered, turn .

out to the advantage of the.

gospel, ‘which

resembles a fine country in thos in ng sedson,
qualifications for Aa particular position, when the:very hedges
in bloom, and
Very few meh are qualified for every po-, every fi
af ower, :
sitior. This talent in most cases, if not in

all, mustbe cultivated, and the practice of
attempting to gpe

such qultare | “Be. Wise 1 Tg. A young prince,
whose mind had learned in some degree: to

tends
to tire and Rs gast the intelligent portions, of an audience, and to lead such speak-

.ers to deceive themselves and worship Hel
own ignorance,
¥
1]

SAVE
He ‘was a boy in the Sunday
‘sthool. Mor ten years he had gone in and
out, TepRiting bis lessons, reat ingthe BiH

[]

Wells, I am

glad -of that,” I re-

“Give me your

don’t believe we are init.
If the former, ling of common sense, wy
make a point gained,
“ They know not what they do.” - If the first-class, apermendent. Why spoil him
latter, their belief or disbelief can not alter by putting him Yon the platform where
he can be but a
fourth-rate
speaker? We
jesiine that’ Doty is the one
g needful
in all Sunda;
ool labors, hence we make

“Mr.

‘I sm

course to become a believer; you are come
ing under its influence.” I di not sit down
| and talk with him about his soul; the time

ex-

wanting in the
him for another,

Said he:

hypocrite.”

Poroailte, I believe, and I think you are
veay honest.” Said he: *‘Sir, I do not believe a word that is in that Bible.”
*
“Well, you dre going to take the very

most hearers is not constructed to look
black rogues evinced as they caught sight
through their immense depths and grasp
the pearls of thought at the bottom:
of the very same letters they had m: ade so
There is another ake close by the former,
many times on Mother Earth's old face was
| with low banks and an alluvial bottom. |
indescribable. - In a tw inkle they were seat- The Wind has a fair sweep, and its surface

| two things is certain.

“That is right, John ; you are saved.”
John did not hide his light ; he told everybody he was saved. If we all did the same.
how many others might-have the blessing.
~ Teachers Golden Hour.
Deanivg: WitH A YOUNG INFIDEL, A
young man once came to me to join my

They are
eye

“I

am saved now, teacher, and 1 am quite
hap
0 how do you know, John ?"

rhetorical,

but they are’ too deep; the mental

uestion, “John, are you saved?”

ooked quite struck. ~ He blushed;then
turned pale, _stammered, and at last ‘said,
“No, teacher."
“Not say ed, John? Then, of course, you
are lost,” said ¢he teacher,sadly.
John looked sad 100. ie id not like . tothink that.
*‘But you need not be lost; John, <i you
come to Jesus he will save you.”
* *‘But how can 1 come,” teacher ? I ‘do n't
know where to find him.”
“Ile is here, waiting. You can come
to him in prayer.”
‘John went home and thought about. it.

as the

with many

list-

And so one day,after soliciting Divine he p, :
he resolved to speak to him.
For this pur:

lig - concealed.

So with many sermons, and

He

ened, but he spoke no word by which his
teacher could know of his real feelings

bottom the treas-

ures of nature's rich deposits

yet his

gence and general good behavior. He was’
a favorite with the - teacher because of His
ready answers and respectful attention,
But what was passing in his mind, and °
‘whether or not he had an ny but
a very pass- '
ing interest in the eternal things that they

best spring water, so hemmed in by hills
that no wind ever ruffles its smooth surface.
However quittand clear, the eye can not
penetrate its depth and rest upon its bottom. “Too deep! too deep!” cried our

oarsman.

to his teacher, and

heaxt had. not been touched.
People were
interested in the lad, because of his intelli-

S. S. Dept nat

! fear of want? ‘Would you lack for ‘parties, the principal speaker being a poor,
e condition, . both
you needed? . Surely not, for all diseased creature
If he is free, then I am free
spiritual
and
temporal,
was
most pitiable.
From all unrighteousness,
d haveto do would be to dig inAfter a great deal of talk, and several di-| Toe
If he is just then I am just,
and satisfy every desire.”
He is my righteousness.”
The
A
rect and personal appeals he concluded that,
s assented to
i
;
P
- VW. H, B:
‘come what would, he had better reject our
said he, “ whei if you 2.give
instruction and remain as he was, A sad
Maker and owner of all gold conclusion, but there are thousands’ upon
An old farmer’ 5s description of a ‘pointless
hudon
i
Suffer want Never,
thousands in Orissa. and Bengal who think preacher was, *‘ A good nan, likely, but he
or profess
to think as he does. Love of sin: rakes with the teeth’ up.”
:
r-meoting at night, is at the bottom
of it. The false hope of the

oh

x

ner, has no claim to the promiseg.
If any
ed, and the leader began to ‘shout the let- is frequently rufiled. Its waves stir up the
declare themselves “right epodigh now,” ters while the others, in a chorus that made sediment. The eye can not reach the botback to his house abusing: us roundly as
“good enough,” “too ‘good to” suffer the
tom ; its waters are too muddy.
the jungle ring, repeated after him. We
long'as he was within heating, and probaMany sermonk and more Sunday school
punishments of God,” then one thing is cer- left the little crowd to visit the families in
bly: a great deal longer.
tain, they have no Bible and no Saviour. For the village, and after the sun had set they speeches are too muddy for the ‘sharpest
mental eye of their hearers to see the bot’ By this time we had a very fair congre- they put away him whose express work was
were still shouting on. The next morning, tom. They are shallow ru
so shal- gation for so small a village, and, to our
to call not the righteous, but sinne
The though it was so cold I shivered with my low that they are easily ruffled,
and keep
surprise the two young Brahmins, after ter
‘Bible concerns itself with this greft—call.
every barque on their surface tossing hich:
scarcely
ceiving a quiet rap or two from their own It does not stop .over ‘the story of human warm shawl, the little fellows, wig
er
and thither; but there is no. see ing the
sunat
together
a thin rag, were all seated
shasters, heard most attentively.and seemed
goodness. or greatness, but .it exalts and | rise swaying backwards and “forwards and bottom, and no telling when the vessels
‘much interested.
An excellent opportunity
may be driven upon the shoals and quickmagnifies that’ call.
[ fairly scregming their new Bengali lesson,
sand, or dashed against concealed: destructwas enjoyed for presenting the way. of salHeavenly merey is the iinspiring "theme of in the chilly, morning air. We left them
ive rocks.
vation through Jesus Christ.
the Scriptures, but they expeessly declare feeling fully Sy Wi Qr.onr, Jong, roadless,
The Sunday school is popular. Sunday
In the evening we went in another directhat mercy to be in store for thoge who call almost; pathless tép over rice fields, ditches school teachers’ institutes, town convention, but on reaching the village, found all
themselves sinners and make that condition and ast impassable defiles made by the’ tions, county conventjons; district conventhe people, save three men and the women
state conventions are numerous. The
their plea for mercy.
Only as a.sinner can rains. Yes; we forgot our ‘blistered feet, tions,
ambition to occupy the platform,to be heard
and children, away at a religious feast held
the gospel approach a man, and if he de- wearied bodies and the crying of the babies, in the public assembly, grows with the mulin connection with the death. ofa person at
clares himself not a sinner needing mercy,
as we started off bright and early for anoth- tiplicity of institutes and conveptions, but
a distance.
he has ds yet no gospel, no hope. His case er school, some where * ahead ahead,” as the numbers who. are qualified to instruct
A little way from the v Wage we found an
has not yet been provided for by the wis-' the natives always say. Oh, what joy there |L or even interest public assemblies aré very
encampment of traders, who had teme a
limited.
dom of Almighty God, for that wisdom has isin always looking * ahead” and pressing
The Sunday school needs more study on
long distance’ifi’quest of different kinds of
‘only made a way of hope for sinners. Such on for the prize, forgetting the things that the part of its leaders, its managers, . and
cereals,and they were from the Rooghly dis-a man can not .claim the promises to the arebehind. Our chief object, after examin- laborers, and less attempt at speech-nmaktrict, which has long been favored with
righteous, for every promise to the right- ing the schools, was to induce the. people ing; more praying and less apppeal to chilmissionary labor; yet the story of the cross
dren's | curiosity ; more love for the souls
eous is made to righteous men who were to send their girls to school. Forthe San- of the children and less love for self-aggranseemed to be entirely new to them. They
once sinners.
;
tals have yet to learn that a woman can dizement; more effort to draw into the
heard understandingly and were sufficiently
Such men have no God, at least not the learn anything except to cook and bear kingdom of heaven and less desire to draw
interested in what they heard to purchase
God of the Scriptures, for it is a peculiar heavy burdens. - Rt each village, accompan- into ‘‘ourschool.”
some tracts, that theymight read on the
hdesignation of the God of the Bible that ied by the teacher, we visited every house - The schools are not too attractive, tories are not too enthusiastic, not too
subject at home.
7
he is a pardoning God—the God of salvation ;: and begged the parents to send their girls
WEDNESDAY,
25th. In still another direc- then whoever confesses no need of pardon to school. Fifty girls were promised us. cal, do not charm the ear too much, is in-fluence the heart too much ; but they are
tion a little farther from camp this mogning. nor of salvation, his God, whoever his God If a dozen are réally sent we shall be fully too profuse in words and too~Jean in
Found a company of farmers. Among them may be, is not the God of the Bible. When repaid. I fancy from fear of a white face théhight ; too much noise and too little clear
was a wicked old man, to whom our mes- is said, ¢‘ let the righteous rejoice before they promised much more than they really expression; too much beating the air and
sage was evidently not new, and who was God,” the reason of their rejoicing is declar- meant. Not long after, the native jun- too. little penetration of the ‘souls of the
determinedto cavil. After a good deal of ed to be because God is their salvation, has gle Inspector came in and said sixteen hearers.
. We believe that many -of our Sunday
sparring, and ‘a few home thrusts from washed away their sins. The redeemed, of girls were already in school. Sixteen live sehool speakers are really guilty of murder
Madhu. Dass, we succeeded in pacifying. whom it is said they shall stand around the ‘Santal girls!” alt how T'long to go to the —murder of the best, "most melodious, most’
ever spoken. . He who
throne of God, are ‘‘ those who have wash- jungle again.
Another thing just now expressive language
from “others ; but towards the close he
broke ed their robes and made them white “in the which seems like real fruit is that nine of would play on so delicate an instrument as
the human ear must learn the art of the true
out again, and we felt that we could” spend blood &f the Lamb.”
our girls are now teaching village schools harmony of sound. He who would send
our time to better advantage elsewhere, and
They who, fot any reason, will not ap- and helping Julia in the zenanas. These his music hom to the human intellect must
somoved on. Here one tract was sold.
learn what it means “to sing with the spirit
proach God as sinners, must look elsewhere girls three years ago you will remember
At our ost village we divided our force, for a merciful God than to the- God of the were famished heathen orphans! Two boys, and with the understanding ;;" he who would
play upon the delicate orjgan
of the human
and talked with whomsoever we could find Scriptures. They can not claim Him as John Sinclair and Dharma, have a little
eart, must touch the keys
lightly, must be
Who would listen, I found one poog fellow their Saviour, nor the Bible as their Bible,in interesting school in® the. bazar too. For able to combine the stops artfully, and exSitting in his doer-yard looking disconsolate whole nor in part: They exact mercy, in- montH¥ past, John has been a most: faithful ecute skillfully; must acqt nt himself
enough. In conversation about his worldly stead of humbly seeking for it in the becom- and exemplary boys Brother and Sister thorough iy wil the intricate and delicate
organizition-of the humane soul.
concerns, I found that he had already paid ing way of the Scriptures. They dictate terms Sinclair could not but feel sure God is hearA man may be able to execute well upon.
over to his mahajan (money-lendefs) all to God, they are a god unto themselves. ing their prayers in his behalf could they one instrument who can not bring out one
the crop he had reaped; and that he was They aie therefore without hope jin the see how steadily and brightly his light melodious strain upon another. A man may
without means of support save what his world, and the blessings of the world. to shines. Thus you see wé have no reasonjto be admirably fitted for a superintendent
daily toil as a laborer “would bring him. come are shut away by ‘‘qn evil heart of be discouraged. On. the contrary our who would be tame, dull, and painfully
hearts-are full of cheer and we are bound prosyas a public speaker. Many a firstWith this a3 an introduction, it was easy to unbelief; »
class teacher in the Sunday school has been
to ‘press on" to the joyful end of a mis- spoiled by being electedto the office of suglide in
conversation on imperishable |
Ru
Yoith
is
not
what
we
feel
or
see;
sionary life. : >:
perintendent.
wealth which no one can take from those
®
It is simple trust
;
Each of these positions requires peculiar
who possess it, wealth which can be taken
In regard to * Friends” ® at liome:
In what the God of love hath safd
grualifications, and the man who possesses
with one at death, He wad directed to Jethinking
we
have.
an
¢
easy
time,”
one
of
of Jesus as the Just.
ose which will eminently fit him for one

gold |

‘mine
in "your field, would you have any

©
r——

AJ

they made it their particular business to in-

last carry heavy loads on the two ends of
an elastic bamboo swing across the shoul-

rather

can not help it), and avertthe evil effects of | |

of the wives, mothers and sisters of our
Southal brethren in this and neighboring
villages.”
Oh, that the Lord may speedily
give us these Souls’ to rejoice ever; they
seem to stand in the way of Zion's ¢ar here.
All their inflience, be it much or little, is

x.

IF IVER.

denomination rtqphanty enter into this
great field, -or turn’ back to leave the hareth
4 im
it in the eternal world, by the practice of
God forThere is no occasion to apologize for vest to more faithfule reapers ?
the duties of religion ‘While living a life of ' publishing private correspondence when it bid. . .
MARY, R.: PHILLIPS,
sin. - Would to God that this “fatal .€rTor deals with such matters as are here presentMidnapore, March 1, 1871,
5
were confined to: the ignorant Hindus,
ed, The letter was receiv ed by our *ForIh the evening we found a large company eign Mission Secretary:
:
: Rev. J. N. Sweet.
of people, Hifklus, Bhumijas, and Southals,
Help help! is our cry, as it 4is the cry
«
ER
engaged in the worship of Saraswati, the
from the natives on every side of us; and © Rev. Joseph N. Sweet .died- in Webster,
goddess of Wisdom, on the fifth’ day of the
especially are the Santals just now crying Scioto Co., Ohio, May . 1§8h, 1871, aged 81
moon.
The exercises consisted of a Soufor aid in plaintiv eness that reaches our years, 1 month and 16 days.
He was bon
htal dance led by rude music, on ore part
very
heart
of
hearts.
We
tre
filled
with
in
Kentucky.
When
arriving
to-yedds
of manmi
of the ground;
and obeisance before a
inexpressible joy and sadness. Can we but, hood he became disgusted. «with the institurude-idol under a tree on another part of
the ground, We were a little late, and the rejoice that heathen men begin to feel their tion and practices of slavery, left the state
need of help? Can we do less than turn and went to Fayette Co., Ohio, where he
pow-wow was in full blast when we arrived:
away with sadness when the books are all was married. He embraced religion about
The noise was perfectly deafening. I detersold, our time all spent, and we haye nol” 50 years previous to his death, and was ormined to try for a congregation despite the
teachers to send them ?
.
dained as an Elder of. the Blsom F. B,
confusion, and rode up tolerably close to
The
1st
of
February
we
came
in
from
a
church, Little Scioto Q. M., Feb. 19, 1854.
the crowd, made as If I would pass, then
suddenly stopped and dismounted in a con. two weeks’ trip in'the jungle,where we vis- He had lived in the neighborhood iin which
venient spot between two houses, where ited twelve Santal schools which were in a bi died 33 years, gaining the confidence of
is many friends.” HE was quite feeble for
hoped the noise would be partially - shut circle from five to fourteen mile$ apart. I
The ruse succeeded, and” a perfect have ngver enjoyeda trip in India half so’ some four years previous to his death,
Fuh followed to the place where 1 stood, much, Indeed I felt ,—every school we vis- Upon all occasions he was willing to bear
We held our congregation, with very--little | ited,—that the half had never been told, testimony to the reality of Christian relichange, for about an hour, and after we though muclf has been said of their efficiency gion, frequently saying that his old frame
‘had got nicely started at this stand I sent and the eagerness of the children to learn. would soon lay in dust, but oh that crown
off some-of our Southal bréthren to another How I wish youand every body. who has in glory that he should soon wear, where he
rejoice in immortal youth.
He
place, where they succeeded in securing a faith enough in - Foreign Missions to even would
tolérable hearing. An objector was silenc- | ask * will it pay?” could have been with was a soldier in the war of 1812, and during
ed-at our stand, after which the people list- us. Schools which were opened only a few the late rebellion his faith was strong ‘that.
ened attentively for half an hour to an ex- months ago we found rapidly - advancing; the Lord would preserve our Government,
hortation to repent, and decept of Jesus as many of the boys reading and spelling purify us asa nation, and make us usetheir only Saviour. FEour tracts were sold, well. Porter, a boy named fora friend in ful among the nations of earth, in extendAmerica and taught by Mrs. Bacheler at ing the gospel and free government to othall to 6ne person.
:
ee
;
Midnapore, had the best school of all. His er nations. He raised a family of 10 chiltact in teaching, love for his pupils and dren, 9 of whom survive him, his companion
Who Are Called Tv
haying preceded him to the better land.
thoroughness” were highly gratifying. We
AE
A
visited all the families in the village where He selected as the text from which he wishHow many by word, and many more ‘he taught, and were happy to see how suc- ed his funeral preached, # Timothy,4: 6—8.
practically, are saying: “I do not need Fo || cessfully- he was finding his way to the His funeral was largely attended, all
a agreeask, What must I.do to be saved? ' My: in~. hearts of the parents. . Four Santal families ing that a good -man had died.”
tentions have been good. I have never in-' promised, also to send their daughters.
MIRANDA SEARL.
ténded any wrong. TI’ am guiltless of theft, But best of all he had opened a Sabbath
"of profanity. I op no disturber of the school in his own village, which his day
peace of society.
¥t can not be that God -pupils‘attended. In his own words,—‘‘ As
has any severe charge against me; he can I have learned at Midnapore so I try to
not mean to visit me with indignation and teach week days and Sundays.
I ~want
wrath. I do not need salvation.”
God’s blessing and I feel sure He will give
Too Deep or too Muddy?
Whether . any of these things are so, it to me, for he.is with me.”
I can’t help
i
——
either in reference to such lives or God's telling you about another school where the
In Central New YorkK'is a beautiful lake,
_complacency toward them, this one thing is boys received their first primers. We
much as he pleases (aa,

morning,
was the conviction and conversion

a

21, 1871.

——————— EY

Prayer-meeting = w ith the’ brethren at
noon. All prayed, including ‘three Southal brethren, Saichu, San Sanitan, and
The burden of our prayers, this
"Srimanta.

© Conmnicaions.

STAT, TUNE

——

é

THB MORNING
RE

value religious truth, asked his tutor to

give him suitable instruction, that he. ight
prepared for death.

‘‘Plenty of time for that when
older,” was the reply.

you

are

; No I" said the rinoe “I have been to,
the churchyard an
measured the graves,
-and there are some shorter. than Iam.”

ol

Jom

‘

Ay

}

AJ
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the evils which® have beset him.
teaching him‘to make Nature minister to
“| hus comfort and security. And in this it is
laying a frame-work
and foundation for the
Our Angels. 4
development of his spiritual nature. Of
re
-~
‘Science as an. investigator of abstract. truth,
Oh! not with any sound they come, or sign,
we have
en before in these columns;
‘Which fleshy ear or eye can recognize;
d that she should be re rded
-1 we have
o curiosity can compass or surprise
The secret of that intercofirse divine
ei -{ not as the enemy but the ally and helper of
permits, ordains, across the:line,
"Christianity. Still more may, such a rela‘Which God
The changeless:line which bars
‘tion be asserted, when we look at her con:
Our earth from bther stars,
tributions
to the practical wants of men, If
it belongs to
Christianity to clothe the
But they do come and go continually,
naked and feed the hungry, one by' one,
"Our blessed ungels, no less ours than his;
miss;
“The blessed angels whom we think we
surely it is Christian service to bring to
‘Whose empty graves we weep to name or see,
light resources of nature by which cold and
Galilee,
in
once
ge
And vainly wateh,
hunger and sickness may
be averted” from.
watched in vain,
One, weeping,
whole races and generations! This.is what
Where her lost Christ had laifi.
Science is doing ; and therefore we'say she
bitter grief we find,
‘Whenever, in some
All unawares, a deep, mysterious sense
“Of hidden comfort come, we know not whence,

When suddenly we see, where we were blind;

;

led, are content, resigned

.

Are strong where we were weak—

- And no more strive, nor seek—

“I'hen we may know that from the far

Bad skies,
To note our need the watchful God has bent,
And for our instant help has called and sent,

Of all our loving angels, the most wise

And tendet one, to point us where lies
The path

that will be best,

The path of peace and rest,

"And whenwe findbn every

|

sky and field, Wd

ch fills
A sudden, new and mystic
light,
Our every sense with speechless joy an “thrills
5 Us, till we yield ourselves as childreniyield
Themes; ag ‘watch the spells magicians
wie

.

.

wy

-|

‘With tireless, #weet surprise,
And rapture in their eyes—
Then we may know our little ones have run
Away for Just one moment, from their play

In heave § gardens and in theirold way,
Are walking y our side, and oye by one,
At all sweet things beneath the earthly sun
Are pointing joyfully,
And
cling us to see!

Ah!

|

when we learn the Spinks, sound and sign,

And instantly our angels recognize,

No weariness can tire, no pain surprise,
Our souls rapt in the intercouse divine, °
Which God, perhaps ordains, across the line,
The changeuless line which bars

“Our earth from other stars,
’
—
:

Mh
—H. H.

The Field of Christian

Service.

Modern thought tends to limit the freedom of the human will. That it will deny
freedom

altogether, is

the

apprehen-

sion of many religious men, We. do not
share
the apprehension. But we accept it
as a fact that men’s conduct is largely determined. by circumstances over which they
have no immediate control. And the fact
lias a most important bearing on religion,
* not only as to its abstract conceptions, but

© as to its practical methods.®
It

was

once

conceived

that

man

stood

“surrounded by all his faculties like an abso-

lute monarch

among’ his subjects;

that

whatever he did of good or bad he freely
“close
to do, and accordingly ih each case
“deséived the full praise or blame appropriate to the action itself. - But we are coming
more and more to see that this sovereignt

over self is but a limited monarchy after all.
Inherited

character

traits have
beyond

a force

man's

in

shapin

own . na

Physical conditions of health and’ disease
yut their limitations on him.
Education
as a voice as to his
ibilities.
The
state of the society in which he lives, the

laws

he

‘is under,

and

a thousand

other

special influences, build walls around his
moral development which he can not over-

The observation of these things as simple
matters of fact creates a conviction as to
the limitation of human freedom, which is
taking its Place song the fixed and
practical beliefs of men.
It is entirely different
from the old metaphysical denial of free
will. That went-so far that if fully accepted it crushed” the springs of motive altogether. It was fatal to all activity. But
this modern conception, telling man that he
is governed not by Fate but by circumstances which ‘are -thémselves within man’s control,—this idea stimulates to the most varied

and energetic action.

It calls

" reach by every skillful device,

on: man to

and with

ardor of effort, those broad conditions of the

community which do so mpch
character of the individual. ~
The old idea, that so far as

to fix the

moral

condi-

tion was determined by human agency, man
shaped it wholly by hisfown will, naturall
prescribed a direct appeal to that will as the
one way of reaching him. According to
this view, the only way to save men was topersuade them individually,
Preaching
and example were the only means to moral
elevation. And the general type of direct,
specific Christian work was the preacher's.
Such methods can never become inefficient. We may say
that they will always remam the noblest and perhaps. the
- most. effectual. But there hag how arisen a
demand for other agencies. .It is not
enough‘to take the individual man as you
find im
him,
and preach the Gospel to him.
We must ‘go back of that.
¢ must so
. build the community as to fortify the child
from

its

very

birth

with

influences

that

strengthen’ and elevate. We must reach
every part of the social apparatus; laws,
customs,

fashions,

manners;

we

must

adapt the whole machinery to. do its great
work 80 as to promoté Christian manhood.
Every influence that touches human life
must be studied, and made, if possible, to

throw its weight in behalf

of right living.

The physical world in which the soul js

en-

+

should be made healthy and stroiid and hap-

py in order thaf they may be good,
:
We can here follow out only a very
small part of what the subject suggests.
For the sake of illustration we emphasize
one or two points, leaving others untouched.
“First, the body is to be cultivated, for the
sake of the‘ soul. Spiritual health needs
physical health as its foundation. The
want of physical health makes men peevish,

it makes them indolent, it makes them selfish, By it their spiritual faculties are
into

Through it they most

easily

the habit of self-regard, which

fall

is the

science in our day is.doing a noble work for
man. It is finding new resources for his

a0

FL

chiéf ‘watehfulness’

ve-

| ihmer light, any other Lord

we are
and children, our

conversation,

;

Most converted persons come, sooner or
later, to think of ‘joining the church.” But
‘they do not always come to a decision without a struggle,

Hs

arguments

have

to

| ence,s0 nothing is so fatiguing to.the preach~
er, as that Hogteny which ‘flows muddily
along.’
A medical man gives his account
of
the cause of clerical sore throats. He
says they proceed from men stooping in

the pattern to whom he is to be conformed,
the only Lord and Saviour worthy of a

love and
For to
like, but
to have
Christian

be urged, and. many excuses have to be reading, so that the throat does the Lia of
pleaded, first."
the chest and lungs, which can not act as
~ As to those excuses,it is carious how .ut- | gy ey would if the Josture wis upright, with
terly absurd most of them are. As curious the shoulders well open,
it is, that those who plead ‘them are so unThen again, in the composition of a sershould be honored, and "there should be a onscious
of their absurdity. Why
should
host of Christian men to devote themselves the human soul so return to its right reason mon, how much may be done to help deliv~
rh
ery and save the voice? If any one doubts
to her pursuits.
in fepentande and faith, and yet continue
this, let him take a sermon of long-involved"
Once more ;—there is a most imperative
1 of unreason in the things which fol- sentences, where there is no stop for ten
|
so
ful
need. for religious work, in shaping and low them?
all.
administering the laws.of the politica) com- Said a most interestin convert, “Iam lines, and another of short ones, and try
the difference. Pauses there must be; and
monwealth ; and in settling the theories on not good ‘enough.”®
Not good enough? some preachers have great art in so making
which the constitutions of government and You
mjight as well have urged as an exsociety rest. Thesé things have an im- case. for not repenting, ‘‘ I am’ not good the stopping-places ‘on the road as to call atthe finest views.
While they
mense effect for good or evil upon the enough to have my sins forgiven» Then, tention to’
lives of men. All the preachers in the 't00, is not a humble sense of your unworth: must pause Soplewhere, they select suc
Opportunities or resting as leave the result
land maybe declaiming about honesty; and iness the proper pre-requisite -to the rece
of a section of the discourse to linger on
their influence be outweighed by a .system tionof any fb gift or the AR
of government which puts dishonest men of any Christian duty? Besides, is not. the the minds of the hearers. This should alin places of power and influence. Preach- neglect to confess Christ before men, as: waysbe done where there is a break in the
ers may strenuously exhort to the virtue of a failure in duty, itself -a barrier in the way argument, andif possible driven home with
some terse aphorism or proverb, containing
chastity ; and labor in vain against the ef- of becoming™~better?
We certainly can
fect of laws which make the tie of marriage have no goodness, except as we believe and the sense of what has gone before, so as to
leave the substance of each section of the
light. And the peace and good order of obey. 4
.
sermon in some tangible and portable shape
society, the tranquillity. in which virtue
ot good enough? Then the door of the on the memory
of the audience. After some
thrives, -may be utterly lost through bad Church has been opened by Christ, only for
nail has been driven home and clinehed, let
government or
perpicious social theories.
those already established in righteousness.
The saddest thing about the catastrophe Is the Church a garden only for the plant- the hammer pause a while and listen for
of Paris,
which was like a letting
loose of ing of full grown trees? Isita mere gran- the responsive’ echo in the soul of the hear3
devils on®sarth, was that strengt! was lent. ary for harvested believers? The truth is er.
to the insurgent cause by theories which in in the opposite direction. The Church is a
4
the abstract had won the support of honest nursery for the training of young plants ; a
~ Suggestive Paragraphs.
men. And there have been found in other field for the growing and maturing of the
countries men of culture and character, who up-springing harvest.
When the mind and heart of a man seeth
When Christians
expressed respect for that cause out of sym- have attained-to ¢¢ the full corn in the ear,’% on every
side sorrow and heaviness, and
pathy with the school of ideas with whigh theypare more fitted for heaven than for the ‘the worldly eye beholdeth nothing but such
its ‘lenders: were connected.
A more
Church on earth’~ With all its defeets, the things as be troublous and wholly bent to.
pressive lesson of the imyportance of correct Church is the best place, if rightly nsed, in rob the poor of that he hath, and. also to
social theories to the prime interests of life which to become strengthened and built up tak
his life; except the man weigh
was never
given,
these
“dfittle and uncertain treasures that
in the Lord.
JL
Nor will it do to find all‘ the trouble in
But perhaps the plea is, *‘not good be taken fromr him with the riches of the
the fact that thege schools of thought were enough,” because such and such church life to come, and this life of the body with
avowedly anti-Christian. For another fact members are so bad. Then it ig high time the life in Christ's precious blood; and so,
confronts us, that the clergy of Erance are that those who are so much better as to feel for the love and certainty of the heavenly
as a body firm adherents to a. policy of how bad these others are, should step in joys contemn
all things present,—doubtless
despotism and repression.
The natio
and rescue the cause of the Master from dis- he shall never be able to bear the loss of
swings back and forth: between this evi
oods, life, or any other thing of this world.
ace. Who better fitted to set a proper
and that of anarchy. And every time li- Christian example than those who feel the
herefore St. Paul giveth a godly and neccense is repressed by sheer absolutism, it evil of such bad examples? Aside from essary lesson to all men in this short and
gathers energy

for

a

more

desperate

re-

this, which is the worst, to refuse to confess

bound. The short-sighted policy of "which
Napoleon was the representative inflicts its
own evils while it prevails, and gains but
short respite from the wilder storm. But
Napoleon found no more faithful adherents
than the clergy. They have become identified to the
popular mind with the system of
-dogged resistance to all progress—s system
which can not stand in Church or State,
and wouldbe a curse if it could. Yet the

yourself a Christian, or confess yourself
such with the design of being such, and
then through human weakness to fall short ?
Which is the worst,to fail when intending
towave a drowning man, or to refuse to try
to save him, because some one else has failed? This plea, however,
usually comes

preacher's

mind

from

worldly

received a telegram

that his neighbor was dying and was degirous to see him.
He lost no time in hastening to his bedside. ‘There, surprised and
delighted, he heard froni “the lips of the dy‘ing man this announcement :
“1 could not die without thanking you,
sir, for what you said to. me some months

gince; in thé car.

cares, is it,

on me at the

time,

It made an impression
and

since I have

been

he shut up here it has come up to me agein. I
as a rule, so miserable a pittance thay
beyond.
is more tormented than any other man With am dying, but I trust all is right
anxiety from the beginning of “his life's My hope is in Christ.”

“Was not that a rich réward for one act

‘work to the end, and would be glad if the

patients of Christian fidelity? What opportunities
kee his for thus speaking a ‘ word by the way” are
or cobble shoes, in order to help
mind at peace and body and soul together ? constantly occurring, and how glorious
Congregations ‘are apt to argue that a man would be the results were they improved.
:
of God should set his affections on. thin
— Watchman & Reflector.
above, not of this earth, and that he should
not lay up for himself treasures which moth
The Voice in the Pulpit.
and rust can corgupt. But the injunction
is given to the man of God, as it appears to
chance were: allowed

v

o
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- “My

life,

and

therein

showeth

him to dose
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will

with you: If you will stop

swearing, 1 will getmy oxen and take your | -

ana

Prayer.
———

~ Ihave not seen an argument against
what is called the efficacy of prayer, which
appears to me to have any. forge, but what
is derived from some narrow conception of
the divine nature.
If there be a God at all
it is absurd to suppose that His ways of
working should’be such as to destroy His
side®of the highest relation that can exist
between Him
apd those whom he has cared
to make—to destroy, I mean,

the

The virtues of stmple Tea as a Hair Tonic and Pre-

server have long been known , but no attempts have been.
malig: Ios ezine the ofl sitencigsanly. > a maces =

A

cul
s preparation, the
essen
of
‘the Tea
Plant has been Added to other vegetable extracts, and an

relation

“of the will of thie Creator to the individual
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GREAT

should be

of material causes and effects, cage in forever the winged aspirations of the human
will, which he has made in the i
of his

x

own will, towards its natural air of freedom

in his will would be pronounced inconceivable, were it not that it has been conceived
and yttered—conceived and uttered, Lowever, only by minds to which the fact of

easy terms.

will to turn,

IN GREAT FALLS, N. H.
T= above Estate comprises a two story frame
dwelling House 26} by 34. L 16 by 20. Barn 20 by
40, house nearly new contains fourteen rooms. Also
a good
cellar, never failing supply of hard and
soft

new

part

the

all

usual

conveniences.

House

painted this Spring and the whole is in

excellent repair.

The lot has a frontage of 175 feet on ome street, 156
feet on another.

L

THE SITUATION IS REMARKABLY PLEASANTIn a
first-class neighborhood and very easy of access, being within 10 minutes walk of two depots, and six
churches.
3 minutes walk of two schools, and 8 min-

utes walk of High School, Terms easy. For partic.
ulars enquire at the office of
»
JAMES G. YOUNG.
A
Real Estate
t.
Post Office Building, Market Street
22.
:
Great Falls, N. H. °

faith

be humble.
Unfit to grasp any
with an inborn idea of wholeought to be our safety in urging |
towards the Unity, we are coneach

and

feet on another, and 100

it not that with each fresh discovery we are
so ready to fancy a-new that now,at last,we
know all about it.
We have neither hu-

stantly calling

water,

blinded, been

would it matter that we know so little,were

nor

Sale!

A Large and Valuable Estate"

operation df either no infringement upon
the other is needful;
and that what
seems to be-such infringement would show
itself toa deeper knowledge ofboth
asa
perfectly harmonious co-operation¢
Nor

faithful,

.

For

too are so in harmony, that for‘ the perfect

be

3

For particulars enquire of
JAMES G. YOUNG.
t123
Real Estatg Agent.

and look up, and pray, and hope,-is to me
otesquely absurd. It is far~easier to beieve that as both—the laws of nature,namely, and the human will—proceed from the
same eternally harmonious thought, they

to

HOUSE LOT FOR SALE.

A

in the vaguest and most incomplete form.
That he should nof leave himself any.
willing room towards those to whom he

mility . enough,

MADE.

VALUABLE and one of the most desirable and
leasantly located lots of land in the Village of
Great Falls is’ now offered for sale. Said lot contains 30,000 square feet of land, with a frontage of
800 feet on a very pleasant street, is under a high
state of cultivation with a fine crop now gro
,and
will be sold with or without the crop at ab.
on

this relation was, if at all present,then only

enough to
whole, yet
ness which
us ever on

WERE

book issued
for years. Sells fast and easily, and delivers splendidly.
ts
cli
from $80 to
$200 per month, in spite of
times. Send for circular, &c., and notice extra terms.
6mll
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher, Boston, Mass

that he should, with an unchangeable order

gave need, room to go wrong,

~

FORTUNES,

AND HOW THEL
THE STRUGGLES A

at strife with the foregoing action of God,
notto say with the very nature of God—

‘Wherefore, the Christian man’s fRith must

+

ACENTS WANTED.

.the highest. consequences of that creation
which alone gives occasion for those laws—
that, in the fact, the will of God

Itis

growing
in, and as a wash for the scalp, to stimula
e hair bulbs and prevent the
gradual decay and loss o
color in the structure of the hair tubes. Price $1.00. DR
KENNEDY, 120 Warren Street, Roxbury, Mass.

to his creatures, should be inccnsistent with

how-

is the result.

especially useful to prevent the hair from falling out or

will of his creature. That God should bind
himself in an iron net of his own laws—
that his laws should bind him’ in any way,
seeing they are just his nature in action—
is sufficiently absurd; but that such laws
should interfere with his deepest {relation

whole,

saying we have found the idea, and casting
ourselves on the couch of self-glorification.

First Lettef Foundry in New England.
COMMENCED IN 1817.

Keeping Folks in Meeting:

TEE BOSTON TYPE FOUNDRY
ALWAYS

When Mr. Moody was on a journey in the.

a brother in the ministry, on
thing to spend the Sabbath

Saturday,
with him,

and said: ©
¢ I should be very gladto haye you
and preach for me

to-morrow,

almost ashamed to ask youn.”
| ‘ Why, what is ‘the matter ?”

|

I

fee

ITS

and lately for its unrivaled A

said Mr.

NEWSPAPER FACES,

Moody. .

*“ Why, our people have got into such a
habit of going out'beforé meeting is ctosed,
that it seems to be an imposition on astran-

Electrotyping in all its Branches,

:
& er,”
« If that is ail, I must and will stop and

‘DONE IN THE BEST MANNER.

preach for you,” was Mr. Moody's reply.
When the Sabbath came and Mr. Moody
had opened the meeting and named the
text, he looked around on the assembly

FOR

BOOK AND JOB TYPE

sfo

put

NOTED

HARD AND TOUGH METAL,

western part of Massachusetts; he called on

Address

and

said: .
?
“My hearers, I am going td speak to
two kinds of folks to-day—saints and sinners. Sinners, I am going to give you a
portion first, and I would
have you give
._good attention.”
:
‘When he had preached to them as long

“ FAMES

|

orders to

A. ST, JONN, Agent,
87

Kilby

Street,

Boston,

as he thought best, he paused and said :

‘What is a-Christign?
It ought not to be

very difficult to an-

i 4 There, sinners, I have done with you
| now ; you may take your hats and
go out
of the meeting-house as soon as you please.”

But all tarried and heard him through.

swer this question, sincg Christ himself has

answered it so clearly. For even those who
deny the divine authority of Christ, will
not deny that he has an unquestionable
right to prescribe the conditipns on which
alone any man may take His name. Even
those wha dissent from the proposition,—
** There is none othet name given under
heaven.whereby we canbe saved, ‘* will not
deny that there is no other way in which we
can join his discipleship than that which
he has prescribed.
1

am

A
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HUGH MILLE

THE GEOLOGIST.

Life

Letters of Hugh Miller.
BY PETER BAYNE, .
Author of * The Christian Life.”
92 vols.,"18mo., tloth
$4. ‘With an El
t Steel Like-_
|
’ ness, and a Ploture of his Birthplace
A "
The Biography of a man, like HUGH MILLER, by
PETER BAYNE, the Prince of Biographers, as shown
in-his * Christian Life,” cannot fail of being deaply

i

by
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Nor 50 Washington Stet, Boston.
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olo and piano
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OLD Max
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written two. pieces
accompaniment,—

MOUNZALY;

Sous

thou me.” Sometimes it is
gonally he speaks. *‘ Come
am the way, the truth, and
always, whether as teacher,

Y
hy
of himself per-.
N
now
agyle.
oe 30 cts,
e author, at Haunto me,” "*¢I each. Send fora Sony:
,
Burlingame
at the Horning
Mass,, or L.
the life.” Butt verhill,
lawgiver, exy | Star office, Dover, N. H

emplar,

condition is the

‘Saviour,

the

oné

same—personal allegianceto
tive Lord.
:

gn authoritaA

He then who refuses this allegiance, has.
no'right to the name. He who’ denies that

there is any other authority than that of his
own. conscience, ‘any other light than the

Age
nted—To sell our New book,‘ Tar
CiaaTIAN'S LROACY. One of the best books ever
writen for devotional reading, and as a ‘help tq Bible

study.

Every one needs it, and the

price is

Within

reach of all, - One agent reports
47 orders in 8 days.
One sold 44 copies in a small
One,27 in two days.
town in Massachusetts. Send for Jriate Ciroular.
W. J. Holland & Co., Springfield Mass., or Chi-
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of sheet music,~S
which meet with warm approval. Their. titles are,
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AN
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CO., Saco. Me.

WROUOET AND CAST THON RAILINGS

:

of Price.

SHEET MUSIC.

NEW

William A. MoNeal *has lately

SAA

and Gutfit furnished.
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and

GOULD & LINCOLN,

he/speaks.

Jill
i

i

A’BOOK FOR THE PEOPLE.

' Ameri: oan readers.

as a lawgiver, he speaks. ¢ Do all things
whatsoever I have commanded you.” Sometimes it is of himself as an exemplar. that

A MONTH—Horse
Atarees, NOVELTY

375

,,.,...éi

interesting, and must be universally welcomed

us; his parishioners are nowhere ordered

into the cir
professional men are for throw his voice out from him:* The
or any other
‘chief efbuilding.
the
of
nce
cumfere
and
service
better:
-give
theirs, they will
a
i.
:
J
“

|

load up the hill.”
The ‘offer took ofl the
edge of the. reproof without lessening
its
efficacy. One may
‘speak the truth in
love” so as to rebuke sin and yet not be cen- | ,.
e Weekly.
sorious.—Illustrated Christian

a man may best bear the iniquities and
troubles of this world: “If ye be risen
again with Christ,” saith he, ¢ seek the
things which are above, where Christ sitteth at the right hand of God the Father.”

Zison'sHerald.

0;

and all Buyers of

v

friend,” he ‘would say,~1

Pages Free.

i
W.W. WH TNEY, Publisher, Toledo:
For sale by Book Dealers generally,
LAtZlevw dteow

on your name and
post-o
address, and. receive full
particulars, with sample free Dy relun mail... Address

He lived at the foot of a Jong hill.” All

make a bargain

Contains 1J6 pages:

Specimen

500

the country about knew him for a warmkearted Christian, and for a kind and helpful
neighbor. Often in the springy teamsters
with ‘heavy
loads would get miréd in the
heavy roads; and would add, cursing and
swearing to blows in a vain endeavor to
urge their horses to move the load, which
all their energies were unable to start. On
such occasions, my grandfather would come
out of his office, always benignant, with/an
offer of help that was also a mild reproof.

.

Yransitdry

faith, he is a Christian.
|
be a Christianis hot to be Christto aim to be like Christ; it is not
attained, it is to foHow -after.—
&
Weekly.
;

3be., postpaid.

AGENTS WANTED, Malé and Kemaule, ta sell
"two new articles as salable as Flour, and needed
in evey
yg
Samples sent free by wail, with terms
| to clehr $5 to $10 per day. This 18 no gift enterprise op

My Grandfather's Bargain,

be always upon the resurrection of Christ,
from a person far from possessing true when he is in trouble; and in that glorious
Christian humility, or from some mere resurrection he shall not only see continual
worldly person who knows nothing of the and perpetual joy and consolation, but
French _clergy are, as a body, we doubt not, conflict of the Christian life. The children also the Yisloy and triumph over all persejmen who better represent true religious of the light should neither plead the objec- cution, sin, death, hell, the devil, dnd all
feeling and character than -any other -class tions of the children of this world against other tyrants and- persecutors of Christ and
in the state, It is a false theory rather the Church, nor imitate their evil example of Christ's people; the tears and weeping
than ill intent that makes them of so little of refusingto do duty.
What right has a of the faithful dried up; their wounds healaccount toward saving France. Their po- wicked mari” to complain of the
Christian's ed; their bodies made: immortal in joy;
sition is a warning as to the necessity that failure .to live up to his profession? He their souls forever praising the Lord, in
Christian men should
address thamselves himselfis doing the same, when he admits conjunction and society
everlasting with
earnestly to the study’of the great questions himself
‘to. be a sinner(3 and yet fails to re- the blessed Sompany of God’s elect, in perof politics. It is'not enough for them to be pent.—N."Y. Observer.
petual joy. But the words of St. Paul in
zealous—they must be enlightened.
.that place, if they be not marked, shall do
“The field is the world.” And God’s
little profit to the reader or hearer, and give
«The Word by the Way.”
voice
cal s to the sowing and: reaping not
him no patience at all in this impatient
the evangelist only, but every true heart,
i
—
‘and cruel world.—Bishop Hooper.
every sober mind, every strong arm.—
Several years since, two merchants had
Christian Union.
x
:
taken their seats in the morning trajn for
Saving . Blood.
this city. They were neighors: dwelling
in a neighboring city and doing business in
Boston. Although their residences were.
A Plea for Ministers.
“It’s the blood that saves,” said a sick min——
near together and they saw each other dai- ister who had come nigh the gates of death,
| ly, they were not intimate. They had few to- us last week,—*‘ It’s the blood that
The New York Tribune speaks “the t
sympathies in common. "One had been for saves.” He had gone ‘down to the brink of
in good plain Saxon, in what follows. Sir- many years a professed disciple of Christ, the
river. His strong frame had lost its
prise parties, and all that sort of thing, arg loving the sanctuary, the prayer-meeting, strength. His earthly vigor had fled, as he
better than nothing? But the just and hon ‘and alive to all that pertained to the spread thought perhaps, never to return. = But then
The other was a respecta-. he felt joyful in the truth. ‘‘ It's the Blood
orable thing is to pay a living salary, b [ the d Gospel.
successful merchant, absorbed
in that saves.”
Such confidence hath sure repromptly and in full, and dispense. with all busin®ss,
and to, all appearance indifferent compense of reward. It is the only confisurplusages. A scrimped larder, and an ‘to.all beyond this life. On the morning in dence that has. All other refuges fail in
to that hour.. All other supports give way.
empty purse, helps no minister to preach question these two neighbors -happened
Truth to its test.
well, orto * grow in grace” either. But occupy the same seat in the car. They Then comes the diviner
soon became earnestly engaged in conver- Any bridge. may stand a weight that does
:
:
hear the Tribune:
sation on business, i{8 prospects, their own
not test it. But all bridges are built to enThe Worldly mer- dure the highest test that can be put upon
That
a man whose very work and posi- plans and successes.
tion demand culture and ‘mental power, and chant, elder of the two, said he had been them y not the light car but the loaded train
whose - employers are most rigorous in ex- very successful for the year past, and could stretching. across its whole length, it must
acting constant and fresh evidence that he now say he had a competence. *‘I do not be able to endure. Any religion may anpossesses them, should be sentenced to a care,” said he, ‘‘ to be worth any more.”
swer when no religion 18. wanted. But no
“ Well,” said his friend, *¢ this life then is religion will answer
condition of penury in middle life and pauwhen death draws
perism in old ag®, simply because he has all provided for." That is allright. But near, except that which clearly and joyouschosen to devote these his best gifts to his Row about the life beyond?”
ly bridges death, The ‘blood alone spans
“0,” was the reply, “I never trouble that.
Master's service, is an “injustice which no
gulf. Christ crucified, not Christ as
would
myself about that.”
secular code of work and wages
one of the great religious Captains of which
“But ought you not to trouble yourself he is chief; not Christ as model man, but
dare to advocate. In almaogt ‘all churches
TE
there is a lurking sense of shame and delin- about it?
Christ shedding blood from’ every: pore.
“Nag, I think not. I trust that will be Christ a sacrifice. Christ tasting death for’
quency in this mattgr, and in consequence
door
all
right.”
:
bees,”
*‘
gifts,
by
an effort to atone
every man. That Christin death, saves.
“But I would not thus trust without Trust him when you are well. Trust His
nation parties, until finally the old clergyman, no longer able to work, is put upon looking into the matter, The interests in- blood now. Buil d your bridge, before your.|
assupeannuated list,"and is looked upon as volved are momentous.”
train dashes on it. It will be too late
then.
The train had reached the station, and You will find a.chasm, and no bridge.
a burden and pensioner ever after.
A
Now, ‘there is but oie way of plaeing this the two merchants” separated, each king gulf eternal, immeasurable.
Seek
Either
his
way
to
his
own
place
of
business.
subject -in a common-sense light.
“¢ the Blood that saves,” and then you will
the service a clergyman renders his hearers ‘few months afterwards, the Christian mer- ~4 exult as you reach that bank, to feel’it solid
in the cause of religion ought to.be paid fer chant missed his neighbor from the morn- under your sole; will run across it joyfully,
in money, or it ought not. Ifnot, then all ing train. Or inquiry he learned that he "and will shout back from its farther abutplatform of was sick. Days and weeks passed and he ment, when it lands you safe, forever on the
sects should adopt baldly the
one branch of the Bap- knew only that his neighbor was unable to Heavenly shore,
the: Friends, and
‘It's
the Blood that
At length, as he was in his office: saves!” ‘It's the Blood. that. sayes!"—’
tists, who hold that every man should have, bd out.
in the city one day, he

my dis-

and his love ofttimes lukewarm, and his
faith far from clear-eyed, ,yet if he accepts
Christ as the teacher to perfect his theology, |
the lawgiver to invigorate his conscience,

As nothing is so wearisome to ‘the audi-

tl

, , , follow me, he ¢an not be

ciple.” On the other hand, .though one's |

ral scale, By changing the keys, he will
rest one while he uses another, and so avoid
promi
| fatigue.

Joining the Church.
4

man

ws
3

theology be crude, and his conscience im- | By Wx A, Ogden, Greatest success of any boo® before the:
Thousands of letters recethed 1p its praise. Exbe rested by speaking in different notes perfectly developed, -and his life far from people.
amine
Board
Cov~.)
within the compass of the: preicher’s natu- perfectly ‘conformed to the divine pattern, Amine itit anad you Wh lise ho other.undred,Re inSingle
coples,

thoughts are freer to rise

to something higher.

than his own

reason, has no nght (o call himself a Chris
tian, To him Christ repliey, ‘‘ Except a

to drop the.wvoice slightly. Otherwise a man
can not be topnatural,or speak too nearly as
The voice must
sure of to-morrow’s flood for wife | he would in conversation,

The United Presbyterian very justly and
to deny
him the chance to use his money
inently says that “Voice power is one to
well or ill; to treat him as a person ina
the
its evils to another generation. To remove stdte of nonage
or idiocy, of whom they are 4 cultivated. It is an essential part of
“great
the source of such mischiefs, or, better still, guardians,
The teacher of God's word highest power of eloquence, and a
Even
of usefulness in the pulpit.
to prevent it, is true Christian work. The ought to be his: faithfulest steward in doing means
culso
be
may
voices
weak
comparatively
physician whe by curing men’s bodies helps. ood with money; at-any rate, it is hardly
éfhristian justice to restrict him of his just tivated and used as to he of wonderful les
their souls, is as” much a Christian worker
“as
a pastor. Andmeén ‘must be taught to dues, under the presumption that he is the feet. The effect of a singing-master’s
tones
...guard themselves in this respect.. They one man who will not apply them to the gonson a vocalist, in bringing ‘out may
what
show
voice,
the
of
compass
and
iy
:
must.be taught. that its just as much a sin highest aims.
on
to enfeeble the body by over-workor by neghe ‘matter will never be sat right until be done 4 the preacher in: the cultivati
voice
‘each denomination prescribes at least liv- of the same art. It must be a natural
lect, as to impair it by strong drink,
half
So, too, all the sciences which concern ing salaries for its ministers, and in the which is used, for no bawling will: be. He
man’s relation to the physical world, and case of poor churches helps to pay them. soaudible as a ‘man's own key-note
onest and good must address himself to some one at the
his proper adjustment to its conditions, are ‘When clergymen who do lone
in, and“afield for genuine religious labor, © Natural work are honestly paid for it, as mechanics farthest end of the spacehe preaches
worst foe of nobility in character. - It. hurts
their usefulness, and it tends to transmit all

¢

the

where it would be natural, in

chest that we are likely to think most of
the moth and rust that ean corrupt it. When'

sphered mustbe so regulated as to feed its
noblest faculties ; to ny
and not to en- a trade or profession, and ‘preach or pray,
slave it. We must feel that nothing can as the Spirit gives him utterance, without
safely be leftto chance,~that the field of wages. But the objection urged, to this
purely Christian, work is just as broad as -gystem of non-payment is, that a man canthe whole field of human labor, And this not practice surgery or shoemaking through
preéiinently for the sake of purely spiritual the week, and keep his mind clear for the
results.
Itis a good thing in itself that eliminatioh and forcible urging of higher
” then, if
men should be made healthy and strong and truth in Sunday’s sermons.
happy ;, but it is of
greater account
that they the money paid is intended to relieve the

clogged.
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quired, is'to sustain the end of the sentences;
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wounded soldiers

a

Special Notice.

and Rev. Silas Curtis, of Concord,

N.

that name.?

H.,

was chosen to fill the vacancy, to whom

almost

any

sneer at

made

maidenly

dignity or

There are actually ‘country towns, and a

and these

at, and stared at, and

mingle with the sap, which in turn stains
very likely laughed
the fiber, and the original appearance of
the wrong business
tthe wood is completely changéd. In this
be

every such case,

good many villages, here in New Hampshire as well as in most other states of the
Union, through whichifa known female
physician should pass, she ‘would be gazed

at the roots, which, by their powers of ab-

may

communi-

honor liad thus been set aside.

The process is, to place certain chemicals

hemlock

the sim-

casionof various low and ill-mannered re-

any other kind that happens to be growing.

way;

in

in many

marks, as though the

kind of wood that one wants, out of almost

in,

be

title,—just as we

to resemble

remarked

about, and

at, as having got into
and

taken on a wrong

laugh at boys.

who wear

their grandfathers’ hats, or at lunatics who
put on their garments wrong side out.
And yet these same towns and villages welcome and patronize ‘the 'Jonses, ‘and the
Fitzgeraldses, and all the other medical
quacks and long-haired humbugs, who
vicinity will yigld to the same effects. It is have the brass to come among them,
This is just.as it shouldnt be, from beall done by feeding the roots.
giming to end.
When the first, sound arFor trees put human beings, and for
gument is advanced why women should
chemicals put the influences that are con-

walnut, maple to look like rosewood, and
beech or elm to give the ‘appearance of genuine mghogany. Also, the finest fibered
tree in the forest may be changed to the
coarsest, and there are a good many chances to one that two-thirds of the trees in its

signal triumphs ‘there

moral andl political world, if egually heroic
minds would déterniine on’ victory. Even
dead wires may be made to thrill and quiver
with life when once .a living purpose has
breatlied upon them.
.
\
‘
But thisds only one other memorial added
to the thousands that already perpetuate the
fact of his genius. The civilized world is

But

or at least treat it as a rare “and ridiculous
specimen of humanity, making it the oc-

the Roots.

sorption, draw the chemicals

possibly

And yet,

of every ten but

of Home

is a way .of making

the war?

ties* there is not more than a half-dozen out

all

Missions.should be directed,

There

presumeé to hin-

duricg

What can there

ing Secretary of the Society, was accepted,

Feeding

many more equally

might be,not only in the scientific but in the

everybody honored her then, and the praise
of her saerifice was on all lips.
j

At the meeting: of thé Home Mission
Board held at Great Falls last week, the resignation of Rev. G. H. Ball, as Correspond-

communications on the subject

and if

she is, if in Po _constant ’ practice = of medicine, than
she was when she gave her
whole energies to the relief of .sick and

should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
business,

be physicians,

| der them ? Would Mrs, Livermore, for
| instance,be any less the-true ‘woman that
publication

‘GEORGE T. DAY, Bditor.
designed

wires in the air and whispered his triumph
into ears that were forty miles away.
How

they show emselves capable of fillirig that
|
|

already full ofthem,

Every

male doctor as an object of curiosity. In
the meantime, if communities would stop

petual

remembrance

the

heroic

name®

which illumine our history from its dawn to
this hour, but the greatest conquest of our
age is that over time and space, a struggle
whose fields are bloodless and whose tri-

umphs

bring joy and gratitude to every

country: town

but has its representative in

the jail or the

penitentiary; and not a vil-

But the.compromise, for it was only that,

seems to have been only partially agreed
to, for a few practicing physicians and aspiring students in the city have since op-

ruined lives. Into how many. homes™can
“we not go today where we used to meet

parents who were happy in the joy that
children

shed

aboutthem,

and

find

them sitting in the gloomof some

great

. ‘shadow that those very children’s lives have
«cast over them !
In all these cases there has been the fatal
poison placed just where the life could hard-.
ly escape its effects. On the street where
it went for daily toil ‘or pleasure; at the
school where it was hoped to be out of

harm’s
has

way; in this place and ir that, it

been blighted

by

some

foul

sin;and

passed under the influence that drags it
down to ruin. There was hardly ever a
time when vice assumed more varied or
more attractive forms, ‘or when it empioyed so many. arts to quiet the consecince at

the same

time that it is devoting the soul

to death.

Their plea was not

so much that they objected to female physicians per se, as it was that they doubted

lage but can tell its story of fallen ‘and

.” their

endowed and support-

vantages should not be so unfairly monopolized.
gd
:

posed it quite bitterly.

4

Voice of the Press. *

3

Can parents realize how poisoned is the
atmosphere of the street, and still allow

their childrento breathe 1 in. day after day ?
Do they know that Satan has his. ministers
.of death, who daily beckon to the saloon or
‘the gambling room, and who conceal by the
most plausible theories the dark pits into

“which they will soon hurl their victims?

The Independent

deals very

plainly—and

who shall say unfairly P—with
Taking as its subject
tor,” it says:
Whois this

‘The

Jefferson

Jeff *Davis.

Unhung

Davis,

Trai-

and

what

has he done? Years ago he was in Mississippi the open, blatant, undisguised repudiator of state obligations.

In

the

win-

ter of 1860-61, being a senator of the Unit:
the ability of women to succeed in or really ed States, sworn to support ils Constibenefit the cause ,of medicine. = Thus this tution, he was a conspirator plotting the
last triumph of the ladies receives added’ dissolution of the Union and the, destrucSubsequently he
significance. It is another victory in the tion of this Government.
became a traitor to his country by overt
great and varied contest that is; eventually acts; and; being chosen as the rebe
resitoopen to woman every field of service dent of the rebel (onfederacy, he conducted
which she is qualified to enter.
That of a war of rebellion against the national au-

science is a wide and important one.

We

found

Eight
after-

wards that she was making garments for
eight cents apiece, and that she could make

but three of

them si day,

Hear it.” Three

times eight are twenty-four.

Hear it, men

aid women of New York and Brooklyn !
. That one case was laid at the door of this
church ; but there are thirty-five thousand
such cases, laid at the doors of our Christian
churches, demanding your prayers, . your
sympathies, and your charitable effort.
The Church is well calculated to make ‘a
good'use of all that gets into'her possession.

The

thority, and persisted in it, at a great

sacri-

of the country is more

diffused,

and

pro-

found, and vital than ever. All types of
religious thought have
gained, because the
country itself continually gaims. Romanism has gained enormously among us within afew decades, but Protestantism has
gained still more; even Methodism itself

has had a greater relative growth than
manism.

:

!

Ro-

a

the

church,

by

The fact of the statue was hardly a less

1¢ is only while the sap is going up from

+ which he has achieved so great results have

not for that reasen weighed any more
heavily
upon him, but have rather rested
‘carry the chemicals
that insure poison and
decay. And so it is oftenest while the life- lightly upon him, as théugh they hesitated
currents are rushing with the fire and vigor to touch the’ man who has so successfully
of youth that they carry moral poison to contradicted their sway. How much more

the roots
to the higher blanc

the whole system.

It is when

the young

tiring; « persevering

industry.

most

un-

Baffled at

almostevery point, oppesed, ridiculed, and
- | evém called insane and visionary,he never-

theless pushed his plan to completion, and

witnessed its successas the reward of his

diligence.
J

PE
b

hh

rs

munities permit

such

villains

to

Bmploy

Li
i

i
Tn

he grasped it with a will, and never thought

or

That

this

J.

Mariner,

of

Greenwich

from Acts 11:-

Deaominainel News ad Mots.

good, the weather was.propitious, the citi- A. Howe.
The following persons were chosen delezens were cordial, everybody seemed to
gates
to the different bodies:
share in the good spirit of the meeting, and
Yearly Méeting—Messrs. R. Woodworth, .
blessings were vouchsafed which will cheer

~nany days. ‘The business G. W. Wallace, J. N. Rich, I. Hyatt, J.
R. Cameron,
transacted was™af
the usual kind; discus- Mariner, D. M. Graham,
A. H. Heath, Freeman, A. R.
sions of, various
Nopics were pointed and J. Rand,
earnest; and the

refults that were

reached

Bradbury,

Wood,

Anthony.

were in the -main‘sftisfactory to all con- sociation—2x. H. Heath.
ciation—J. A, Howe,

cerned:

Warren

As-

Providence Asso-

Congregational Con-

Thé Gireat Falls church is congratulating Jerence—C. 8. Horkins, M. E. Conference
itself over its new pastor, Bro. J. F. Smith. —I1. Hyatt. * Siz Principle Baptists—J. A.
He comes fervent in spirit,

and

hopes

God's grace to carry along the work
his predecessor has so well

by

which

promoted.

He

arefully and diligently looked after the

' comfort of the numerous attendants at the

come extended by the church afid citizens.
This session has marked

dnother red-

letter day in the experiences of many toilers, some of whom, bear their years and

their service

with

the

vigor of youth.

mated by the addresses that were

given,

C..

Stetson. Boston Quarterly Meeting—D. M.
Graham, C. S. Perkins,
Western R. I.

Quarterly Meeting—J. Mariner,

R: Wood-/

worth,

Pawtucket

was

chosen

as the place for

nteéting, and the tact with hich he was the next session of the Association, the
constantly doing the right thing at the right time of which was. left to the Executive
:
time was only equaled by the :hearty wel- Committee to determine.

and

The Committee on resolutions

-.

submitted

the following, which were adopted :
Resolved, That we approve of the recommendation of the Executive Committee
that the Rey. J. Boyd, or some other suita-

ble person, be émployed to labor as a Home
Missionary

in the bounds of the

Associa-

tion and that the churches be requested

contribute for his support.
Whereas, the protracted meetings

to

;

held

in several of the churches during the year

have
been
therefore,

attended

with {good

results,
:

but will

is a real danger,

is eyi-

excellént ‘way. First
it as the dutyof most, if

of all, we re

these women? But is that last an fmpréac- not all such to abide in the ship till every
tical question ? Alas that there should he effort has been made to keep her from the

i

¥

and hastily entering into marriage ‘bonds,

and for easily severing
them by divorce,
stricter measures should be adopted for the
ianship of this sacred institution;
therefore,
¥
:
Resolved, That we appoint a committee,
to petition the General Assembly for suck
changes in the laws as will, preserve the purity of marriage and honor the ‘scriptural

idea that marriage is for life.
In accordance with {hese - resolutions,”
Messrs.

Whittemore, Perkins

and

Mariner

were chosen a committee.

‘Rev. J. Rand delivered an

address on

Foreign Missions, and the following resolu-tion was passed:
‘ Resolved, That we extend our sympathies this day to our brethren across the sea,
toiling with us in the common field, for the

redemption of the world, and ‘we pledge
anew . ourselvesto support them’ with our

love and faith and means, and to pray to

the Lord of the harvest
to be sent
them.

for reinforcements
:

‘Rev. C. 8, Perkins delivered an address
on Home Miseions. Rev. Mr. Dungee reported more than seven hundred conversions within the past four years among the

freedmen in the Shenandoah mission.

Sév-

said:

i

2

Failing this, their second duty
will be fo
keep togetheras far as possible, and to
maintain the ancient and undoubted ordér

:

of our Protestant Episcopal church; with

moderate Episcopacy, the Church Year and

|

Liturgical

Services,

:

a

The Methodist Seems to think that all

‘As she began

something

of

religious

opinions

done !

*

to eat. largely, though

vaguely,

swayed by

to revive in her delirium, she and: thatit has” penetrated, in

said, gasp ngly ; “ Eight cemts!

cents

Eight

way, many of

an ar

the old recognized

it;

*‘ortho-.

wish I could got i lox” churches—the pews if not the altar.
Tam sotired !— [ wish I could get But, meanwhile, the truly evangelical faith
Eight cents!

R. 1. Association of F. B. Churches.

.

:

The. thanks of the Association were extended to the church and people of Carolina

Mills for their entertainment and hospitality,

The annual meeting of the Rhode Island and the meeting adjourned.

Association of Free Baptist churches was
held at Carolina Mills, Wednesday and

Thursday, June 7th and 8th. The meeting |
was calledto order Wednesday

| by

morning,

the Clerk, and Rev. J. Rand chosen

chairman.

‘ducted

by

Devotional exercises were econRev. J.

Mariner. The usual
may. claim. committees were appoin
ted and reports
re*¢ gains” in America :—
= ceived. The Greenwich Street Free
Baptist
It can not be questioned that, the sort of
theological liberalism which characterizes |- church, of Providence, was admitted to the
Unitarianism has been widely diffused, Association, in response to their petition for

sorts

ed and blood-tipped. = .“y.
’
Last Sabbath might, in the1 * vestibule of witithin a few years, among a certain class
this church, after service, a woman fell in of thinkers HhroRghot the United States:
convulsions,
The doctor said she reeled that the cultivated mind of the country is

medicine not so much as

Mission, State Home Mission, &o.

rock toward which she is now fast drifting.

¥

g

i

He believed in his enterprise;

Rev.

eral addresses were made on the subject of
dentfrom, the fact that sever of our brethThe interest of the occasion was much missions, when the following was passed :
Who is to answer for all the wrongs heap- ren
have recently renounced the ministry of |
Resolved, That we are not in favor of the
ed upon defenséless, friendless, working the Protestant Episcopal church, and united increased by the presence and labors of
principle on which the Home Mission is
Rev.
G,
H.
Ball,
D.
D.,
of
New
York.
women ? Does one answer, ** Their em- with non-liturgic churches. Their right to
conducted, in deducting twenty-five per
\
- ‘J. H. MAYNARD, Clerk.
ployers ?”. Bat why should Christian com- do this we shall not question. But we becent. of the appropriations.
:
ieyc there is a more
itself,

S——

There are
thirty-five thousand sewin
girls
Ro) py and Brooklyn.
ang
| checked and promptings . that should be than there was in any year béfore it.
darkness
of
this
night
I
Kear
their
deatha
It is well, while this triumph of ‘his genobeyed; it is before they can estimate
an. It is not such a cry as
@mes from
vicious pleasure by its inevitable conse- ius is freshly presented to ‘us, to recall the ou who are suddenly hurled out of life,
(quences, that -the habits are fixed and the struggle ‘by which he achieved it, atid but a slow, g nding. horrible wastin,
them before you and loo
learn a-new the lesson that it should teach away. Gather
into
their
faces,
pinched,
ghastly, hunger‘
t
i
m
e
that
warnings
should
us.
‘Like
every
other
great
enterprise,
it
is at
this
struck. Look at their fingers, needle-prickwas madé successful only by the

letter

23, 24, and remarks made by several breth-

nard and E. W.
Norton,
Alternates,
Revs. 8. J. Fowler, F. W. Straight, P. W.
to his country and such an inhuman murder giving 3p the principles of liturgic 'services Perry and'S, Bathrick.
Waidain
er of Union prisoners as Jefferson Davis.
Collections were taken for Freédmen’s
and with
the
principle, the
yer Book |

stance, between désires that should be message from Washington to Baltimore,

“bo the most frequent, that vigilance should
tha the purpose
Sdis scattering
moral

»

Resolved, That we recommend to the
and few will'be likely to forget the communion season, at which Brethren Wood- churches and ministers of the Association
gladly give more. And this is what we man and Caverno presided, and the Holy to 8ontinue this work with increased zeal, and thdt the Executive Committee be inmean by saying that a man who, in this age |
presence that rested upon it. It .was in- structed to aid as far as possible in perfectof the world and the church, gets on without
ing arrangeients for the efficient prosecugiving more than one-tenth of his incoime, | deed a joyful occasion.
tion of this important department of Chrishas either a very small income or a smaller
tian labor.
religious experience.
oo #
Michigan Yearly Meeting.
Resolved, That we rejoice in the exten®
sion of free ‘tommunion sentiment among
This religious body held its thirty-fourth the churches and ministers of the various
The Christian Advocate has these sensible
session with the Elsie church, June 2—4, branches of the Baptist family, and eswords to say about fretting and scolding §,
How miany that in theory believe they 1871. Conference organized by the -elec- pecially do werejoice in the growing spirit
should give no place to the devil, do, in tion of Rev. C. B. Mills," Moderator, and of Christian = charity among them, which
practice by cultivating a sour disposition, - E. W. Norton and F. W. Straight assist- does not make Christian communion at the
set apart and ornament a residence where ant Moderators. ‘The standing clerk and Lord's table a barrier. to denominational
Union or Christian fellowship.
evermore he may maintgin his throne ?
treasurer
having
resigned,
J.
H.
Maynard
Resolved, That we sympathize with the
But this disposition almost necessitates hypocrisy in the life.
-Such ones know they was elected to fill the vacancy thus made. Baptist Union, and every other proper
are unwilling their waspish natures should Letters and delegates were received from agency which proposes to unite all the seat- tered members of the Baptist family having
appear in all their deformity before the gaze
ten Q. M's. The session was integpsting like previous faith, in 3 more complete fel:
of the world. Hence, though they snarl and the discussions harmonious.
lowship, without referenceto the. method
at the providences of God and the works of
The committee on Education, through its {by which:any church, acting in its indepenman, at deeds good, bad and indifferent;
they are i
it should hear their un- chairman, Rev. R. Dunn, reported the fol- dent. capacity, shall conduct its own com:
:
;
reasonable complaiiits, and therefore the lowing resolutions which were upanimous- munion.
Resolved, That all the requests for ordi| vials of théir wrath are reserved for that
nation of ministers, within the bounds Nf
| which they might make'a. happy home—
the Association; ought to be referred to the
| whose peace they destroy. * But let none
Executive Committee of the Association for
| such be deceived; for they are engraving
%
?
!
in characters of life where best they can be before to feel, pray and labor for the sup- approyal.
csolved, That such are the growing
seen, (their own
countenances,) their true
pert and success of Hillsdale College, and evils of intemperance, we feel called upon
nature.
Sooner or later they will be surthat we pledge our earnest and faithful efprised, as the sunbeams refuse to lie for forts for that work in our respective locali- in our preaching, as well as by every other
legitimate way, to use our influence to stay
them, that on polished plate or paper they
and spheres of action. -.
its progress, and keep before the public the
behold the works of their own hand. While tiesResolved,
That we request the Faculty \ of necessity of total abstinence from: all intoxsuch persons thus destroy their power for Hillsdale College to consider the
hicating drinks, ©
usefulness here, at the same time they are of establishing and publishing a ropriety
heologiResolved, As there has been no report of
utterly disqualified to die.
Angels would cal course of study, for the preparation
and | the work and condition of Lapham Instifly from them, could they ever reach heav- completion .of which,
about the "same
en, as the uncontaminated Israelite would amount of time and study shall be requisite tute made to the Association, that the comleave the leprous. They would breed dis- as are now required in our best law schools mittee of the Board of Trustees having the
Institute in charge, be requested to report
content in the heavenly courts. While vin- and medical institutions,
to the Executive Committee.
egar may with propriety be held as valuaResolved, That it i¥inconsistent for any
The’ committee on Obituaries reported the
ble in seasoning our ° daily diet, it should
‘never become an ingredient of our moral following through its chairman, Rev. A. M. church of the Association to employ as pas-or stated supply, a minister who has
natures. God helpags all to put more sug- Simonton :
Bon
of
'n expelled from the ministry.
:
ar into our lives.
:
sg
th
Whereas, (zod, in His providence, has seen
In the afternoon, the following resolufit to call from labor t¢ reward our beloved
The Nation thus states the principles of brethren Revs. Samuel Wire, J. E. Davis, tions from a special committee on the sub3
“. J. Bliss and S. E. Fenton, therefore, ject, were passed:
the Communists :
Resolved, That though we can not com- "Resolved, That for the protection of the ;
| : Their real creed, which was temporarily
kept in the background to avoid. creating prehend the dealings of God in calling from marriage relation from the abyses to which
too
great a panic in the city, and on which fi gospel harvest these efficient and faith- it is subject in our State on ih) of the
aborers yet we bow in humble sub- facilities which the laws afford for easily"
the Communal Government in Paris was to
not be satisfied with giving a tenth,

so many ** impractical ” questions with so
many wretched beings starving all around
of life there has been in any year since he [ us; Ina recent sermon T. DeWitt Talmage

) between show and sub- stretched his first wire and sent his first

A

—

ren,’ Thtrsday’ morning the delegates to
wind Ba
the different Christian bodies made their
reports. The following were elected officers
of the Association for the ensuing year:
Executive Commiltee
— Messrs. J, A.
New Hampshire Yearly Meeting.
Howe, C..S. Perkins, J, Mariner, A. H.
The session last week in Great Falls was Heath, 1. Hyatt. Auditor—S. 8. Steere.
one of deep interest. The attendance was Treasurer—A. A, Harrington. Clerk—J, -

a
had triumphed, in- mission to His will.
ficeof human life, long after every hope of be based, in case they
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
its success had been completely blasted. As cluded the total denial of the existence of God
the commander-in-chiefof the rebel forces, and of a future life, the prevention of any sympathy “to the bereaved relatives and
:
he treated the Union prisoners whom the religious observances, and’ the treatment friends.
+A
resolution
commendatory of the Bapof
priests
-and
ministersas
impostors
;
the
any field; while the women who find them- fortunes of war placed in’ his power, with a
:
selves a place there in spite of this opposi- 1 barbarity and fiendish cruelty hitherto un- abolition of marriage, and the substitution | tist Union was unanimously passed.
£nown among civilized men, and. seldom of temporary connections, based onthe inThe committees on temperance, Sabbath
tion, are of the spirit that wins success and witnessed even among savages—literally clination of either of the parties ; the rearing
schools, state of Y. M., state of country,
makes the world.consciousof its presence. starving them to death by hundreds and and education of children, by the Commune
&e.,
presented interesting reports which
as
ina
vast
fouudling
hospital
;
the
outlawry
thousands. When
General Grant forced
The comhis way through the intrenchments that de- of all persons net living by the labor of were discussed and adopted.
| fended Richmond, this same Jefferson Da- their hands, or in other words, - the creation
mittee on missions offered some stirring
The Morse Statue.
vis, like a sneak and coward, abandoned of an aristocracy of ouvriers; the expulsion
resolutions which, with the following recomle
his associates in. treason, and, disguised in of the literary or educated classe from all m¥hdation, were adopted.
The statue
to’ Professor Morse “has woman's dress, sought to escape from th places of trust or dignit ; the substitution
The recommendation ‘was as follows : brought.his wonderful service freshly before country whose justice he had provoked an
of ¢ natural justice * in, the’ cdurts of law for
Your committee recommend the followthe minds of the public. To him we .owe whose soil he had reddened with the . blood all artificial systems of jurisprudence; the
the innumerable advantages that come to us of patriotism. His whole history is that of a appropriationof all property to public use, ing method of collecting mission funds: —
That each church take a collection each
and the provision of labor for all persons
from the electric telegraph, and it is emi- selfish, desperate, dangerous, unprincipled, ablg,to labor, and support for those who
ear for each of the following named eband exceedingly bad man: "He
belongs to
nently fitting that this late distinguished the great criminals of the race, distinguish= were not able, out of the public purse.
Jects: Foreign Mission, Home Mission,
State Home Mission, and for the young
honor should be shown him. The statue ed by no virtues worthy of being remembermen preparing for the ministry,
ed, and notable only for those intensities of
in his honor, which was unveiled June
The
Protestant
Churchman,
after
referThe following brethren were elected dele10th, in New York, with appropriate cere- evil which assimilate man to a fiend. . That ring to the innovations of the Ritualists,
he
should
be
permitted
to
live
in
a
land
gates
to Gen. Conference:
monies, is of bronze, more than life size, which might so justly claim his death, is a says:
°
vi
diy
amy
Revs. R. Dunn, C. B. Mills, J. H. Mayand represents the Professor.as’ holding in clemency which no other nation but this
On the other hand, we sometimes fear

friendly advice; and

EE

vérbally.

Street Free Baptist,church,

would practice. We believe in eapieal pun- that some of our Low Churchmen are in
“Or do they realize that a great part of this his hand a telegraphic dispatch, the first. ishment,
especially for such a vile traitor danger of goingto the opposite extreme—
message sent by the cable.
:
poison might be counteracted by wholesome instruction and

w

was received from Rev, C. H, Malcom,
delegate from the Warren Association.
In the eveninga sermon was preached

men who hesitate to enter it because women are toiling there, are not likely to be
those whose service would be missed from

can they still see the eye lose’its fire or the interesting feature of its unveiling, than
:step its buoyancy, while from false notions was the other fact that the venerable Pro. of duty or propriety they neither try to fessor himself, hale and hearty in his eighti«chieck a passion nor point out the results of eth year, was present to witness and participate in the ceremonies.
The years in
its indulgence?

————

churches, by letter and

There were pleasant greetings by old friends,
| that every man isrequired to pay ten per cordial hand-shakings by new. acquaintanccent,
here is io gospel in that rule. es, and many a hesitating good-bye when
: Each map
must judge for himself, and pif the parting “hour came:. Each will carry’
his inconje is ““vefy small,” he may not be back to his labor a spirit stirréd and anirequired Yo givea tenth. But if his income
has laid an income tax on

heart. Armed now with his two
great is not very small, and he is enlightened as
weapons of power and peaceful achieve- to his Christian duty and privilege, he will

ed the Hospital, they deciding that its ad-

A good many who. are in prison now,
nsed to be in Sabbath school. The churches have received at- the communion table
many who now sit at the gambling table ;
and multitudes who bade fair to earn a comfortable livelihood by honest industry, are
hunted down as counterfeiters, or lead lives
of dishonesty and crime. There is hardly a

Kight cents!”

telegraph sta- The N.Y. Observer has this to say about

° meet a young nan in the vigor of health.
mente, man may enter upon his field of las
+ His form is erect and well developed,
his
bor. For him the mountains are brought
patronizing
‘male
quacks,
and
would
set
face is ruddy and cheerfal, his hand is
low and the rough places are made plain.
strong and steady. His eye meets yours their dogs pn the so-called Indian doctots, Between his smiling continents a subdued
without falling, and his coaversation is di- encouraging instead whatever female tal- and tranquil ocean rolls. The darksome
rect and manly. You pass on with a feel- ent may be intelligently aspiring to the pathways of the deep are traversed by his
ing of satisfacfion that the community con-- doctor's gig, there would be at ‘least less messengers, passing from shore to shore
| swifter than lightnings from cloud to cloud.
tains so promisid®
a youth, and begin to Indian doctors if there was #t a sensible Forth from his ports his navies sail, led by
picture to yourself the possibilities in store diminution of drooping invalids.
the cloud by day and the
pillar of fire by
It is reason for gratification to know that night, and the herald of tlieir coming, on
for him.
“After a while you meet him less fre- the matter is annually getting into better swift and silent errand, prepares their way
quently. In fact, you soon fail to approach shape, and that a female * physician is.con- before them, Oh, sir, we can never forget
the names of those'who have given us our
him at all. You may ‘get a glimpse of him siderably less an anomaly now than’: she
eatness, but the world will never forget
was
a
few
years
ago.
It
is
only
week
before
now and then, as he turns. up some street
ames Watt, who marshaled his fiery
to avoid meeting. you. After a whjle,—it last that the doors of the American Homeeo- champions to ‘bloodless triumphs, not for
may be five years 4and it may ds than pathic Institutein Philadelphia, after a live- destruction but for the service of mankind ;
ly discussion, were thrown open to three nor Franklin, who dragged the lightning
one,—you come abruptly upon him some
down from heaven; nor Morse, who harday and,—no, you don’t address him, for women who applied for admission. In that nessed it to his chariot of peace; nor Fulschool at least the way is made clear for the ton, the earnest and thoughtful, who trihis changed appearance has so amazed you
that he has hurried away and out of sight admission of females-with like qualifications umphed over winds and tide; nor Field, the
who may apply hereafter. Itis an espe- untiring and indomitable, who, uniting the
before you could move your tongue. Bent
cial triumph, since Philadelphia is the very two great forces of steam ‘and magnetism,
shoulders, drooping head, dull and restless
bound by a chain instinet with life the two
city in which,
a year ago} certain male
great nations of the earth together, as [
eyes, hollow cheeks and a nervous, unmedical dolts were so abusive of the mem- trust and believe, for international internn steady step present a sad contrast tothe
bers of the Women’s Medical College who course and commerce, which may be the
young man who promisedgo much a little
asked admission to the clinics of the Penn- beginning of man’s triumph over all causes
while before. Is the case too strongly put?
sylvania Hospital.
The scandalous excite- ‘of strife, and his progress toward the most
It may be, for nine” hundred and ninetyment which it created was only quieted by humane and Christian ¢ivilization.”
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tion is such a memorial. Every message giving one-tenth for Chwjst :
that is sent over the wires is like an honor
There are two extremg#s, the very small
paid to his nanfe, each word speaking his and the very large incomes, and they are
merit and asserting the grandeur and utili-’ not the cases we are now considering. A
‘ty of his invention. New York may\en- man’s income may be so small, that enhghtened charity i
forl)id him to be a large
| shrine himgin bronze, but while the tele- giver. The two mites may be more than
graph
is over all lands and under all some poor widows can give.. We are not
waters, thé whole world becomes his monu- laying down rules for them. But thousands
ment. As long as they do service for man- of Christians are so far: behind their dut
kind, so long will his invention be held in and their privilege too, that they may well
be told they are not permitted by the laws
grateful esteem.
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of Christ's kingdom, to put him off with
Just to give a flavor of the addresses de- what satisfied the conscience of 4 Jew.’
livered on the occasion, we-append an ex- The
principles do not require men or}
tract from that of Dr. Geo. B. Loring, of women to make sacrifices, inconsistent with
their health or usefulness. The pastor's
Boston :
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hh
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* You may
enlarge as you will, and call house, that by saving wages she may be
about you the prefoundest speculations in able to give something to a benevolent opall their variety upon social and civil prob- ject, may ormay not have been doing xj ht,
lems, upon international intercourse and Most likely she erred in her views of duty.
commerce, upon diverse faiths and modes Her usefulness-in her sphere of Christian acof government, but above all rises the tivity in the house and parish,may have beén
thought that through ‘instant communica- materially lessened by her being cumbered
tion men may now become one, if they will, with household cares; and if so, it was
inspired each moment by one sentiment, led poor economy for Christ, to spend her time
like one family up to the highest and best in the kitchen and givé her little: money to
endeavor.
We may boast as we will of our the Lord. - And in all cases, God requires of
victories and achievements in the battle- a man according to what he hath.
He is
field, we may cherish with fondest devotion not a hard master. And he is no tax-gath|<the valor of ourselves, we may bear in per- erer. - We object totally to the idea that he

stantly surrounding them, and we havea not, in all proper circumstances, enter up"similar process going on continually in the on ghd pursue the practice of medicine,
moral world. On the street to-day you then it will be ‘time enough to treat a fe-
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line with the_ginkers all pn,
but fix the bob. See, mothep

thing to do and fork onthe table with unrafiled hospi- etptking I will Lear.” Howwas prvipis in
Nou yowll tality.
uncohscious ‘delirium, and God was using
he” “ariod, backing
Three little fishes, and Jake ate’ two of him to His glory then and there, and en-

.

lot me go, won't you oo
out w ith a cobweb on his nose.

« I suppose so, Benny, only ¥--want you

At the Ford,

.to be careful ; and don’t be out
For an old man’s thought is slow ;
But, as father was wont to tell it,

missed her boy from the door;

Grandma Goodkin'¢ and ask

In the meadows, for 1 was four.

lady’s Dpuralagy now it's too
work
Yet ‘ the other room” were

1 had wandered down to the brooRside,
And, under the grand old trees,
I watched, till sy eyes grew wistful,
The careless flight of the bees.

4 ioned desk with.drawers and

Feasting themselves in the clover
Of the fields on the other side,

{ and a table with the family

a straight-backed

arm-chair,

that had belonged to Benny's

To me ’t was the glorious country

she

And my eyes were wet with the yearning
Of my youngest, earliest dream,
‘When my father came, with the cattle,

.

And carried me over the stream,

Till I learned that some flowers were nettles,

And the beautiful bees had stings.
’

When life with honey was stored;
That father found me waiting,

And carriedpme over the ford.

Of summer was over the world, ' '

whelmed

corner struck sevén as

How I lay by the streamlet, reaming

he'gtip-toed

. And my eyes were as clear and quiet
:

‘“ Take

And my father, reading the yearning
Of the young man’s noontide dream,

care of yourself,

my

son,”

And aided me over the stream.
Oh, that was the golden nooning

*¢ All right, mother,”

Of life, though the hot tears poured
And aide d me over the ford. ]

That is hidden away, O children,
Under-the mem’ries of years,
And the noise of the streamlet is mingled

With the droppings of many tears.
Since them like a bee in the clover,
I have gathered the sweets life brings;

responded

:
7:5 hard siames lui spray.
~

Till m¥ Father, reading the yearning
'Of the old man’s purest dream,
Shall come in his tenderest mercy

bags of
ahd her

the time
the last
the west,

here or there, orup or down, it was all

And carry me over the stream.

To wait till the blessed Lord

Shall scatter the old man’s ¢rutches
i
— Selected.

Che Family Circle.

the

‘and then came a splash of rain-drops "and a
flash

of

summer

lightning; but

didn’t mind that and neither did

fo
for Eels.

Nine!

the vil-

ten!

eleven!

Benny

the

eels.

clashed out from

Baptist steeple.

the

;

And | “Eels don’t bite as well when its too dark;

the brownest, best-natured boy in the village,—~that was Benny Dunn.
Sometimes
the widow took boarders from the 'shipyard, but just now it was a dull season, and
what few men were at work there had gonto the Widow Webb's.
It was a little bad

that’s so,” said Benuy at last, hauling

in his

line with a tiny baby-eel at the end of it.
“One, two, three!

me and mother.

Well, that will do tor

Just enough, exactly; as

slick as though I had pulled them in on the
cofint.”
Then he climbed up the moist bank and

Generally, Ben:

ny gota pint a day for driving Captain
Cutters cow to pasture. But Captain Cut-

ran home.

- Ny

3

“I'll dress em ‘over night and have ‘em
all in a row ready to fry, first thing mother

and he

hadn't got another yet. So there was noth- sees,” said he, drawing a broken-bandled
ing in the Widow Dunn’s cupboard but half jack-knife from his pocket, and beginning }
a peck of potatoes, and half a ped pt meal, . :to grope around in the dark for a candle.
and a plate of pofk-fati:
:
The floor creaked; and he stumbled over
. They always had wood enough Fcomse ‘the chipbasket
and knocked down the tongs,
Bonny could pick up chips at the ship-yard. but he found a sickly little tallow candle in
And about shoes it was no matter, for he had dniron candlestick, and, taking it out on
rather go barefooted than not. They were the back stoop, finished his work by his
“well off for clothes, too. Mrs. Dunn had feeble light, and in five minutes after was
another calico dress besides the one she wore

fast asleep,

for common, and you'd be surprised to see
how little the patches showed in Benny’s
trousers, seeing they were plain cloth and
the trousers were checked, So they: were

pattering on the roof close above his head.

with a Leavy downfall

of rain

|.

came

Do come, right away!”

boy.

that had seen better days. - The kettle of
“Very good, . indeed,” replied © Mrs. | potatoes were. laughing themselves out of
Dunn, who was soaking her Johnny-cake in their skins on the crane, and she was bend
a cup of currant-leaf tea. “Do you suppose. | ingto take the spider from the coals in the
there are any in the dock, now P
wide fireplace, while Beriny looked on with
*“ Any I replied Benny, swallowing the his eyes as big. as the potatoes, and
last crumb of the crust and tossing a bit of his mouth already opén, when there came a
eloth he called his cap on his head. “Why, shambling step upon the threshold and a
the water is fairly alloy with ‘em! If you'll fumbling rattle at the latch.
Immediately
me

£0

to-night,

mother!

know they'll bite heaps bétter after

You

dark?

Mrs, Dunn gave a troubled look at the over-

: ‘clonded evening sky and then at Benny.
daaustody dle goingP” she asked.

Tor

oi
yo
pou on 1

|

laughing.

the door opened and in came

Jake

“Morning, widder.

: tit I say “yes, you'll say

op Wifesme on

head.

Then hé began

to

hold

in.

Surprised,

I went

rT

miliar

with

these

things, and dreaded

lest

under the influence of pain or delirium he
should say or do something wrong.
As soon as I was

through, the boy began

to pray, but not one word for himself,—only for his mother and the honor of Jesus’

ngme.

His turn came.

The leg was re-

moved, and he was 1aid on the bare, ground

in the long row of the wounded, for we
stupid; but as night

came on,.began to wander and mutter, and
soon

speak intelligibly, though in broken

of pain shot through

his poor limb, * Dear

nights with, Eels for breakfast ? I do n't know when I've, | Lord, don't leave me,” would be his ‘prayer.

replied Mrs. Duis,

‘with its

beautiful. blue

.widder,” he continued, following his head

help.”

‘and shoulders,
Benny looked at the three Tittle fishes, cut

mother, and then again

| up in nicely browned morsels;

and at the

And then he would

pray for “his

for help.

Friends

stood around him weeping, and rough men
passed their sleeves

across

their eyes as

great-mouthed, overgrown. “loafer, with a they passed. Dear boy! How I did realize
| pang of dismay and a good many scowls the truth-of the promise, ‘Before they call
But Ms, i

Smother plate anddt

need

that

‘As the hat,

them, who

veil, came floating

will take care of them?

“Their

parents at home evidently .do not do it, or

‘As for Jimmy, he thanked the company,

pets ; they will & many things which your’

on a lawn,

and

several

of them

one corner of the

lawn,

This

tree

had a

very long, slender trunk, with a few branch-

tree after it," said Jimmy,

When the story was told, his mother was

children would not’ do

in your

neighbor's

house ; but it is the misfortune of the igno-

rant that they donot know how to behave ;
and somebody must teach them. And’
while you speak to all a kind word, especially speak to those that need speaking
to most.— Henry

Ward Beecher.

The Fisherman’ 8 Son.
re

A gentleman walking on the beach came

across a little boy

sitting on

the road all

by himseM, looking out on the great ocean.
‘* You like the ¥
boy; do you not?”
““ Yes, sir; and I hope to

follow it when

delighted ; and all that winter, when thely 1 get bigger. »
had hams, and spare-ribs, and pork-and“It is a hard life, besides being dangerbeans, and sausages, and lard, and hogs- ous,” »spid the gentleman.

head cheese and scrapple, and pickled pig’sfeet, and all the other things that can be
made out of a fine fat hog, Jimmy was

very glad that he had remembered

how the

savages in the Pacificdslands climbed tall
trees.— Hearth and Home.

$e Fes, sir; but Jesus Christ went to sea,
and he kndws the dangers; and sometimes
he preached out of a ship.
I am sure hes
loves sailors,” said the boy.

“‘But that will not hinder you from meeting with storms, and perhaps petting shipwrecked.”

The Grace of Gentlemanliness.
reo

‘* Jesus Christ rules the winds and the
waves. He stopped a storm once.”

‘“ He does not now,” said the gentle1 call your attention to the significant
were at work, waiting his turn. es almost at the very top. And on one of
.
a sunburnt private; yet I saw these branches there hung a lady’s hat—a feature of religion as you will find it set man,
‘“
No,
sir;
bit
he will help.us to trust in
there was something peculiar pretty little hat, trimmed with flowers and forth in the epistles as well as the life of
and an_air of refinement and lace, with a blue veil, which was now wrap- Christ, if you look them through,—its gen- him ; and if we hold on to him, nothing can
the nurse, who belonged to | _ped around and around the branch. This hat tlemanliness. I know of no other word much harm us,” said the boy.
*“ You might be drowned.”
the regiment, and his other comrades; who "had | just been whirled from the head of the that will express the idea. Not only were
‘ Yes, sir.” The boy stopped. ** But you
were - slightly wounded, gathered — round young lady who owned ‘it, by a sudden the apostles themselves,-—and Paul conspicknow,
my soul would . then fty up to God;
him with marks of deepest grief.
gust of wind. This lady was very much wously,—men of the utmost courtesy, in the
and
it
is
all fair weather up there.”
highest
sense
of the word, but there is not |
Ikneeled at the boy’s side, said a few
annoyed by the accident.
‘“ Why, my little man, you are quite a
a
vulgarizing
maxim
in
the
words, and then retired with the nurse to
New
TestaIt’s too bad,” said she. ‘Iam going
preacher !” said the gentleman.
learn his history.
home to-morrow, and that is the only hat ment. There is not one that looks toward
‘‘ Father and I often talk these things
vulgarism.
There is not one that the
“Is hea r@ative of yours, nurse P"
Ihave to travel in. And I can’t stay here
over,”
said the boy; *‘ and when he is gone
most
polished
“No, sir, he's only Our Boy.”
and
noble
soul
does not feel
until I can send tothe city for another.”
_out fishing, and leaves meall, alone at
tobe
the
expression
of
its
highest
* Our Boy! what do you mean?”
want,
‘Some one suggested a bonnet to g
“home, they are company for me.”
“ Why, that’s. what we: call him in the home in.
| ‘Mind not high things,” said Paul, ** Qut
*‘The sweet,quiet; happy face of the little
regiment.
And, Chaplain, would you think
“condescend
to
men
of
low
estate."
“No,” said she. * Idon't want to trae
fellow
pleased me,” said the gentleman;
~ Therefore, if you
it? when the Rebs thrashed us like: blazes in a bonnet, or a straw hat, either.
Yee a plain man, speak
Can't
4"
and
I
felt that he had the best of compato him. He is not pf your sort; he does
this afternoon, and we were driven off the somebody get my hat down?”
ny.”
not
follow
your
congenial
field, when the boys found he was missing,
avocation; your
“Look here, boys,” cried one of the
they just charged back and got him, and gentlemen, to some of the waiters, who hands are white/ind his are red; yours
fetehed him off.” were just coming out of the house, ‘I'll are delicate'and his are rude; but it is not
My interest was thoroughly Rdadel, and give a dollar to any one who will get that the hand that you are saluting it is the
heart, for which Christ died. So speak
I went back and sat down at his side. He 2 hat. ".
We give below a lst of books which have lateThe waiters then came down to the tree, kindly to him. ‘ But,” you say, “do you ly been sent to this office, but of which a formal
was a member of the seventh Maryland’
regiment, and had entered the service as & .and ene of them started to “climb it. But suppose I'm going to put myself on a level review will be ontitted for the present. BENCH
BAR, by L. J. Bigelow; is especially comdrummer. He was the only son of his he found it a hard job. The bark was with a low-bred boy?” No; make yourself AND
mended, and so is THE YOUNG MECHANIC,
mother, and she a widow ; a Sunday school smooth, for a pine-tree, and by the time he superior to him. Speak to him more kind- which isa reprint from the English edition, and
boy, and an earnest Christian. At his own. had gone up fifteen or twenty feet he was ly than any other man can. Be more sym- is literally full of valuable information. Here
request he had .entesed the ranks that glad to slide down again. The gentleman pathetic toward him than any other man is the list of those at present on the table:
spring, and now, within a few weeks of his now doubled his offer and another tried, can be. Thatis true aristocracy,—the aris- BENCH AND BAR: A complete digest of “the Wit,
Humor, Asperities and Amenities of the Law.
discharge, had received probably a mortal and another, but neither climbed as high as tocracy of the heart. The more God has
By
igelow, Counselor-at-law.
With
wound.
Head lived nearly three years the first man." Then another gentleman blessed ‘you, the more you need to go
Blin and
listrations.
New York: Hara consistent life in the regiment, and boy added two dollars to the prize, and more down. When we are prospered, ‘we tend | per & Brothers, 1871, 16mo. pp. 532.
though he was, had honored God. God, waiters came, and also boys from the hotel to drift away from the great heart of hu| THE YOUNG MECHANIC.
Containing ‘directions
also, had honored ‘him.
He had won the and the neighborhood, ard they all tried, manity ; we tend to get further and further
for, the use of all kinds of tools, and for the
and
all
failed.
By
this
time
there
was
quite
from the lower - range of sympathy; and | ~ Construction of Steam Engines and Mechanilove of all nd been the means of great
cal Models, Suding the Art of turning in
good.
Many a man owed his hope in life, a lively crowd around the tree, and a young we need to touch the ground again. Iti is | Wood and Metal.
By the author of * The
man in a red neck-tie said it was real jolly— necessary for a man’s health that he should | Lathe and Tts Uses,” ** The Amateur Mechanand comfort, on a soldier's bloody couch,
ic’s Workshop,” &c. New York: G. P, Putto him. And so it came about, no one ex- ever 8b much better than croquet. Then feel mother-eatth evety day. Dust you are,
nam & Sons. 1871. 16mo. pp. 346.
actly knew how, that every one called him three more gentlemen added two dollars dust you came from, dust you will return
Odr Boy, and loved him as if he were their each to the prize, and the excitement be- ‘10; and there is 4 lesson in dirt, if men will LicaT. ‘By Jacob Abbott, . author of * The
Franconia
Stories,” ** Marco
Paul
Series,”
came - intense.
Everybody, who
could only choose the right kind, and use it ifi the
own.
“ Youn,ug “Christian Series,” “ Harpet’s Story
Books,” “ Abbott's Illustrated Histories.” &c.
As Isat down and looked again at his climb at all, tried the tree, but'not one got right way. Speak, then, to the man that
With numerous Engravings.
New York:
wounded leg, he said, * Is it broken, Chap- onesthird of the way .up. Then, as it was
takes ashes out of your house. Make him
Harper & Brothers, 1871. 32mo. pp. 813.
necessary to keep up the fun, and his money feel that somebody thinks of him, and that
lain?"
THE HEIR.
A Novel.
By Anthony
I could not bear to answer.
When a seemed very safe, the young man in the that somebody is you.
And do not forge RALPH
Trollope, author of * The Warden,” ‘ Bar-,
minnie-ball, with its” jagged edges and red neck-tie offered five dollars more. | your seanfstress, your servants, your driver
chester Towers,” * Framle Parsonag e,? 4 or-'
ley Farm,” * Sir Harry
Hots og J “ Small
swift boring motion, fouches a bone, it And just at this moment Jimmy Clarke
And do not think of them by these names.
House at ’ Allington, aid The Viear of Bullsplinters it so there is not. one chanceiin ten came running down to see what was the Do not think of people by the service-badge
. Ham ton,” &e. Illustrated. New York: Harwas about eleyen- years that they wear. The man that you
Brothers.
1871. 8vo. pp. 282.
to save the limb. The wound was "high matter. Jimmy
call
up on the thigh, and the bone had evidently old, a bright, smart fellow, and as active as your driver; he is your brother-man. Drivsuffered. Evading the question, I asked a cat. His mother was a widow, who lived ing is his fanction but he is not a driver.
Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.
SCRIBNER’S MONTHLY for July heads the list,
if he could move the limb. He could not. on a very little farm, about half’a mile We come to think of men by outside
as it ought to, both on account of its early apI then took hold of his foot, and found the from the hotel. When Jimmy saw what names, and not by inside substance
and pearance and its valuable contents, J. T, Headbone crushed and ground up. Spite’ of me, had happened, and that fifteen dollars was inside feeling. But this ought not
to be so. “ley’s illustrated article on * Philadelphia” is an
offered far the recovery of the hat, his eyes And in proporti
the boy read my face.
on as men are poorer and interesting one, and so is W. H. Haddock’s acsparkled. : He was areading boy, and he obscurer than
4“ Chaplain,” said he, “ won't you ask God
you are, be more partic- count of * Jaunts in Japan”, in which some valto sustain mother? . I'm all she's got, and remembered what he read, and it now flash- ular to sympathize: with them, and i notice uable information i# given concerning out-of-theway portions of that marvelous island. It also
I'm afraid it will go hard with her. And ed across his mind that the savages in the them.
contains an important article on “ Free-Trade and
then, Chaplain," won't you please pray that Pavific islands climbed higher and smoother
When yougo over to New-York, there Protection,” by Horace Bushnell, who presents
I shan’t-be left, when the doctors give me trees than that. And What} is mote, he is the ticket-m
an at the gate. He is your a common-sense. and apparently judicious view of
chloroform, to say or “do anything to dis- knew how they did it..
brother. And there is the engineer down this. much-mooted question. Mrs. Richardson
Without saying a rod, i turned, and
honor Jesus?”
in the bowels of the hold, if you see him. pleads for Chinese labor, and. Charles Dudley
ran for the woods as fast

a meal of eels. I've a good mind I'll ‘“ Dear Jesus, help me ; don’tlet me say any5 "To be sue, mother don't like to have ‘had
“take my breakfast with you this morning, thing wrong.”
« Ah! that” hurts.— Please
youout n

the particular afternoon of which I am
writing, a. large portion of the company

ered around a tall pine-tree, which stood in

do

to

‘What!

On

could

Catching weather !”
snuff,

expecting to depart in a day or two.
were out

phrases. The same thought with which he:
had gone into the surgeon’s hands was upon his mind. As he tossed and the twinges

owll say you are" afraid to said he, thrusting his shoulders after his

and gentlemehn, who had been spending the
summer, enjoying the pure gir and making
believeto enjoy the horri dada
were

had croquet mallets in their hands. But
they were not playing. They were all gath-

Saun- | could do no better.
For a while he was

ders head. Juke Saunders was a good-natured, lazy old hulk, who was ‘‘in everybody’s mess and nobody's Yasinge” ag the
sailors say,
=

—where all this happened. It wasat the
end of the season, hind the fall winds were
beginning to blow, and most of the ladies

| I looked at the man. His features were
working with emotion; and he had all he

The next sound Benny heard was the sizzling and sputtering of the eels in the spiUnder the influence of chloroform, many
der.
>
an old habit, long kept under, revealed
not very poor after all; ‘only ‘boys will be
“Now, mother, ain't that nice oP Don't itself, apd vile language and oaths, the sins
discontented sometimes, even the hosting. they smell good, though P” he cried, caper-.
of ‘their. youth, would sometimes stain the
tured of them.
3
“ing about on one foot.
“I'm proper glad lips even of Christian men. The drummer’
“ Don’t you think, ‘mother; a few eels ‘T went last night.”
boys were not allowed to go into action,
would go good,—say for breakfast, mothMrs. Dunn had spread the little red ta- and the more intelligent were often employer?” ‘asked Benny, munching a crust of ble with a clean brown cloth,two blue- edg- ed on an’ ‘emergency to do light duties
Johtiny-cake with the relish of a hungry ‘ed plates, and a couple of knives and forks about the hospitals. So the boy was fa-

‘only let

Then he. climbed up to the hat, dis-

engaged it, and threw it down.

and they

somebody “should make them feel. self-respect; and if you snub them, if you curse

Biterary Review,

same. The eels might be asleep, or they
_| might be on a journey,or they might have lost
their appetite for worms. Anyhow they kept
shy of the bobbing-ball at one end of the
line and the hungry boy at the other. The
town clock struck eight, and nine, and ten,
‘| and only two bites. Still Benny would not
give up, and neither would the eels. Now

Oh, sweet in the silver twilight

dead,

utes,

but they are childien;

down, a tremendous cheer arose from the
are unable to do it, - Be kind to children ;
people on the ground; but fortunately, Jimand be kind to them in proportion as they.
him took effect. He became quiet and fell: my was not startled, by it, After resting a
are needy. If you take
gamuffing into.
asleep. In the morning he was better, and. short time, he camer down the tree. He
your
house; if on New
Year's day you
had he been in a hospital at home, I think could slip gradually down, without any
make
extra
Prepara
land
let it be,
tion,
‘he would have recovered. ‘But the terrible grape-vine,, As soon as he reached the
| known, and the street boys all find out that
ride to Fredericksbufg was too much, *
ground everybody clustered ‘around him,
I saw him once again among
hundreds
and the elderly gentleman, who had collect- ‘there is a basket of oranges waiting for
them, and they come, and you give them g
of others in the great cotton iiory in
1 the
the money, handed him the twenty dolwarm welcome, you preach to them such a
outskirts of the city near the Rappahanars; .
sermon as you can not preach to them in
nock. - Gangrene had set in, and his hours
“ Now, my lad,” said he, ‘I hope you any other way. They are not able to un.
were few. He had given up all care for will make a good use of this,"
derstand anything else so well as that,
himself, or even for his mother, and with
‘ You may be sure of that, sir,” said the They will make you trouble; they will ofa face full of peace, ‘joy and triumph, lay landlord of the hotel,
“I know Jimmy, fend your taste; they will soil your carjust waiting. I lost some of my papers at and he'll give it to his mother.”

Spotsylvamia, and with them the nate and

among

attendarits

eighteen, ‘lying on the ‘ground, near where

and the fire-flies flashing up and down over
thé marshy meadow were the only brightnéss under the clouded summer sky.
Meantime Benny climped out and in
among the crazy, water-worn piers, as
sure-footed as a wharf-rat. He climbed up
and he clambered. down; he sat patiently
stilland he moved restlessly about; but

My feet, oh so weary, have led me

I was busy

one of the

the surgeons
He was but
at a glance,
about him,
purity ; and

Benny,

I have found that some flowérs were nettles, . | her bonnet and stayed, applying
workers
i That some fellow| hot hops, slippery elm poultices,
fe
Or en had stings.
own soothing hands till long past
My hair that was dark as the shadows
she called * daylightin,” when
" Is whith the shy som lays
streak of red had faded and died in

per’s cow and calf were both

said

dancing a. little on his head by way of set
tling ‘his brains. . “ We'll have a jolly
| breakfast to-morrow’ morning. And, say,
mother, when I am a man I am going to
buy you a bran’ new, brown silk gown, see
if I don’t.”
Grandma Goodkin’s * neuralagy™ was
very bad to-night, and Mrs. Dunn ‘took off

From father’s eyes as he blessed me

Dunn’s.

how dis-

with him, and: found a lad of seventeen or

Mrs. Dunn, tying her - bonnet-strings and
picking them out carefully before the scrap
of a looking-glass.
* Don't get in the
water and don’t get with bad boys.” -

Gave me his parting blessing,

with work.

when

badly hit, too.

black cottage-bonnet in a generous bandbox, that was the only thing in the house
which there seemed to be quite enough of.

-= As the deep, untroubled pond,

' now, too, about the milk.

across

the clean, white floor to the closet that held
the best dishes, the empty sugar-tub, a bottleof maple molasses, and the widow's

"Of the world on the other side,

The smallest, brownest house in

June. morning, and

felt to see Jake Saunder.eat

to me in haste, saying, *‘ Chaplain, I want,
you to come and see Our Boy, right away I”
He was a rough man for whom I had little
liking, and I fear I answered curtly.
.|
“Oh! Chaplain!”
he persisted, **you
must come.
It's Our Boy. He is so good.
If you only knéw him, Chaplain. He's

to-night, and the tall eight-day clock in the

But my heart was great with yearning
For the great bright world beyomdey

he

the rest,

‘Where the shy trout loves to hide,

lage,~-that was the widow

on that far-off

across them, and a lilac and snow-

‘And ry hair was dark as the shadows,

Bobbing

Life

on it. .gusted

ball tree grew close outside. Benny always talked low and walked softly When he
_| went in the other room,
It was full of the smell of the lilac flowers

shadow

But well I remember, children,
- When the roses were half unfurled,
In the noon of my life, and the glamour

And carry him over the ford.
:
:

could you, mother P”

ad-

——

or
the grape-vine, “and, seating himself on’ the branch, rested for several min-.

There was a bunch “of asparagus in the them. But he has remembered also, never address of the lad. I could not even write and hurried away. But not home. Early
fire-place and some peacock feathers over | fo be mean because other people are.— to his mother. But never shall I forget in the summer, his mother’s only hog—an
the looking-glass. Oh the walls hung a Christian Union.
4 Our Boy, and how God heard and answer- animal on which she depended for much of
colored print of the Last Supper, a sithoued prayer.— Interior.
her: living during the winter—had died.
ette miniature of Benny's father, and an“Our Boy.”
<
-—
Jimmy knew that nothing would please her
other of the widow with Benny, a baby, on
—
O—
80 much as another hog, and so he went to
It was the afternoon of the first day's What Jimmy Got from a Tree.
her lap. The best brass candlestick stood
Farmer Peters, who_he knew had hogs for
on the chimney-piece, with a pair of snuf- fight‘ in the Wilderness. The hospitals
;
| r——
:
{ sale, to buy her one. About an hour_ befers beside it, and a great conch- -shell and a were rapidly filling up with wounded ; long
It was a watering place—a country. hotel, fore supper-time he appeared before his
broken vase filled with paper flowers. lines of ambulances stood before the tents, where there was a spring of horfible water, mother’s door, driving a fine lazy porkenp
There were no curtaing at the-windows, but and marked the ground with little plashes which tasted like—wel!, I can’t think of any
“Why, whose hog is that?" said she.
a climbing * woodbine cast, its flickering sof blood ; surgeons and nurses were over- thing disagreeable - enough to compare it to
“It’s yours, mother; and I climbed up. a

And left me to play in the doy er,
Mid a thousand wonderful things,

To the shores of a deeper tide;
And I wait, my dim eyes dazzled
By the light from the other side,

oring God's’ holy name as I never heard
before nor since.
wd
After some time, the riiorphine we, ‘gave

grandfather, "he remembers the delicious smell of the eels

Bible, the

of Edward Payson and the Almanac

"Where all good things abide,

8

said

ded, putting down the half-bound shoe she
‘held‘in her, hand.
“TI step over to

great-graudmother, Elvira,

Oh, that was the early morning,

mother.”

“We don’t want to be. mean Bocuse oth«
er people are, my son,” replied Mrs. Dimn,
cheerfully.
‘after the old: “Benny was a man long ago, with ships
dark: to see. Yo that went to sea and came safely home to
him. He did not forget the ‘bran’ new,
six red chairs, brown silk gown” for’ his mother; nor a’
an °old-fash- thousand comforts that have made the evena sloping lid, ing of her life beautiful. And to this day

other room closet before you go,”

I had started to seek my fortune

.

late,”

“ You may bring me my bonnet out of the

1t ‘was fourscore: years ago.

too awful mean,

Benny when Jake had finally shambled off
to look after the. next neighbor. * ‘And
there you sat and looked as willing ! How

replied the’ widow, trying in the fading
‘| light to thread the -ppint of her needle.

1 can not remember it, children;

“You

‘Very

'{ abling him to preach such a sermon on hon-

them ! °
“It was

hs

1 will angwer

and While they are -yet
.

db ‘his legs would

carry him. In a“wery few minutes he roturned, carrying a piece of grape-vine

And there is they pilot.

Nobody

speaks to

those pilots. In'storm and in calm, they
hold in their hans the safety and the lives

about. half an inch thick, and" five or six
‘of hundreds of thousands of men, women

feet long.” With this in his hands he bounded into the crowd at the foot of the tree.
“Is it fifteen dollars,” he cried, * for any
one who gets that hat ?”
“ It was fifteen dollars,” said an elderly

gentleman who stood near the tree, * but

now it has gone up to twenty. Can you
climb that tree, my boy P"
“I am going to try, sir,” said Jimmy.

and childs
and thefsda it so skillfully,

‘and so kindly, and 86 Well; 4h

think of the vast amount of carriage of: liu-

man freight which there is on our thorough-

fares, instead of cursing the pilots and engineers for the occasional accidents which

happen, I thank God that .we have men
who, in the main, are so, able, so faithful,
and so careful of this preeious treasure
“ the money is yours if you succeed.”
which is committed to their trust. Is there
Jimmy now stepped up to the tree, and a man in. a eooper'sshop, in a -tin-shop or
holding the grape-vine horizontally. before | at an
anvil, that is working for you? and

# Very well,'then,” said the gentleman ;

him, plaged the center of it against the do you
think of him ‘as you ought? Do
trunk. He then wrapped the vine once
you say that he gets his money? That
around the tree, atid bringing the ends back doesnot
pay him.. No man is paid for sery~
to him, took one in each hand. He then ice faithfully performed
for you ‘until you
loosened the vine a little and pushed it up | have coined someth
ing out of your heart to
the tree as far as be could reach. Now, pay him_ with. Money
does not reward
holding tightly to the ends, he.dvew him- service,
sself up, - The vine, firmly botind dfound the
"Kiddo not forget litle children
Of.
tree by his weight, did not slip an inch.
course children are loved in families Where
This was the way he had read that the sav- they belong ; and.of course] all
sweet chil
ages climbed tall trees. When he had thus, dren on the street are liked. Who éver
saw
drawn himself np, he wound his legs’ 4 doll-dressed child, with one of
those bearound the tree and held fast until he had “witching little red sacques or hoods
on,that.
loosened the vine and pushed it up again. did not want to catch it up and
kiss it?
And so, foot by “foot, he went steadily up But then, there ate a- great many children
|
that tall pine-tree, It was terribly tiresome that are dressed raggedly."
ere gre a
work, and he stopped to rest several times,

There

great Inany children with bad eyes.

but at last he reached the branches. Grasp- are a great many children that do, not keep
ing. the lower one, he drew himself up, | Hioir faces clean. 1 do not admire the dirt,
|

{

Warner relates his * Back-Log Studies” irr a vein
that comes well up to that of Charles Lamb, The
remaining articles aré worthy the Mugazine in
which they appear, and they all help to make up
a table of contents not easily surpassed.” New ;
York: Charles Scribner & Co.
HARPER'S

even think that they do it. -

.

| the

MAGAZINE for June, commenting

forty-third

volume, though tardy, could

not

well be dispensed with, dnd so it is welcomed
even at this late date: Its table of contents is
fally equal to that of its predecessors, and whoever has bound up the last volume may be sure
that another equallyas valuable can be placed
beside it at the close of the year. The humorous
poem on
Average,” papers on the’
“ New
York Custom
House,” “ Along the Florida Reef,” “ The Horrors of San Domingo,” &e.,

make the present number an especially attracts

ive one, and will insure it an equal place

among

the best of the Magazines that have preceded it.
New York: Harper & Brothers,

:

RT

LITTELL'S

LiviNG Aci, No.

1410, contains a

Yer interesting and conclusive article entitled,
‘ The Handwriting of Junius Professionally In-vestigated,” illustrated with facsimiles of the

handwriting of “ Junius” ‘and of Sir Philip Lox
Francis, and apparently settling the long mooted
‘question of the authorship of the Julian Lettérs.
The subscription price of this 64 page weekly
magazine is $8 a year, or for $10 any one of the.

American $4 magazines is sent with The Living

Age for a year,

Liven & Gay, Boson, Publish

eran
is

I'HE SINGING PEOPLE tor June,’ devoted to
he advoeacy of congregational singing, 18 fl
true
to its purpose, .It contains a song or tw
.
everal brief poems, and the first chapter o
dall ; or, The anc,
Philip’ Phillips, Publisher, 87

story entitled, *‘ Eva

of an Hour.”

Union Square, Broudway,
’

Nv Y.
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One's Friends.
——
yr W—

.

will

so carefully

if we let them.

EL

afta

speaking
» us rich,
make us
nor.earn

these, come not first to go, and

Without

deliberately, gold can not make
nor fame nor power satisfy or
happy. We can not buy them,
them by drudging. Buk.awe can

who are

ing if we do not wait tob long; a d having
beyond desire,
thent all, we should be rich
and should need to fear nothing else in life

so much as losing them.

‘who at school was

would not

fa

Of

gone, you

have,

Those

who

& Chronicle contributes
following, which we

en

to that

all this, it would on AA
our girls and boys were taught

de-

thoroughly and

lic schools, the

. ‘and women who are more to you than all
the rest of the world, and of whose equal
esteem you hopeto be worthy. He must be

gards

sound

boarding-schools,
in the estimation

wé do

systematically

instruction

manners

in the pub-

II. of

coming at the

education

in

College’

of

be

a

rentle spirit.
is avowed

speak to.™ =
:
ili
We are the weakest of spendthrifts if we
let one friend drop off through inattention,
or let one push away another, or if we held
aloof from one for petty jealousy, or heedless slight,
or roughness,
ould
you
throw away a diamond because it pricked
you ron
ood friend is not to be weighed
against all the jewels of the earth. If there
is coolness or unkindness between us,

come face to face and have
before

love.

grows

it out.

cold.

** Life

A friend is too

retiring quietly to the

acter is one

Quick,

is too

precious

not come

he did so in the

neighboring

colony

of the most

beautiful, as his

made him the target for sharp "arrows, ecclesiastical and civil, which sorely wounded
his sensitive‘and affectionate spirit.
Let him not, then, Juartyy as he was in

flozeing both his assistant teacher and his
upils—and, in league with his - wife, in

starving his boarders. There can hardly be
a greater contrast than between the two
men—Eaton and Dunster. = We trust that

Mr. Parton will see that ‘the correction be
duly made in his future ¢¢ deliveranges.”

makes

of . Mr. Dunster,
The name and ary
the first President. ofthe first College in

for calling, nor

Ameriea, ought to be

But of old friends to

familiar - to Baptists.

nothing in the naming, “but a

great deal in

It is more to

+ you that your friend is plainly pleased to
see you and be near you," is happy to do
can

service, will not
help if, pe MLE

pass near

you, if he

1g you, yy

he would die for yon upon

that

some, possible

, but not very probable occasion, and

. while lets his work or his other
~ pleasures come between
you and

orm his excuse for neglecting

mean-

ties and
him, and

you. Neg-

lect is the death and burial of friendship.
And for what is all this dressing and
sweeping and building and planting and
ornamenting and money-making, if not that
our friends may see their. fruits. and enjoy
“them with us? ~ And if we drudge away at
all this86 busily that our friends slip

grad-

ually out of our knowledge -and thoughts,

‘and we out of theirs, what will it a be
worth in the end? We shall wake up one

. morning and see what wa. have slaved

for

turn to thé dross it all is, without love, and

find thatit has died while we
|

Ls
al avi

Winkie

slept,
B

It is
RE

The Bishop

of Peterborough

of our American boards of education take
up the subject~for certainly’ the general
peck give evidence of a great need of reormin this direction.
opie

The London Spectator, in discussing the

question, concedes that manners can be
taught as a
discipline, but instances the

German

Empire

domestic servant,and no lesson can be more
perfectly learned.
well-trained serv-

~~

LS

the

House

ular mineral waters of Europe,

may

influence

bill,

slaveocratic

rule,

son and

|

the printer

hi

made

re ‘steadfast;”

ye there for breakfast!”

four daughters

who hold

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE DISPLAY.

These goods have received the preferchos over all
ity of Boston for
others by the Government of the
the past ten years. Their excellence is
e season of 1871 introduces many nove ties and
beautiful designs.
For private use, send for our Boxes of Assorted
fireworks, price from $1to $25, or obtain our descriptive and price.catal ogue.
dress all orders to BENS .T. WELLS & CO., 8
Hiwiey Street, corner of Milk Street, B oston Mass.,

AND ORDER EARLY.

| ANCHOR LINE diag

Sail ever
nesday an
ur
to
om
NEW YORK AND GLASGOW.
Calling at Londonderry to land Mails and Passengers.
The Steamers of this favorite line are built expressly for the Atlantic Passenger Tr ade, and fitted np
eve 7 respect with all the modern improvements cal-

and

inshigh rothes-

SA

A. D. FAIRBANKS.

HAZEN BRADBURY
died in Boothbay, Me.,
June 30, aged 42 years and 10 months.
In_the
closing
weeks of his earthly existence,
Bro.
Bradbury professed faith in Christ, and
gave
the clearest evidence of having
.passed
m
death unto life. He loved to speak of Christ, the
Saviourof men.
It was his delight to converse
upon the themes of redemption, and salvation
from sin through the love of God.
He seemed
perfectly resigned to God’s” will. -When suffering severe pain a
groan would sometimes escape
from his lips, but he would then say, “I don’t
mean to complain.
God's will be
done.” We

but

expound from *‘ Be

all feel that the sufferer here has

presence,

the nest

“«« Woman,—ivithout

homes, and would make excellent wives.
They are personally attractive, and I doubt

intelligent as

women.

Why

is there not a greater’ demand for them as
wives ? And why are not the Flora Me-

Let the
Flimsies a drug in the market?
facts speak for themselves. Be not deceivWith you lies the
ed, 0, my brethren!

fault, from you must come the remedy—refuse to pay court to silks, panniers, frills

and chignons, and we-shall go over to caliAi
co in battalions.
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her,

man

West Lebanon, April 14, 1871.
MAINE

airy

Mary,

baby

N. F.

GREEN

She

obit-

to mourn

Christ

ville, O., at the ago of 12, snd was

her uncle, Rev.

J. Tufts.

She

account

of Man's

Creation

MOOERS, Principal.
.
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WORDBRUL WORKS OF JESUS,
BY MRS, MARY LATHAM
Also, for the NEW. EDITION

will long
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T ROY BELLS.)

experienced religion at the early age of 16 years, |
She was eman maintained ib in after life.
phatically ¢ a mother in Israel,” Her house |. _. OLD EsrAsrisaED TROY BELL FOUNDRY. .
sortment
was the Tiome of the pilgrim, and many will xe- TROY, N.V., (established 1852,) a lax
her Bells

superseded by the

CELEBRATED

success of his work, and to be assured of this, it is
$3,75 Per doz.

ae,
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| PEGS, that will shrink; and THREAD, that

Orders for

only necessary to examine the book.
. &@~Bound only in boards.

rates, by

Messrs. D. LOTHROP & CO.,

CHARM!!!

Prices, $30 per hundred;

FOR ALL

Froowill Baptist Publications,

Sich is the business that this new Sunday School
Singing book is doing. Mr. BLIss has made a grand

Ser-

CL ARK,
of the

SACRED MELOD IES,

of Imstrus

Over 5,000 in One Day!!!

vices by the writer,
0. E. BAKER.
ocke, of.
SARAH, widow of the late Siméon
Great Falls, died in_said place, Sunday, June
4th, aged 87 years, ‘Her first husband was John
Hanson, Esq., of Rochester, by whom she be-
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SARAH E. BLASIER, daughtér of E. F. and
Phebe Tufts, died on the 9th of May, at Milton,

besides numerous other

N

Waterbury Center, Vt., Apr. 8, 1871.
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CALENDAR, 1871—Spring Term begins February 2.
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tail.
e all are.” Mary—* Spoak for yourself, Jack! I'm not, descended from anything of the kind, I beg to say; and baby
takes after me, So there!”

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

C3 will sew a stronger, more beautiful
|.

GEORGE B. FILES, A. B., Preceptor, ,
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

would be a

is descended

CENTRAL

PITTSFIELD, ME]

. A local refutation of Mr. Darwin's theory.
—Jack (who had been reading passages
to the wife |
from the ¢ Descent of Man
whom he adores, but loves to tease), ‘So
see,
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been crowned

Instruction in Music,
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r of several children. She was
venerable Samuel Runnels,
the daughter of
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other.

egg,

disappointed

came them

Prayer and work must go together. = The
one tho

Her

savage,” and got the stops in the wrong
lace, and produced: ‘ Woman, without
er man, would be a savage.” They say
that his wife, who was helping
read the

of men ; again, I have been more fashionably attired, and had more beaux than I

the average of fashionable

seized an

ust now they are having a joke out West
on a compositor who -set up the toast,

head. I should then have more time for
reading and study, and-more . money ito

and

first,

brother followed, crying: ¢ Mother! mother! Susy she’s been and got the égg the old
hen measures by.”
.

wear out,without alteration’; also twist up
my hair in a plain wad at the back of my

not, are quite as refined

and convenience

a victor in the presence of God.
A.J. 8.
>
THEHOWE
MACHINE CO,
*
MRS. CLARINDA DENNIS died of congestion of
136 WASHINGTON ST ,
A wag, observing on the door of a house the lungs, May 2, aged about 45 years. For a
:
BOSTON, MASS.
the names of two physicians, remarked that number of years she had been a member of the CAPITAL STREET, CONCORD, N. H.,; .
Free Baptist church in Pike, ‘N. Y., and her
it put him in mind of a double-barreled gun
No. 4 GOTHIC BLOCK, BANGOR, ME.
Christian influence was always saving and re6m10
ot one missed, the other.would be sure to deeming in all the cireles of her associations.
She was a member of my wife’s Bible class where
ill.
A
ow
QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscrenow she is greatly missed.
In her sickness there
tion, causing
nervous debjlity, premature decay,
An Indiana paper notices the death of an were seasons of mental aberration; at other &c., having tried in vain every
advertised remed »
discovered a simple means of self-cure, which
old subscriber, and touchingly adds:
We times her mind was perfectly clear and her fore- has
he,
will
send
free
to
his
fellow
sufferers
on TY
taste
of
heaven
was
overwhelmingly
joyful.
are sorry to hear of the death of any of our
a 4 tamp topa postage.
Address J. H. Ry BE
following
are a few of her last expressions:
subscribers who are prompt about paying The
ew
York.
87
Nassau
St,,
!
¢ Jesus has taken awiy all my distress and fear
»
yp »
of death.
He has wrought as great a miracle in
READ
THIS!!
AGENTS!
| removing my distress and giving me perfect
A gentleman addressing a passionate peace, as he did in calming the old sea of Galliee./ wk WILL PAY AGENTS A SALARY of $30 per week and expenses, or allow
have a glo#ous view of heaven.
O, I am
love letter to a lady in the same town, add- |
alarge commission, to sell our new and won erful med this curious postscript: ¢“ Please to send happy in Jesus. My dear husband, I gave my ventions. Address M.WAGNER& CO., Marshall, Mich.
hand to you but I gave my heart to Jesus first.
6m7
a speedy answer, as I have somebody else I am goingto a better home than this.” Bro.
»
in my eye.”
Dennis has truly sustained a great loss, and the
2875 t0 $2.50 per month, SE
Sr
whole church feel it severely.
D. JACKSON.
ta)

:

day and one
three dresses, two for every
for * nice,” and wear them years till they

ed to insure the safety;comfort

assengers.

0

ren.”

N. ¥.

habits of our grandmothers, buy a bonnet
years; have
which would do to wear ten
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FIRST CABIN, $65 and $75, according to Location.
Cabin Return Tickets, $130. securing best accommodations,
INTERMEDIATE,
$33.|
STEERAGE,
Parples sending tor their friends in the Old Country
can
purchase tickets at reduced rates. For farther partic ulars APL. to HENDERSON BROTHERS, 7 SoNling
Green, N.

the father of the New York bar, exclaimed:
1 Poor man! he had a dreadful set of chil-

started * for the house.

like to return to the

For myself, I should

n Highlands,
w AT
to
CITIES,
line of their manu- -

he appropriated $300 to the Foreign and $300 to
the Home Mission cause.
How sweet the memory of the dead whose deeds and example have
been such as to be living epistles forever!

An old lady reading an account of a distinguished old lawyer, who was said to be

reached

of the

FOURTH!

p+

hus-

long ago preached from

JULY

HE New England Laborator,
C. E. MASTEN, Pyrotechnis!
the TRADE and
su
TOW, or CLUBS, with a full
act ures for

er Wentworth was not unmindful of our misPASSAGE RATES, PAYABLE IN CURRENCY,
sionary cause. In his last will and testament | TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL AND LONDONDERRY
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A minister n
the text, ¢ Be ye

FIREWORKS!

teem his parental and Christian counsel.

An ‘apothecary sent in a bill to a widow
your

St.
19m17

works will long be cherished in sweet rememsbrance by all
who knew him.
He leaves one

Humorous.
curing

in

and official member of the church his’ name

— Watchman.

To

They Address

Some more than 80 years ago he was converted, baptized and united with the Freewill Baptist church at West Lebanon, Me.
Twenty years
he served the church as deacon.
As a private

other ' strange events.
Perhaps not the
least remarkable of these changes is that
which placed Victoria herself on the Mussulman throne of Akbar and Aurungzebe.

which ran thus:
band till he died!”

GREAT CHANGE = AGENTS.

ney, local or traveling, with a
Do you want an
“chance
to make $5 to
Poy’ a ay selling our new
last
7 strand White Wire Clothes
Lines?
ever; sample free,so there is no risk.
alden
wdson River Wire Works.
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Lhe, cor. Water St., N. X., qr 16 -Dea:
‘hicago, 111,

for the support of the gospel at home and abroad.
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—
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member
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7s

days.
The subject of this obituary was aman of
almost Saparalleled worth as a Christian. . He
was one of those men of whom none speak ill;
a devoted servant of Gog, always ready to give

abé-

and

active

THAT YOU

SINAKYVAD PE

in

Until

rtable form t! he

RAW,

'H. F. DICKEY.
Dra. WILLIAM WENTWORTH, of West Lebanon, Me., died May 14, aged 70 years and 26

}ition of American slavery and the overthrow
of American

73

died

SEE

AY mm

other relatives to mourn their loss.

the

the

Wiggin,

the church; since that time she has been
more
retired, but has ever felt a deep interest
the
cause of Christ. She leaves an dged husband and

graph, the conquest of Mexico by the Unitand

Robert

her health failed,
she was an

tralia, the establishment of ocean steam
navigation, the creation of the electric tele-ed States, the secession war,

of

remained a faithful member tll death.

of Ho-

hurch,the second British Reform

C., wife

a

the efforts made to reproduce, in a

experienc.

Wolfborough, N. H., April 16th, aged

Sepoy mutiny, the opening of China and
Japan to Western intercourse and influences,
the gold discoveries of California and Aus-

y yet: that God needs our help to accomplish his
is a model of manners—ocivil# ob
independent; he lacks nothing but the purpose, but, where results are to be reachhe expects
tone which’ can be ‘communicated ‘only by ed by human instrumentality, Christian
ReThe
used.
be
to
of
means
habit
the
long-continued
the
by
culture,
by way of illustracommand, or by exceptional moral quali- view tells the followi
Watson were
r.
ties. But then he dons his. mannérs with tion : Dr. Macleod aj
his uniform, and, once off duty, displays all crossing a lake together in the West Highthe roughness or brutality of whieh, observ- lands, in company with a large number of
ers complain. Ié puts off with his Bervice- persons, when a storm cam? on wih terriod

under

E—

ete
‘A female correspondent
Evening Post. says:

instituted. - ** No instruction in manners,”
it says, ‘‘ can be so perfect as that of the

Yo

We

Her

Sister Wiggin experienced religion. some fifty
years since, and was subsequently
baptizéd w
Rev. Jesse Meader and united with
the 1st
¥.
Baptist church in Wolfborough,
of which she

henzollern,
the setting up of a new dynasin Spain, the disestablishment of the Irish

The Dress Question.

superficial character of a breeding thus

employer's

DoLLy

the creation of two French Republics, the
conquest of France by the Germans, the
fall of Napoleon III., the re-creation of ‘the

and are accustomed to habits of econohaving, ply
They would be glad enough of good
my.
should be

recommended that manners
taught as. part of the curriculum of the nathe question has arisen in Engtional schools,
land whether itis possible to teach good
manners by such means, The best way to,
answer the question is to give the mattera
fair trial. , We should be glad to see some

ant or waiter, in his

father.”

worth.

world. We
tow!

anally, and r {od
and theyictims of venal diseases res
@ Aperiturn to thelr homes convalescent or cur ed,

of peace. She has left four children to mourn
their loss, who all feel that it is her eternal gain.
D. LANCASTER.

pean leadership by Russia, the destruction
of the Germanic
Confederation; the defeat
of Austria by Prussia, the overthrow of
three branches of the House of Bourbon;
the restoration ofthe Bonapartes in France,

By the way, wh
knew what to do with,
don't some of the wise and sensible bachelors court and marry among the vast army
They are dressed simof working girls?

Teaching Manners.
ea

We are not likely to have many chances

~ the {atention and the sum.

would keep his pe-

culiar sentiments to himself.

be most miserly.”

to do heroic things for friendships sake ; let
us hope
if occasion comes we
11. not be
found unworthy, But it is of more importance that we should show our friendly feeling in the little kindnesses which the willing hand will not have to seek, which are

‘you

press condition that he

of

small countries’ and: foreign dependencies
inte a unité® kingdom, the loss of the Euro-

acquired in the

books, pictures, and traveling, to
make up for the old one when he comes.
It is worthy of mote, that the first $wo spend in
~ 4
After a certain age,” says Wm. Round- Presidents of Harvard held opinions about say nothing of the unlimited time and monAnd I know of very
about, ‘‘a new friend is a wonder, like baptism which were at variance with the ey for doing good.
only be too hapwould
who
women
miny
Sarali's
child.” How,
then, should we established Puritan belief.
Mr. Chauncey,
+ cling to the old ones, doubly dear for the who succeeded “Mr. Dunster, rejected spy to. throw aside the wearisome shackles
What would be the result ?
fashien.
Pieseht and happy past.
The most versasprinkling, maintaining that infants as well of
ile, taking him all in all, perhaps the most as adults should be immeiséd. “Mr, Din- with the maiden no more beaux ; ‘with theof
ifted 6f our men of letters—poet, humor- ster went farther, and denounced infant wife, a cessation of devotion on the part
- 1st, critic, and what not—-has written in the baptism altogether. There was this other her husband-—results too: dire to be contemplated for a moment. I speak what I know
ripeness of years and powers:—
difference between. them, that while Mr. and testify what I have seen. I have mysilence,
into
bribed
be
not
¢ Old friends! The writing of those words. has Dunster could
self been to parties sensibly and economlest he should infect the ‘“hope of the flock,” ically clad, and was despised and rejected
borne
:
exshe
My fancy backward to the gracious past.
Mr. Chauncey gained - his office on
_':
The years between
\
Have tgught me some sweet, some bitter lessons;
ne
iy
\
’
‘Wiser than this-=to frend in all things else,

her

medicines inthe
of Germ
Spri

ent Is one of the first and by far the most successful
of all

woman may have- bread just as light, a
house just as tidy as the other; but the lat- |
ter has a spring of beauty about heg, a joy- |
and pervading |
a penetrating
ousness,
inquir
to
:
:
quired a
of
He did he 5 leave?”
0 w much
brightness to which the former is’a stranger. gentleman
of a wag, on learning of the
The deep happiness of her heart shines out death-of a wealthy citizen. ‘¢ Everything,”
Academies. &ec.
oP
inther face. She gleams over. - It is airy responded the ‘wag; ‘‘he didn’t take a
and graceful, and
warm and welcomin
WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.
dollar with him.”
with her presence; she is full of devices an
The Summer Term of Lebanon Academy will comA clergyman was lately depicting, before menoe Tuesday, May 2, 1871. and continue fen weeks,
plots, and sweet surprises for her husband
| and family. She has never done with the | a deeply interested audience, the alarming | under the following Instructors :
C.H PEARSON, A. B. Principal.
*
romance and poetry of life. She herself is increase of intemperance, when he astonighMiss M. H. FERNALD, Preceptress, and teacher
a lyric poem Setting herself to all pure and ed his hearers by exclaiming: ‘A young
’ of Instrumental Music.
.
Mrs. E. J. COWELL, teacher of Drawing.
- Humble household man in'my neighborhood died very suddengracious - melodies.
T. A. STACY, teacher of Penmanship
and Vocal
ways and duties have for hera golden sig- ly last” Sunday while I was preaching the
Music.
The prize makes her calling gospel in a beastly state of intoxication.” .
- Miss A, V.HAYES, teacher of
' Wax Work.
nificance.
high; and the end sanctifies the means.
TUITION.
/
A little boy and girl'had been cautioned
Love is Heaven and haeven is love.
;
$1.00 Higher English,
$5.00
neverto take the nest-egz when gather- Languages,
Common English,
4.50
Primary,
4,00
ing the eggs; but one evening the little girl+| Penmanghip, (12 lessons),
1.60

4 noble sense, be . confounded with a pugilistic school master, who took delight in

a

I’m going,

stands

thousands of the ' dyspetie, the | lion, . any, to whith

was baptized by Elder
Fairwell, united with the Corinna and Dexter
church, Tixeter Q. M.,, of which she remained a
living member some 30 years, till the church be
came merged in another. ‘Six years ago, Bro. 8.
went home, and Sister 8, has now gone over the
river and joinéd him and the church triumphant
in the skies. In their family the weary servant
of God found a hearty welcome, and on their table the Star to guide his feet onward to the port

power,

the conversion of Italy from a number

|
|
|
|

history is one of the most touching, to be
found in the early annals of New England. . The power of truth upon a singularly honest mind forced him-into antagonism with brethren. whom he loved, and

me lonf to do something to make you all
happy.
Itiseasy to lose a friend, but a

new one will

not retract

even - consent

of Plymouth, where a more tolerant public
e resentiment gave him a shelter for
maining five years of his life.
His char-

let us

rest,

nor

sovereigns

the overthrow. of the Papal temporal

that never crops out—is to a house without
love, as a person to a machine; one is life,
the other is mechanism.
The unloved

fear of God, returning - not railing for railing, but bowing his head to the stroke, and

thing to be lightly held, but’ it must be. a
little heart that can not find room for more
than one or two. The kindness I feel - for
you warms me toward all the

While he would

sentiments,

convictions, declaring that

short. to
quarrel in,” or to carry black
thoughts of friends. IfI was wrong, I am
sorry ; if you, then I am sorrier
yet, for
should I not grieve for my friend’s misfortune ? and the mending: of your fault
does not lie with me. But the forgiving
it
does, and that is the happier office.
Give
me your hand and call it even. There! it
is gone; and I thank a kind Heaven I keep
my friend still!

very seldom

to silence—sither of which would have
‘ensured his continuance in office—his firmhim to a fight with his:
ness never &)rdfsed ar
fast to his
to adversaries. / He simply stood

heart

—

to tell

CLASS than: anyother proprie=,

the most valuableiutural
refer to the great Seitzer

lives after her, and a vacant place is left behind |
er in the church and community that can not
easily be filled.
.
+.B.

ictoria became queen, we can not fail to

and toil and anxiety, for her husband's love
Shielded
‘to her is a tower and a fortress.

disciplinarian,

not attempt

be struck by their number, for they include

too artificial;

that are the consequence of vulgar homes,
may in some measure be qualified by the

till he was driven from the College and the
colony—he ever exhibited a meek and

to make me happy,” Hazlitt writes, *¢ but
wanting that, have wanted everything.”
And again: “My heart, shut up in the
prison-house_of this rude clay, has never
find,

he

came the heaviest burden-bearers of the church,
but sister Blaisdell’s health
spon began to succumb to a fatal disease. Her ene
and spiritual
life held her up, however, for
en declining
years, when she died in great
peace exclaiming,

“gtill-lives,
but she does 22d,
aged 1414 years,
ed religion 48 years ago,

and sheltered therein, adversity will have
history of the man forbids our attributing to lost its sting. She may suffer, but sympathy will dull the edge of sorrow. A house
him a savage disposition.
;
Through all the persecution which he | with love in it—and by love I mean love |
opinions about | expressed in words and looks and deeds, |
endured because of his
baptism—a persecution which never ceased | for T have not one spark of faith in love |

buy you a friend, nor pay you for the loss
of one.
* I have wanted
only one thing

will it ever

§trict

that

gelical connection within her reach..
Marrying
at twenty she early led her husband to the cross
of Christ. In their new residence they soon be-

not reign, being an exile. Mr. Van Buren,
who was our: President in 1837, has been
dead for spme years, If we look 4% the

fashionable

many,

OF A FAR HIGHER

tary medicine of the day

Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
And for this reason: It fs un exact counterpart of one of

of 1837: who survive—but he was then a |.
SABRINA SANBORN died in Dexter, Me., Feb
child of eleven years. Isabell IL, the

had océasion to use the. rod, and the whole

fear of—I know not what. Speak to meqp
look in my face; let me hear your loved
voice and look in your, kind eyes and hold
your hand.
Money can buy many things good and
evil. All the wealth in the world could not

found, nor

He wasa

few

March

Mass,, she felt it to be hdr duty to ‘cast in her lot
with ‘the M. E. church, it being the- only
evap-

holas of Russia, Louis

Brazil, is one of the

The Wife.

his hands.

began, almost all are

good-breeding is at least. {reat changes that have taken place since

good manners can only

i

but it is presumable

G. W. Day died in Newfleld, Me.,

‘| Elder N. Berry in Alton, N., H., and subsequently became connected with the
Freewill Baptists
with whom she remained until, removing to

breathing thing must cross, without the aid
of bridge, or boat, or balloon.
Don Pedro

must choose between his friends and his was a great whipper of the students, and at
will of all the power and splendor of the last he yp
of themso severely discipline of the school-room. - We would
world, would not, ifhe were strong, stand -with a cudgel, that even the old Boston emphatically urge upon our school-commisup and face the tempter; sad Jaugh him to Purituns could not stand it, and turned him sioners_the consideration’ of this subject.
scorn ; or,if he were weak, ¢
closer to out.”
Manners are minor morals that act more or
the dear ones and cling around.
them for
Mr. Parton has told the truth as to be less upon the great morals, and good-breedfear of himself, and beg them to hold him whipping, but made a
at mistake as to ing influences the conduct of men more
fast and pray God to save him out of his the whipper. ~ It is really too bad, that the effectually than can always| be . computed.
deadly peril. Can we think too much of noble
Henry Dunster, who was turned out Manners do not make thé~wicious virtuous;
them, or do too much for their sake? It is of Harvard College for RyoVing Baptist they do not reach: down to the depravity of
so lonely, this walk through the world, and
ntiments, should at this late
day be ac- essentially bad men, but over the average
often so dark for all the brightness of the euSed
of being turned out for unmerciful human creature they exercise a great consun and stars, and all the beauty of the "treatment of the students; '~ Mr. Parton, trol. “The world, at least, would be no
grass and the sea. Can you think, without who should have been better posted up in worse for a
general good-breeding, and
fear, of going on without them? I can the history of New England, seems to be certainly
Would be
far more agreeable.
ignorant of- the important fact that Mer. | These are truisms, perhaps, but’ the curnot.
Without
a friend,” said old Thomas a Eaton, who was so
d at the cudgel, was
rent disposition to underrate the value of
Kempis, * thou could’st not well live.”
not a President at all, buty only a ipaster of | manners. justifies their repetition;- and we
It is the law that each must finally walk a school.
#
would fain awaken a public interest in the
alone.
The men I meet every day, are as
The College, as such, commenced with suggestion that manners should form a
far away from me as the planets. I won- Mr. Dunster. It was he who, in1640, im- regular feature in the training of our pubder what manner of men they are, and mediately upon his arrival in Boston, was lic schoolS™—Appletons’ Journal.
what they make of me. What ‘do you called almost by acclamation to Cambridge,
think of, and how ? What do you make of to change the school into a college, and
the world, and this most.strange life of us became its first President; an office which
all? 1can not even ask you what I want he filléd for fousteen years with extraordinary success, and which he might haye held
to know, nor could you answer me.
No;
Here is the best. tribute toa woman we
we can not walk two in a «track, side “by for'a longer period, had he not *‘ unaecount- ever read:
side, be we never so close ; there are two ably fallen into the briars of anti-pedobappaths for our feet, and a wall between— tism.” He was a graduate of Cambridge _ Only leta woman be sure that she is
vou must keep yours and I mine. But it is University in 1630, and was distinguished precious to her husband—not useful, not
all the consolation in thé world to have you for profound learning and especially as an valuable, not convenient simply, but lovely
also" for the happy and beloved; let her be the recipient of his
that love me so near, and to know that fou Oriental scholar, will help me if you can, and to be able to combination in his character of gentleness polite and hearty attentions, let her feel
and firmness. He was ** no striker,” It is that her cares and love are noticed, apprehelp you, may be once or gwice.
We. try to be brave, do we not?—to true that corporal Renismant was enjoin- ciated and returned, let her opinion be askstand up against fate and the flesh, and to ed in the college rules which he introduced, ed and her approval sought, and her judgkeep our feet in the track and our faces to but the practice of whipping refractory ment be respected in matters of which she
the front. But now and again something college boys was borrowed from the Eng- is cognizant ; in short, 1ét her only be loved,
will trip us; black care looks in at the .win- lish Universities, and was therefore no proof honored and cherished, in the fulfillment of
ere the mariage vow, and she will be to her
dow or the door; now and agaih the old of special cruelty in". Mr. Dunster.
sphinx face stares mockingly out of the. is no instance on
record of any unmerciful husband, her children and sgeiety a wellShe will bear pain
summer sky, the cup of a flower, a child's application of his ip of punishment at spring of happiness.
face, and a novel or a newspaper, or what
not.
Let me come near, my friend, for I
am cold ; the world is dark, and I shiver for

thrones

Holland, Ferdinand of the Two Sicilies,
Louis of Bavaria, Maria of Portugal, Sul-

| refined«atmosphere of polite. circles,
good
habits can at least be inculcated at school,
following statement : and the essential coarseness and rudeness,

Harvard

occupied

a

No. Euston, Mass., Sept. 12, 1870, “aged
BO
years and 6 months.
Sister Blaisdell was converted at, the age of sixteen under the labors of

Fredrick
William of Prussia, Charles-John
of Sweden, Leopold of Belgium, William of

but the friction of life soon
rubs off
whatever about it may
be too rigid or
purely superfluous.
the high tone of

paper the

We learn from the papers, that Mer.
Parton, in a lecture recently delivered in

. poor infriends,’ or poor in spirit, who, if he

main

Philippe of france; Ferdinand of Austria,

one benefit conferredby them—a brestitng.

insert here because of

New York, made the
* The first President of

MR.

:

who

dead or in exile.

the serv-

impressible period of life, a ‘large mieasure
of good would be the result. = Schools, as
ton—ou the manners
it-is;
leave their
1
of children ; and everybody concedes that,
whatever may
be" the deficiencies as re-

the historical items that it contains:

this journey of life, with half a dozen men

the persons

when Victoria’s reign

training in

and

bigane

:

-

wi

tan Mahmoud, Pope
Gregory, and others,.
be found that, if all have gone beyond that river which every ** Jesus take me!

A Boston correspondent of the Examiner

Heaven: for, ‘second to no
fallen in,

have half thereal

the the

ot

26, aged 21 years and 3 months, MrrDay was an
industrious and enterprising young
man, but
disease in a short time closed his earthly career,
and a young wife and. other friends mourn his
early departure, ,
L. BRACKETT.
+ MARTHA, wife of B. G. Blaisdell, Esq., died in

‘The Reign of Victoria.

into” decorum,

ant, or the little Shop Resper,

leave - them here,

Ancient College Presidents.

people for whose sake he would gladly
work hard and fare hard, and for whom he
would like to fight. Of things’ most deother, is this luck of having

drilled

manners obtained by the soldier,

arted
J#ving you, love you still, and you
ove them always, They are not really
gone, those dear
hearts atid. true; they are
only gone into the next room ; and you will

being worth a
great déal. to one who has
not somewhere in the world one or more

,*

pray if he like, but
tak’ an oar,”

shopman, who, in his shop, appears to be
so full of self-respecting
civility, The lad

And of these, friendship is certainly not Presciitly getup and follow them, and yonleast. One can hardly conceive of a per-|
will slons upon you,
will
son's being worth much “to himself, or be no more seen."—Lippincotl's
Magazine,
i 4
4 others, or of any success or honor or reward

voutly to thank

forget

may you and I have the
grace of Heaven to not see why he should be expected to resays what the great and
good Thackeray Jain is false mental skin any longer than
0.
#
s
sald, nine years ago, at Christmas time, in the
While there is a large share of triath in
these fine and touching words: * Those

hold-~

have most of them for the taking and

end,

been drilled in all the essentials, of manners; no cne 80. hopelessly vuldar as the

to think whit: your life ‘would be without
them, Let us cherish them as they deserve
in these—the things worth most are good .—more than all, save only honor and truth
friends, good health, the work, 'one can do —and strive to grow more worthy of their
best, a trusting, cheerful spirit, Snjoyment; love. And when they go from us, as one
good after another all too surely will, if our turn
of natural beauty, and a relish of

books and simple pleasures,

in the

, soldier off duty, who, for twenty years, his

And—after or included

and tiue and kind,

that. they,

that it is entirely artificial. © There is
sometimes no brute in the world like a

Think what they are worth to -us, these
friendly hearts ; sit still a momgnt, and try

in this werld are that one, shold =benbrave

ef
-

go fast enough

ble force. Ome of the passengers was heard
to say, ‘The two ministers should hegin
to pray, or we'll a’ be drowned.”
‘ Na,
na,” said the boatman, ,*¢ the little ane can

coat even the. modulated voice ‘which is
the first requisite of good manners, ‘and
which is Jrecuved by the cultured classes

sham indeed under its dreary mock-merri.
nt, and strut: and fine feathers. Yes, it is
easy to let things go, and the best things

Without anydeubt at, all, the best things

ER

LAER, LS.

| the play with thé®Prince left out—all meaningless prat and parade, and a very sad

Literary Wiscellany.
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President Grant will leave
his

family

for

California

sparring

Long Branch with

about the first of Au-

‘Woodhull and Claflin ave sued the

Union for lihel.

Christian

Damages $250,000.

Over seventy horses died in New York city on

scholar and a great author, who never forgets
anything that he has ever learned, and is constantly teaching others what they néver knew;

one who
ago, and

translates poems
who

has

written

written
poems

3,000 years
that

will

translated 8,000 years hence into the tongue

- Clement L. Vallandigham, the democratic

pol-

itician, died from accidental shooting, last SaturSay:

’

Governor Lindsay says the State of Alabama
has never been so quiet and orderly as at present,
:

est publishers doubted whether. Washington Irving’s works had sufficient vitality . to warrant a
new edition, and that Mr. Irving. ‘himself began
to think that his writings had ceased to have a
marketable value, and that he was obsolete and
to be laid on the shelf. But since then nine hundred thousand volumes of then have been sold,
and the amount received by Mr. Irving and his

George Gibbs in the American Naturalist, records the fact that in 1858, when engaged in running the boundary between the’territories of the
United Stated and Great. Britain, and when

on the main range of the Cascade

Mountains,

at

an elevation of about 5,500 feet, one of his men
with an expression of horror,brought him a handful of red snow, picked up on a neighboring

hight, and asked what it was.

Resorting

to' the

place, he found it occupying a considerable space
on the northern side of a point of rocks, its pink
color beautifully contrasting with the white bank

on which it lay.. Compressing it in his hand,

it

The Ku-Klux have broken out again in Rutherford county, North Carolina.
They have gut-

gave a bloody tint to the water which oozed from

ted - the

no other means of examining it than a “pocket
lens, under which the coloring matter seemed
to consist of tadpole-shaped bodies, with rounded heads and attenuated fails, perhaps two, lines
in length.

Star newspaper

scourged a republican

office and

representive

brutally

in the

legis-

lature.
.

FOREIGN.
The work of restoration in the Bois de Boulogne has begnin, and the army of Paris will soon

eYacuate the city.

'

Privite letters from Shanghai say that great
uneasiness is felt at Pekin, The-air is filled with
strange mntterings, though danger to foreign res-

| quire attention every week
season, to prevent long,

Mr. G. P. Putnam says thatin 1848,the shrewd-

ceeds $150,000.

it.

The taste seemed somewhat earthy.

He had

Poland, which is estimated

at $2,400,000,

as a

The deaths from yellow fever in Buenos Ayres
In Iceland Gounlierigrs occur almost exclusively in the winter; but in France and the rest

es a tax of 450,000 francs.

summer season.

The court-martial for

of Continental Europe they ofienest occur
o
in the

the trial of insurgents has not yet been constitut-

Justus von Liebig has asked the King of Ba: ed, but is announced fo meet next week.
Prince
varia to grant the sum of 800,000 florins for the
de Joinville will sit for the department.of Mar- constructionof a new chemical aboratory qin |
ne. The trial of the Marseilles communists has: Munich, and the King has consénted. This new
begun. The Bonapartists hope to carry 50 of laboratory will be the largest of its kind in
the 114 seats in the assembly to be filled.
&
Europe.

Times has smother editorial in

approval of the Treaty of ‘Washington. i
The saloons, concert halls and theaters in Paris are re-opening, and crowds still flock
to Paris.

MeMahon,

ud, Vip wish 10 retire, from. the

army,”

"of

* Charred corpses
a
havé been found in ‘the ruins
the Hotel de Ville, and are undoubtedly the

remains of princness left in the cells by. the comcommumints

were

arrested

in

Paris between Saturday and Tuesday last.

Precautions
will be taken by the Ttaliaii goy-

. ernment to prevent any disturbance
om the. occasion of. the Pope’s jubilee. ‘The French jour-

val

uable remédy ever employed.
It would appear, from a communication in Te
| Journal de Quebec, that the sea is steadily swallowing up the land at 8t. Thomas and possibly

other points on the lower St. Lawrence.

«A cor-

nals ridicule
the idea of any interference to secure respondent of the Enginéer asserts that at low
the restoration to tempokil power of the Pope.
tide, some thirty years ago, he saw the ruins of

Secretary Seward snd 2 wrsived at.Suez,

the third church built

in that. locality

in

the

space of two hundred years, and that the battues
or banks covered by the tide, have advanced from
{ one to two leagues into the interior.

:

should enter Rome.
hi he

our
ado fo th

continue to pinch it as often as the bud starts.
This will produce stronger and more healthful
branches, and larger and fairer fruit.—N.
Y.

Observer.
+

Feeding Bees.
The manner of feeding, to secure the object
sought and prevent robbing, is all important,
‘While the countrys flooded with almost every
conceivable device, yet they all have their defects or objections.
The
one combining the
most advantages is simply a quinine bottle filled
with syrup made from “C” coffee sugar. in the
proportion of one pint of water to two and a half
pounds of sugar, then tie a piece of very thin

muslin, or, which

is better, a piece

command-

Asiatic waters, says that there

it between
the European fleets

of a well-

worn gotton stocking, not knit, but woven,

the mouth.

over

Syrup made according to the above

receipt will not crystalize, nor yet'be thin enough
to run through the cloth.
Now nail four pieces
of lath about four inches long together, cutting

“the upper two so as to fit closely to the bottle,
and let the lower pieces merely receive the bot- |

rr

——

Sulphur ®&oduced in small
quantities into
the .¢irculating sap, by boring with a gimlet and

insérting small pieces of brimstone, has been
found effectual to prevent the deposit of eggs by
the apple moth in the blossom,probably by chang-

not secured by any other device.

:

- Bees fed in this way during March

and: April

will be in a healthy and vigorous conditionto
commence gathering honey as soon as the har-

vest comes, gnd this method should be followed

Bg

sowing four quarts of plaster into a common-sized tree, when the tree is just beginning to bloom,
when the dew is on, so as to cause the gypsum
This sulphate of lime
to stick to the blossoms.
is odious to the apple moth and drive¥it away.
“The odor of the currant bush and gooseberry

‘Butter Making.
June is the month that gives

the

most: butter

As illustrative of the influence of
on climate, it is said that Egypt, which ' f8rmerly had
only about six rainy days in a year, since being
extensively replanted, now has about, twenty-

avoid the shédding of their milk, - They must be

gently handled, so as to stand quietly, thoroughly stripped, so as to get the whole of the
milk,especially the last drop in the udder, milked too

with ¢are, so that dirt and hairs go not into the
pail. When taken to the dairy, the milk should
be earefully strained, the pans filled not more

than half full.

The cream to be skimmed

be-

fore the milk becomes sour, put into jars, and
stirred occasionally to keep it sweet, churned
at least once a week—~twice is better,~and this,

and dll other parts of the process milk Jndergoes
from the time it leaves the

cow

till it

goes

to

market, should be done with the utniost neatness

in orgler to make that greatest of all delicacies,

sweet butter, that always commands a high price
and quick sale, when a poor article is a drug’in

four. The French government caused large the. market at any price.— Cong,
4
tracts
of land to be planted. with trees in Al-

the Chinese fleet, in Which glers, and within a few years the amount of rain
¢ |-and
dew in that region was doubléd. At the

are being wasted, such
{Lee trees in this
) law as prevails in the Bay of Biscay, will soon

J ohn Johnson, than Whom ‘there is no Detter
farmer in the Rebublie, says that cows and sheep

Sunday
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100.000 COPIES

|

have been already

sold, (May 16) and

the

may also be disguised by some wash not injuri- Book Fas been issued but
ous to it, applied

ONE MONTH!

just before it comes into bloom,

‘and its fruit save
This matter of disguising the real odor of trees,
at the time when the insects peculiar to each
deposit their ‘eggs, is one not generally under-

LARGE

of far more

hitherto received.

attention

ARE

“PURE
EVERY

stood and its importance is undervalued. I think
it deserving

ORDERS

DAY.

YOU

than it has’

Almost all- animated nature

RECEIVED

Oak
Calf Skine ¥b

FOR

WI.
AND

FIND
TUNES

THE

.65@..

HYMNS

Groon,

Puss,

receipt oF ds ten

osene or carbolic acid in em Povtsmouth Chron-

BIGLOW & MAIN, 425 Broome

User,
Rerinen,
Ecru,

Orica,
Livery avo

Devotion,
TRY “ PURE GOLD ” IF YOU WANT THE BEST.
One co
fpaper cover) seat for examination on
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~ Cultivation of Onions. -

.

Su

i

under.

The

ground is then plowed,

before

sewing

and sometimes

leveled with a Wooden

the seed.

8t., N.Y.,

or three hundred

roller

pounds of ground bones to the

The early

running

of the

hand-hoe

The

BEEF— Extra §o.225 to 1 oe Fst quality $10,00
uality$ 9, 00to
qualto $00.00; Secon

Magnolia Balm |

“Gems”

and

songs

“2 As

soon ‘as the

young

plants,

rows

are

designated

by

keep the scuffie and onion

made

for

the

purpose.

The

seed

ly in April, the crop will be ready to harvest
e latter part of August or the beginning ef
a
The onions are. pulled out by hand,
throwing three or four rows together and leaving
‘them in this way for a few weeks, until they.
are dry

SHOTES—
PITS -=With wool

ishould

NEW

over

winter, they

by a covering

of straw or

before the cold weather sets in.

All of the above are
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;

JUNE 14, 1871.

wedded tooO onder .mélodies.”—

T.
tly without being absurd ; spiritual ithokt
rockon,
without A
dull: IRe
|
but yet, some deny this important factby haw) Fa:
Noha 8i
book of real
Vo
constant: practice, We’ go further, and say
rid + VINCEN 5)
esi;
such-a music book.”—Rey. GEO. A.
‘we believe it to be of great value to the Arr PEO
crop to not only keep down the weeds, but even
a The book delights everyb
whq uses it.
A It has met oli i
Thy
d givat sucto keep the ground open and. loose by frequent*
Only
a
hundred.
‘ly running the plow, cultivator, and horse-hoe,

Con-

GOLD

your

crops will do better
if all weeds are kept do%Wn;

that that is the loosest and best pulverized.

a.

* MAPLE svaAL.
New #1...

canbe no doubt in the minds of any, that all Sh

a8 well as by the free use of the hand hoe.” We
know by experience, that in the time of extreme
drouth the ground that withstands’ it best, is

New York.:..
Jou

The Book for Every Live Sunday School. |
:
OF

———

- As.we go about the country and observe the
way some ‘farmers manage their field crops, we
are ledto believe that they do met. sufficiently
realize the importance of clean culture, There

bar 6 40

Cul

Ene
Fioing Agen
Press & Strainer rin
Redd
kinds pr) Fruits, Berries, Ji

DAME, 102 Wash, 8t., ‘Basten, Was.
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Onions

A + Hoed Crops.”

1
Peach Blows. .8

tern.

an immense mow!
‘‘Sheet-musi

keep better with the tops left on, therefore; they
are not trimmed till
a few days before sending
them

y
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"MARKET.
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loft until

to
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Gems of Beottish Bong,
Operatic Pearls,
:
Shower of Pearls, (Duets) and

sown

threo Jears ol0 % - fon!

$000
farrow

enjoya transient popularity,and—are

Gems of Sacred Song,

must be removed before they attain any size by
hand,~the boy carryinga knife with a curved

anil Steers
Is, $85 te 4135,

extra good;
as may be agreed;

y

0;

“earls” of Song

Gems of German Song,

active until the tops are large enough
to give
shade. Weeds appearing in the lines of the rows

Pui

pr

All
425

Wreath of Gems,

the

hoes

1 50 to 11 perpais, or ‘accord-

ie af

8—$00
with or without calves
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An application of two
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selects its food by smell: I have seen a boorish
man impolitely smell his victuals at the ‘table,
and have heard passengers on board steamers
complain because the meat smelt and the coffee
didn’t.
:
I believe almost any wash (that will change
the odor of a plant at the time of depositing the
eggs will be effectual, espeeially with a little ker-

LE

reg
TEN-FORTIES
Cb
a

es WE

"OHRISTIAN SAPTISN,
This little book has been revised by
the author, has been clothed in an en-

x. E PERKINS:
new dress, and presents a very. ;
Ma Bighihai N. X | tirely
comely appearance.
It should be in
every
Baptist
family.
Let every pasTREATISE.

The New Treatise, just revised by order" tor and church-member have a copy of

this newly revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts.; in paper
4 cents for single one, or
two or more Ca
Or- covers, 15 cts. Postage.extra ; on the

of the General ( onference, can now be had
lumpy, ‘baked soil, and the difference will be | on application,’
25 cents for each copy

should not be pastured together. Horses and quite apparent. The growth of the crop seems | Postage (ex

to be enforced,
that, for every. sheep form a more suitable partnership, as their
| grizipg habits are similar,
| tree cutRoW two shall be Phumted,
Le

44

er

beings, when they--are out of employment, be- cultivation will cost ten times what. it otherwise | fo5 rest
Bhiet
oul
ne]
ino will be found in he hy enti
come loungers and idlers, and do uo good; for{, ould.
I would therefore’

=.

os

; Cuba Museovado—

gard the apple tree so guarded by disguise as unfit- |- + Worthy of its name!” exclaim all who
ted for food for its young,—a thing betterdone by have examined ‘‘ PURE GOLD,” the lead-

‘up at any time when the bee pasturage is cit off “the rows is the only way to do in growing
fons for profit. - If the weeds gain headway, the
by drought or other causes.
Bees, like human

empty the combs of all that are rich in honey,
and feed it back to them.
This stimulates them
to new energy, both in strengthening their stocks
ind in diligent search of the raré flowers, which
in the morning may only have a limited supply
of nectar.—Nat. Bee Journal.
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Wanted.
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DEPOT:

ET SOAP.

THAN ANY OTHER.

Bivcet,

210)

‘PURE COLD,’

ing the odor, and thereby causing the insect to re-

this simple but successful bee feéder, if possible,
on the top of the sash of the. hive.” This 1 not
only the safest, but is the point easiest of; abcess

mouth, and size of the bottle, give it advantages

gf ug5gs8gy Sense

g2f

Seon

U

The Odor of Trees.

WHOLESALE

ers, to some extentat least, cost what it will.—
Ziow's Herald.

76

2326 ' Pearl

flower garden we make an exception,

-for wehelieve in looking after the beautiful flow-

tle so as to support if upon each gide... The next
icle.
thing that demands specific attention is to place |

The pastures are then clothed
Swakes are, as we all nw, very abundant in and the best.
with
the
richest
grasses, chief of which is the
India, but it is curious to know that in 1862, in
Bengal alone, 2,304 persons met their death from white ‘houeysuckle. - There: should be a good
the bites of these reptilés, and it is estimated supply of water, running water is the best, fn
that, throughout the whole of India, not less every pasture, or there may be megléct in
Well
than 10,600 persons annually die from this cause, ing the cows to drink when they need it.
Though it is a fact that # multitude. of Indian fed and well watered, they will ‘come home at
plants are reputed by the natives as specifics in: | sun down with distended udders, and should be
casewf snake-bites, no certain remedy has yet. immediately milked to give them relief, and to

-| been found." Ammoniais perhaps the most
One hundred

growth. As soon as a branch or twig has grown
to a desired’ length, pinch the terminal bud, ahd

themselves nor any one else.

are diminishing at the rate of twenty a day, and
business is resuming its wonted ccurse.
Favre has resigned. Pouyer-Quertier propos-

The London

during the growing
feeble and slender

. With the

will make a lady of 25 look #5 if she were but 18. It
When grown as a field-crop, the we should gives the complexion a lively, pearl-like appearance,
as it is at all times the warmest part of the hive.
. I re
And ‘this suggests the necessity of keeping the be level, comparatively free from stones, or oth- exceedingly beautiful and perfectly nat
top of the hive as néar air-tight as possible at this er obstructions, deep and mellow. The onion moves Pimples, Sunburn, Moth-patches, Ring-marks,
ine of year, which may be done by removing will grow best on such a ‘soil when well drained, Sallowness, &c., and in a very few weeks changes
Prof. Tyndal has gathered some of his more all honey boxes or honey boards, and closely fit- either naturally or'by artificial means. Fall the rustic face into ome of culture and refinement,
ting paper over the top of the hive, secured by | plowing, throwing the land into twelve feet Any lady who wishes to be pleased with herself ana
recent and noted essays into a volume entitled
to please others will certainly use this article. Then
“Fragments of Science for Unscientific People.” weights. The feeder thus situated, with the cap ridges, is advisable. In the spring an applica:| | drese your Hair with Lyon’s Celebrated Kathairon,
or
cover
of
the
hive
placed
over
it,
will
be
empttion of twenty to thirty two-horse loads of wel
and the two attractions—the complexion and the hair
Prince Bismarck, say the German papers, will
receive the-dukedom of Krotoschin in Prussian | .ied in twenty-four hours. The glass, wide rotted manure are spread broadcast and plowed —are perfect. The Kathairon stimulates the growth

.| present from the imperial Sovernient of Geridents is not supposed to be immediate.
many.
+A despatch from Bombay says thst 4 vessel
It
is
said
that
the plirase ’“ robbing. Peter to
bound from Kurraschu to Kotasin, recently founpay Paul” originated in England in 1550, when
dered near Luckput, and 80 lives were lost.
The harvest prospects of France and Prussia the estates of St Peter's Cathedral were appropairingof St. Paul’s Cathedral. .
are discouraging. Much of the seed has perizhed. In the more eastern portions of Europe,
however, the erops promise an abundant yield.

ig

libi-

tum, long and slender, or not to grow at all.
When the fruit-bearing “branches have grown
eig teen to twenty inches in length on young
vines, the terminal buds should be pinched off,
for the purpose of checking a long and slender
growth, and to induce a stocky, strong
‘and
‘healthful development.
Young grape vines re-

of a

representatives from this collected edition ex-

Catholic church as a miraculous event.

season by allowing every shoot to grow:'ad

nation that holds as much relation to us as we do
to Greece.

Friday was the [Swenty-fifth anniversary of
the elevation of Pius IX. to the Pontificate. Of

pro-

The productive.

ness of bearing gtape vines is often injured se,riously during the former part of the growing

be

Thursday of the mysterious new plague.

two hundred and fifty-five. Popes that have preceded him, none have lived so long, and it had
@ come.to be a proverb in the church that none
could occupy the office a quarter of a century,
so that. the aniversary was celebrated by the

-

At a recent banquet in New York, Mr. W. 'W.
Evarts introduced W. C. Bryant as “a grest

to permit

or

to the

ductive a vine or a tree will be.

the

if the weather holds dry. It is expensive to water, and it should only be resorted to when the
loss that would ensue by the failure to water
would be greater than the cost to do the work.

Southern yell . 7
Western mx’d.

Wheat, west’n 1 xe

ee

exhibitions
:

There is a greater

tendency to wander off to the right than
left.

root,

must be continued,

eeesaae

pugilistic

of time;

more

the

—
—_—

ik Street.

=25

prize-fights,
matches.

to

length

The near-

er the fruitbuds are to

EI

0

7 gs8s

meet in London in June, 1872.
.
The District of Columbia refuses

any

and persons who are lost in the woods or prairies

—by training a grape vine with a bare stem ten,

twenty, thirty or mére feet in'length.

Butter,
¥ b.
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Congress

walk in‘a straight line for

sustained

ebony and much cheaper.

J. MEDINA & HI} S,

‘dried B te

do.new b bbi 0 00 $0 0

28% °

prison

A very singular fact colluecied with walking
is that one side of the body tends to outwalk the
other.
Persons with their eyes shut can not

is nothing “gained—but a loss

Apis

88888

great international

through the night. Itis always betterto give
them a good soaking, if anything is done.
Many
water a little, just sprinkle the top of the ground,
and really do” the plants or seeds little or no

choice extra

West’rn sup...
com, €
medium do..
choice do..
Illinois and Ohi
choice extra, 8
Mich. and judi

PROVISIONS,
Beat-_Mess, |

=a

the

The en-

5

S288:

purest and worthiest man in the country,—Hor“ace Greeley.”
Rev. Dr. E. C. Wines has been appointed U,
8. Commissioner to arrange the preliminaries
"for

end.-

There

it and adding to it ten parts of

ity ot taking a polish, is equal in every respect to,

advise the use of cold water

limbs, having a small bush at the

6

Do. shore.

Salmon, tee, .00
FLOUR AND
St. Lous,sup.6
’
inm..

a material which, in color, hardness, and capabi)-

artificial

ly; but it will be well in doingit to observe. cer
tain things:
Itis always better to have the water the Same temperature as the
gir, and always
better to use rain water in preference to well

Watering once began

grinding

large:

oh.

PRUIETSPS

for the

ed would fail to germinate, or if they started at
all would dry up and be lost. Under such cir

good.

Coit,
POP

3

in life, viz:

to vote

watered they perish,or seeds that had been plant-

tire top should be well filled with bearing twigs,
instead of being all hollow like a tent, with a

sort of network of branches at the outside of the
top.

Boston

solved in naphtha; then adding ten parts of coal
tar, five parts pulverized sulphur, two parts pulverized alum, and five parts of powdered resin,
and heating the mixture to about 300 deg. Fahr.
We thus obtain, after the mass has become cold,

f oton happens that after plants, both vegetables and flowers, are set out, the weather
comes on dry and hot, and unless they. are

feminine to them.

the

ii {Whiting—

liquid glue, five parts gutta-percha, and- two
. | and a half parts of India rubber, the last two dis-

let the plants hgve thé full benefitof the water

are sure to travel in a circle.

(Ky.)

ing and

and bare

in

‘while the trée

Sheeti: .8 ad, Shirtings—
«12 @..
Heavy
Medism ri 10 @; i
Drills, Brown’,
Print Cloths ©.
7
Cotton Flantel. ,

for two hpurs in dilute sulphuric acid; then dry-

long

sexuality

feet,

benefit ‘from

spoken of, is because

FINE AND FRAGRANT.

The

June

ing:a tree fop so as to form very

the

sixteen

reeeiveé

This substance imo
nowv being- manufactured on
a tolerably extensive scale.
It is prepared, says
a contemporary, by taking: sixty parts of sea~
weed charcoal, obtained by treating the sea-weed

richer in quality, while the butter will come
easily, be free from white curly. specks, and in

top is hollow. “There is nothing gained by prun-

on

instances twelve to

crops

Artificial| Ebony,

in the spring will thrive on this hay; the milk
will be largely increased in quantity, and be

never

many

fully, and note the results.— Zion’s Herad.

the first cut hay by, itself, in a ‘place convenient
for use in the springs Cows ‘coming in early

cumstances it is better to supply water

ip

13 818

the lopsesoil absorbs more readily the dew and
showérs, however’ light, much to the advantage
of the growing crop. Let those who doubt in
regard to such matters, try the experiment care.

cock
is much more valuable than that dried in
the sun, and wastes less in handling. Put awdy

We

why

such treatment as we have

madé, when it may be hauled together.
If any:
cock should be damp inside,sprefd for a few minutes; it will dry rapidly.
Clover ‘cured in. the

water.

AT

considerable

La Piegre

on ac-

reason

vegetable kingdom, taking the ground that plants
in general are masculine, and ,that the earth is

at: Chicago,

run fo any

88:0

@:.

length. Root crops are usually
improved by
frequent hoeings, or stirring of the soil, , One

mended,and the ey 8 i is sufficient,ys the top
only needs protedtion, Pratap, and, thus protected, the hay may stay in the field UiitheiLis all

from the well on plants, especially when the
sun is hot upon them.
The very best time, of
course, is to water them just at night, and thus

In thie New Jerusalpm conference

tasseled out, it is not profitable

as they. have

32.8.

lo. Bwee

S

hope

enough

sap must flow through long bare;limbs—in many

as soon

Cuba, Clayed. v

°

En

long

taken by the

3

two or three Nurs. but

esareeae®

it is said has but one

pruned by persons who are. entirely ignorant of
tha law that regulates the flow of sap.
All the
small branches and twigs are cut out of the center of the tree tops and the sap is directed to the
extremities of long arms, having on the end of
each one a small bush.
The fault in
such pruning is, most of the

Va., was

If people are not fully prepared for changes of
the weather theyshave only themselves to blame.
The weather forecasts, which are daily published from the Bureau at Washington, are marvelously accurate.

has

interview with Horace Greeley, became

““ That he may live

in the peculiar developmentof apple trees,when

hoed

MOLASSES,

No.
3m25

' now

"A curious vote was

wick of Patten, N. J.,

count of color, or of having taken part in the reat Louisville,

earth, We frequently see strange exemplifications of the never-fuiling correctness of this law

be

:
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to run through it with a horse, or to hoe it,
Cabbages and cauliflowers are among the crops
that should be hoed often, and are improved by
every hoeing, while all vines should be left alone

noon of the
t day, when it may be putin
cocks, made
ashigh and narrow as possiple; they
wil shed rfin better in this’ shape, and if caps
are used, a yard square will be sufficiently large
ta cover them. Caps are to be strongly recom-

that from

should

after it has fully

lie until the

Watering Plants and Seeds. -

is always as true as the needle to the poles of the

’

it may

is desired that a
low, by pinch- color will not be far behind
erect shoots the grass,~Am. Ag.
and nature will
of sap into they:

side branches; and thus the lateral growth will
far exceed the upward development.
This law

by

a paper was presefited from the Rev. Dr. Bes-

his proclamation - declarinig that the constitution-

Democrat

estimated

town for the purpose of selling off the pews. The
record of it reads as follows: “Voted that the
town be at the expense of rum for the venduing
of the’ meeting-house pews.”

Rich gold and silver mines have recently been
developed in Arizona.
Governor Jhcob of West Virginia has issued

A prominent

permitting

by hand,

Corn

BE :

built in 1797.

Alsace.

after an

it is

The first ‘meetings “house it Wheelock,

Consul at Strasburg,

|

ora

If turned

them after they are in bloom.

AND

that

half million bales.
Several herds of cattle, stolen by Indians and
tr aded off to the Mexicans, have been re-captur- “ed in New Mexico by the United States troops.
John B. Gough has heen lecturing to delighted
throngs in California.
-

vote was very light .

»

134,000, 200,000 cells?

majority.

and

branches. On the contrary, if it
tree top should grow broad and
ing the terminal buds of all’ the
upward growth will be checked,
direct the more abundant flow

holding 8,155,760,000 thoughts, and by Baillogue
estimated that the cerebral convolutions contain

estimates the assured

by a large

terminal buds in certain places,

Dr Burke that an average brain is capable of

three mhillion to three and a

adopted

vine

ply by pinching off a portion or the whole of the

is Wioserding
i,

It may be suspected that scientists sometimes

be of remarkable excellence.

was

a grape

day.

_ BOSTON WHOLESALE PRICES.
ie
For the week ending. JUNE 14, 1871.

course, with certain crops, for it is not well
CANDLES.
to either cultivate among, or hoe potatoes after.
: Moulds. ..ivesfo 1a. - 1
they have “laidglown2 and covered
the
We think it does more harm than good ‘to. hoe
COAL.

seen be-

it shouldbé shaken up’ and turned before the
déw falls. Ifa tedderis eniployed, its constant
usé will fit the cloyer to be put in cocks the same

the pruner’s ef orts in giving a certain form to
atree top, to a vine, or to pushes of any sort.

deposits of borax,sulphur,alum and soda,

overrun their game, as when

The crops on the Pacific Coast this season will

bellion,

processions, il-

army

ly valuable.

if there is any. hope for them, it is ina * new departure.”

abolishing all distinction

The day

have been discovered in Nevada, and arrangements are being made to make them Tommercial-

washed ashore on Cote Blanche
Island, near
New Orleans, dead. It is supposed that they
came from some vessel lost during the Storm of
Friday, June 9.
The horse disease in New York is causing great

been appointed, American

sort, or an ornamental. tree,

plenty to be

CHEAPER

Huge

been

of Vernon, Ct.,

form or

there will be

well

to wait for a

fore the crop is well down, Cut when the dew
is off, ‘and allow to dry until afternoon, when

rose bush, should have a correct understanding
of the manner in which nature will’ respond to

and gives employment to about thirty ladies.

and a clarionet,

late

places by

enable the

desired

shape. It is of great importance that: every person who attemps to train a fruit tree of any

night the city wasa bi aze of ilu-

in many

any

soon as it is

.

part of the town of

The North Adams Chinamen are organizing a
band, and have received their instruments, consisting of two drums, a ong,’ a }
of cymbals

al amendment

count and Von Moltke field marshal of the impe-

into

flow of

~{.such buds to grow inh other parts of the tree or
vine,
If, for example, we desire to have any
tree grow tall having a small and dense¥ top, it.
Paragraphs,
is necessary to continue to pinch the terminal
The opponents of worhan’s suffrage have startbuds of the side’ branches during the growing'|.
ed a paper in Baltimore.called the True Woman.
geason, This pinching of buds on the side of a tree
The manufacture of paper boxes was introtop tends to check the extension.
of the branchduced at Richmond, Virginia, in the spring of
es in a lateral direction, ‘and to promote "the up1869. One firm there turns-out daily 2500 boxes,
ward growth of the central stem and the erect

Potsdam Junetion, XN. Y., was burned on Sunday
~ afternoon:

Rev. R. 8. Kendall,

—

There is a beautiful law regulating the
pruner to train them

The re-organization of the
with all possible speed, %

dack railroads, and in his message. denies the
constitutional right of the legislature to pass any
such bill.

. cotton ‘erop at from-

el

brown head;

The most interesting question now ip/France is, Trees and vines are things of life. . They can be
appafently, How will the new.elgetions turn out? i duced to assume almost any desired form, simEach phrty is busy, the Bonapartists especially.

Governor Hoffman has vetoed the bills giving
two million do]lars to the Midland and Adiron-

“The agricultural bureau

after a

luminations and vhasses. in the churches.

to unseat enough republicans to give them tw 0
ey
thirds of the house.
"Mathew M. Strensky, a Chicago beer saloon
keeper, committed suicide on Sunday in consebar-room on
|
quence of a police order closing his
. Sunday.

loss to the horse railway companies.
~The Towa democracy has just decided

intense excitement, and

The Philosophy of Pruning.

of

sap in all trees and vines, which will

was noticed

The New Hampshire demo&racy will attempt

have

statue

Pope’s jubilee, was a complete failure,

publican city government.

cattle

them with

the

The demonstration in Brussels, in homor of the

. New London, Connecticut, has“ of last ot a re-

Engin

crowning

“unveiled

speech conferred distinguished
honors.on the
principal commanders.
Von Roon is made a
rial army. At
minations.

out to sea.

Several “hundred

Emperor

mowed as

There is no necessity

’

severe rain-storm, which. blew down houses,
drove some vessels on shore and several more

2

soldiers and

The

Clover should be

in blossom.

White] Firm, Pure and Popular,
Lasts Three Times as Long as Brown Soap
Harmless to Clothing and Pleasant to the Hands;

Galveston, Texas, hasbeen, visited by another

all the ephuionk

the victgrious
flowers.

his father amid

New Orleans is free froniawatér.

Almost

found vent in cheering, embracing

The rarities

dehoed crops in order to obtain the highest results, Much of this work can and should be
done by horse power, which is so very much
cheaper than hand labor. Thpre isd limit, o

»

————

Women.

Bowen has been sentenced
twe 0 years in the. penitentia-

immense.and

Mnagensint of Clov ér Hay,

aves

MISCELL! ANEOUS.

Ex-Represeitative

Rural and Domestic

"All

Bleaches WhitefjClothes, Brightens Colors,

—

to a fine of $250 and
ry for bigamy.

century.

3s ~

was one of the finest. displays of the

the captured cannon and the eagles were in the
procession.. ‘The -enthusiasm of the people was

THE GREAT ECONOMIZ
Savesflabor, saves. time. , Saves money, saves clothing,

©Summary:

—
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= | Delapierrg’s ELECTRIC ER.SOAP!
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to be greatly promoted by frequent stirrings, and | 2 cents each

it is a most excellent plan to tickle the'soil about | ders are soliotted.
LS

formers cts., on the lnteer, 2 cents.

